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Introduction

This manualolis one in a series of such efforts by members of the
Department of PoiTtOspl Science at the University of Minnesota, under
grants by the National Science Foundation and the U. S. Office of
Education. The general philosophy of the series and the specific titlei
are contained in the Editor's Preface, while this introduction is written
in application to this volume alone.

From the beginning, each of these efforts has varied slightly in
response to problems in the sub-field, the state of the literature in
the relevant area of study and the type of course for which the material
is relevant. Some have more or less emphasis on substance and method;
some have plans for political games; others have computer-based exercises.

We have adapted'the general outline of the manual to courses in
judicial behavior and constitutional law in two ways: (1) We have in-
cluded a small but significant portion of work in the traditional legal
virtues and skills -- briefing cases, shepardizing, and use of legal
indexes; (2) recognizing the size of many such courses, we have made our
data self-available. Other manuals in the series involve data on cards
and runs on the counter-sorter or, even, technical efforts. Because the
usual number of variables doesn't usually justify automation, we have
also supplied tables of voting in our appendixes, which, in effect, are
our data sources.

This preliminary edition will shortly be replaced by a permanent
one by Little, Brown and Company. We will appreciate all the more,
therefore, criticism and comment.

Samuel Krislov
Minneapolis
November 12, 1969



Editor's Preface

This manual is the third of a series aimed at bringing to under-
graduate teaching the sophistication and the excitement of dealing with
genuine research problems, the discovery and examination of data, rather
than passive acceptance of conclusions. Members of the Department of
Political Science at the University of Minnesota have been involved in
the development of such a program for nearly six years. The first of
the series -- on political behavior, written by William Flanigan dnd
David RePass -- was issued in 1967. A revised edition of that efort
is available from Little, Brown and Company. The second -- on compara-
tive politics by Edwin Fogelman -- will be available from them in
Spring 1970. We expect over the course of the next year to issue
similar -- but individualized -- efforts as follows: community power,
Thomas Scott; legislative behavior, Eugene Eidenberg; international
relations, Ellen Pirro; political development, Roger Benjamin; and
quantitative methods by Roger Benjamin and Wiliiam rlanigan. As these
are revised for final publication, they will also be published by

Little, Brown and.Company.

The projekt itself is supported by the Office of Education and the
National SciedtVFoundation. In accordance with the principles of public
support, and our own purposes, we are making all materials available
without restriction, asking only that. credit be given for any use of

the materials.

Samuel Krislov
Minneapolis
NoveMber 1969
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Judicial Process Laboratory

EXERCISE #1

The first exercise is intended to familiarize you with the
problems and procedures of data-gathering that are peculiar to judicial
process research. In particular, there are certain reference resources
that you should learn to use. Amoug these are Shepard's Citations,
Corpus Juris Secundum and the Index to Legal Periodicals.

1. Shepard's

Every printed case can be characterized by a short-hand address,
a citation. This is in prtnciple the same as any reference citation, but
because lawyers utilize so many sources the citation has less redundancy
and is condensed. Standard abbreviations are also used so as to permit

further condensing of information.

Each case citation is coded by reference to the volume and page
numbert.of the particular report in which it is printed. For example, the
citation "75 US 809" indicates Volume #75 of United States Supreme Court

Reports, p. 809. There are a number of reporting systems. Some of the

major ones are:

(1) for Supreme Court cases: US (UteceLStist.S.222:1_112.por_II)

LE (Lawyer's Edition, United States
Supreme Court Reports)

SC (Supreme Court Reporter)

(2) f r lower Federal Courts: F or F2d (Federal Reporter, Second Series)

FS (federal Supplement)

(3) for state courts: regional reporters, A2d (Atlantic Reporter,
Second Series, for states in the Atlantic
area), etc.

state court reporters published by individual
states, Pa or Miun or Va, etc.

Shepard's is a further compacting of a great mass of information

in short compass. It attempts to take ell reported decisions, indicate the
history of the case through lower courts, and point out the use of the
decision in later cases.
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Each case is listed in single-column indicating volume number;
the case is identified only by the opening page number which constitutes
its unique address (see our example: 354 US 234). The history is indicated

by listing the lower court decision and preceding it by a descriptive letter.
So, "a 100 NH 163" would mean the case was decided in Volume 100 of the
New Hampshire Reports and is affirmed in this Supreme (or other) Court
decision.

Further use of the case or treatment uses a different set of
lower case letters to indicate outcomes. In this case Sweezy was followed,
in 354 US 929 but distinguished in 360 US 73.

N
Turn now to the

States Citations and note
abbreviations on page 9.
are designed to test your

example which follows
their own directions.
Read this thoroughly.
understanding of this

from Shepard's United
Note especially their
The following nuestions

method.

1) What are the two other citations for the U.S. Supreme Court
decision Sweezy vs. New Hampshire (354 US 234)2

2) This case originated in the state courts of New Hampshire. What

are the two state Supreme Court citations for that deCision?

What does "App. & E." stand for?

4) On the point of refusal to answer questions in legislative
inquiries, which Supreme Court case (Majority opinions) cite Sweezy
favorably?

Which lower Federal courts?
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5) What is the difference between the top cases (marked by a
bracketed "I" in your example) and those marked "2"?

1111=11. .

6) Why does Shepard's, go to the trouble of indicating by "j" citations,
of.the case by dissenters, as opposed to majority use of the case?

7) Has Sweezy been overruled?

Distinguished?

8) If you were a lawyer preparing a case and wanted to cite Sweezy
why would you want the above information?

9) How would 'jou find out in what way the case was distinguished?

10) If your case dealt with the question of jurisdiction but had
nothing to do with investigations, refusal to answer and the fourteenth
amendment, would you be as interested in 360 US 73?

What case would interest you most?

7
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You should now have some grasp of how this system works, so that
you are able to use it to find needed information on other cases. To give
you some further practice, we have included on page 10 a partial set of
citations from 8hepard's for another case, which you will use to answer
the following questions. The case is Gitlow vs. New York (268 US 652), a
very significant free speech case, which we will refer to later.*

11) If you were interested in criticisms of this (Gitlow) decision by
other courts, which cited case would you want to look up?

12) How would you know if the Gitlow cases were overruled by any of
the other cited decisions?

Is there any indication that it was overruled?

13) In how many cited cases was the ruling in Gitlow explained?

14) How many of these were Supreme Court decisions?

15) If you wanted to trace the pre-decision history of Gitlow, where
would you look?

2. Corpus Atris

Another useful reference is Corpus Juris Secundum, which is a
type of encyclopedi.i using important legal terms and phrases as headings.
Each heading contains both explanatory comments and comprehensive references

* Shepard's tries to cumulate its citations but the process of building
up citations goes on. This means that you have to look in a few volumes fo:
a complete history of a case, particularly an older one. This is less
confusing in practice than it appears. Vol. 1 of the US citations covers
through 1943; Gitlow was decided in the 1920's so you have to start with
Vol. 1 and go through the two bound volumes and the recent paper-bound
supplement to completely Shepardize. Sweezy was decided after 1943, so you
start with Vol. 2. Since old cases are constantly being cited in new ones
you always must go to all isS4146 subsequent to the first one.
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to the relevant case law. Corpup Juria is comprised of two sets of

volumes: the first is a general index containing only headings and
references to the full discussion found in the second set of volumes.
There are a variety of subheadings under each indexed subject. As with

most indexes, one should search through several headings and subheadings

to find precisely what one is looking for. Note that the text gives
both summary points of law and references to the relevant ease law.

On page 1-11 of this manual you will find a reproduced page
of the C.J.S. (Vol. 46, p. 1090) taken from the section on sedition.
We have chosen this particular page to show how one might pursue some
topics related to the Gitlow case. The sedition heading is only one of

several possible leads to further information on this case.

16) Where would one find material on the right of assembly?

17) What Supreme Court case, holding that assembly could not be
forbidden without regard to topic, would seem to be useful to Shepardize

if you were interested in freedom of assembly?

18) On freedom of speech where would you look in C.J.S.?

19) On treason, where would you look?

3. Index

A third useful reference source is the Index to Legal Periodicals,
which is similar in format to any periodical index. We have reproduced a

page of this Index (page 1-12) which contains the section on the topic of

free speech. Again, we might have looked under othcr headings (such as

9
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"sedition") but in this Index the topics relating to the Gitlow decision
were grouped under the heading "freedom of speech." You will not always
be that lucky.

20) Why would you want to refer to this Index in addition to ,Corpus
Juris Secundum and Shepard's Citations?

-R
21) Using the page list of rases of the Index reproduced here, compile

a short list of cases dealing directly with the Gitlow decision.

22) Using the Index list three articles you might pursue to write a
paper on Gitlow.

10
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ILLUSTRATIVE CASE

Citations to the case of Sweezy v. New Hampshire, by
Wyman, Attorney General as reported in Volume 354 United
Statea Supreme Court Reports at page 234 are shown in the
left margin of this and the following page in the same form
in which they appear in the United States Supreme Court
Reports division of this volume.

Cross references to a cited ease as also reported in the
Lawyers' Edition, United States Supreme Court Reports,
Supreme Court Reporter and the Annotated Reports System
arc shown enclosed in parentheseti immediately following the
page number of that case when first avtgleshle and are not
repeated in subsequent voiumes. Thus the references "(1 LR
1311)" and " (77 SC 1203)" immediately following the 234----
page number of the Sweezy ease indicate that that ease is
also reported in Volume 1 Lawyers' Edition, United States
Supreme Court Reports, Second Series at page 1311 and in
Volume 77 Supreme Court Reporter at page 1203 and the
absence of an Annotated Reports System reference enclosed
in parentheses indicates that it is not reported in the Anno-
tated Reports System.

Citations to each cited case in the United States Supreme
Court Reports division are grouped as follows:

1. citations by the United States Supreme Court, the
lower federal courts and state courta analyzed as to

*. the history of the cited case;

2. citations by the United States Supreme Court and the
lower federal courts analyzed as to the treatment
accorded the cited ease ;

3. citations in federal department reports;

4. citations in state reports and units of the National
Reporter System arranged alphabetically by states;

5. citations in articles in the American Bar Association
Journal; and

6. citations in annotations of the Lawyers' Edition,
United States Supreme Court Reportaand of the Anno-
tated Reports System.

For the purpose of illustration only, this grouping has been
indicated by bracketing the citations accordingly. It will bo
noted that as yet there are no citations in group three.

In indicating the history and freatment of a cited case,
the letter-form abbreviations shown on page 17 are used.

An examination of the citations relating to the history
of the cited case indicates that another phase of the same
ease "s" in the United States Supreme Court, was reported
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both in 352 United States Supreme Court Reports "US" 812
and in 77 Supreme Court Reporter "SC" 49, that a further
phase of the same ease was reported in 355 US 852 as well as
in 2 Lawyers' Edition, United States Supreme Court Reports,
Second Series 61 and 78 SC 7 and that another phase
of the same case in the Supreme Court of New Hampshire
was reported both in 100 New Hampshire Reports "N11" 103
and in 121 Atlantic Reporter, Second Series "A2d" 783.

Each reference for a citing ease as reported in one of the
principal series of federal or state reports is followed by any
cross reference to the same case as also reported in one or more
of the other series of reports listed on the title page to the
United States Supreme Court Reports division.

Au examination of the treatment accorded the cited case
indicates that it has been followed "f", distinguished "d" and
harmonized "h" by the United States Supreme Court, distin-
guished and explained "e" by lower federal courts, referred
to without particular comment by the United States Supreme
Court in several eases and by 4 lower federal court in a ease
reported in 174 Federal Supplement "PS" 360 and has been
cited in dissenting opinions "j" by tho United States Supreme
Court in several cases and by lower federal courts in two
cases reported in Federal &porter, Second Series "F2d".

The subject matter involved in any particular point of
law dealt with in the cited case is indicated by topic words
under which are shown any citing references by the federal
courts relating to that particular point of law. Thus the words
"Appeal and Error", abbreviated to "App. & E." and "Juris-
diction-Showing-Necessity" indicate the oubjeet nlatter of a
point of law dealt with in the Sweezy case which is also
dealt with in the case reported in 357 US 473, 2 LIZ. 1429 and
78 SC 1314.

Through the topics words, the citations dealing with a
particular point of law may be referred to instantly without
e%araining every citation to the cited case. The topic words
do not apply to citations listed below a separation line across
the column and so in this illustration do not apply to the
citations following "d 22 FRD 274".

The cited ease has also been referred to by the courts of
Arkansas, California, Florida, Illinois, New Hampshire, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia in cases reported in
each instance in both the state series of reports and in the
corresponding unit of the National Reporter System.

The cited case is aiso shown as having been cited in
articles in 44 American Bar Association Journal -ABA" 86,
45-ABA 284 and 46 ABA 272 and in annotations "n" in
2 LE 1723 and 6 LIZ 1357.

12
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ABBREVIATIONS-ANALYSIS
History of Case
u (affirmed)
cc (connected

ease)
in (modified)
r (reversed)
s (same case)
S (superseded)

Treabnent of Case
a (criticised)

d (distinguished)

e (explained)

(followed)
(harmonized)
(dissenting

opinion)
(limited)

o (overruled)
p (parallel)

q (questioned)

Same ease affirmed on-rehearing.
Different case fiom case cited but arising out of samesubject matter or intimately connected therewith.'Samc ease modified on rehearing.
Same case reversed on rehearing.
Same case as case cited.
Substitution for former opinion.

Soundness of derision or reasoning in cited case criticisedfor reasons given.
OM at bar different either in law or fact from case citedfor reasons given.
Statement of import of decision in cited case. Not merelya restatement of the facts.
Cited as controlling.
Apparent inconsistency explained and shown not to exist.Citation in dissenting opinion.

Refusal to extend decision of cited case beyond preciseissues involved.
Ruling in cited case expressly overruled.Citing case substantially alike or on all fours with citedease in its law or facts.
Soundness of decision or reasoning in cited esse ques.tioned.
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§ 2 INSURRE.CTIoN AND SEDITION

Hated as criminal syndicalism33 or criminal anar-
01013

Ordinarily these statutes have been upheld as
valid,' and the) have been held not to bc in viola-
tion of the cInstitutional definition of treason."
Such statutes have been held not to be unconsti-
tutional by reason of the fact that they do not'
penalize the same acts if done for the purpose of
maintaining or perpetuating the same industrial or
political condition,3 or because the offense may be
committed in any one of several different ways.4
Such statutes have, however, been held invalid
where they violate fundamental rights or are 'oth-
erwise objectiotiabk.;

Affiliation witli syndicalist assneiation. The stilt-
Ines may not only prohibit thc advocacy of the doe-
trineS of syndicalism, but they may also, and often
do, prohibit and penalize the association with, or

NY. 112. nillrmed 45 S.Ct. 526, 368
s. wo. 69 I.1, 1138.

93. rn1.---1'rop20 v. Leese, 195 P.
ic. 5.: v.o.App. .2g0.

purpose of net
Tho denten end purpose nf the

t'rltninni Srndienlittm Act.le the sup-
of whut went lideented by

tho lawsuni.ers A growing menace.
nrtoing from sabotage and other un-
Inwful methods of terrorism in fur-
therance of indnetrial ends and in
the adjuelment of elleged grievances
against empioyern.-State v. Ding-
man. 219 P. 760, 27 Idaho 253.
SOL N.Y.---r.,npla v. Oftlew. 167 N-

YS., 7s2. 773. 39 Mr.
niiirm...1 136 NA.% 317. "234

N.V. 112. affirmed 45 S.Ct. 626, 266
11.S. 632. 69 1115.

1. Cal.-People v. MeClennegen. 214
P. 91. 195 Cal. 445-Ex parte Wood.
227 I'. 008. 194 Cal. 49-reoplo V.
Chambers. 72 P.2d 746. 22 Cal.App.
24 687-People v. Wagner. 225 P.
464. 65 Cal.App. 704.

Idalin,-State v. Dingman, 219 P.
74;(1 57 Idaho 253.

Knn.-State v, Finke, 230 P. SS, 117
Nan. C,9, reversed on other grounds
4 7 S.Ct. 655, 274 U.S. 380. 71 L.
1.;.1. 1106.

Mtch.-People v. Ruthenberg. 201 11.
W. 358, 223 Mich. 315. error din-
miseed Ruthentrerg v. People of
State of Michigan. 47 &Ct. 4 70.
2 73 U.S. 752, 71 L.Ed. 890.

Ohlo-State v. Keesay. 184 N.13. 821,
Ohio St. 177,

Okl -Wood v. State, 141 P.2d 300.
Okl.Cr. 305-perg v. State. 233

P. 457. 29 Okl.Cr. 11 2.
Or.-State v. Denny, 63 P.2d 713, 153

Or, 541-State v. Pugh, 61 P.2d
827. 161 Or. 611-State v. Doloir.
4 P.2d 326. 138 Or. 618, rehearing
denied 7 P.til 776. 131 Or. 601.

33 Ca. p 153 nots 11-p 141 note 34.

46 C. J. S.

membership in, organizations advocating such doe-
trines,5 or inviting others to join such organiza-
tions:, and the courts have upheld the validity of
statutes of this character.5 It has been held, how-
eirer, that the legislature cannot make it a crime to
belong to a party organized or formed **of-the pur-
pdse of encouraging hostility or opposition to the
government, unless the hostility er opposition in-
cludes a purpose to overthrow or subvert such gov-
ernment'?

Persons liable. Statutes against criminal syndi-
calism apply to corporations as well aS to individ-
ual5.10 The managing editor of a newspaper may
be crfminally responsible for an unlawful publica-
tion advocating the doctrines under consideration
unless the unlawful publication is made under such
circumstances as to negative any presumption of
privity or want of ordinary precaution on his part

Validity of statutes under constitu-
tinnal provielons as to:

Class legislaUon sea Constitutional
Law 11 501.

Due process see Constitutional
Law I 680.

Freedom of speech see ConsUtu-
tional Law § 212.

Pernonnl liberties :Yoe Conetitution-
al Law I 202.

Right of assembly see Constitu-
tional Law 1 214.

Statut held snittolesitly explicit
The act defining crimtnal syndi-

calism as the doctrine which advo-
cates crime. physical violet. e, arson.
deetruction of property. snbotage. or

hor unlawful avts or inethodo. ft
a mean:. of accomplInhing industrial
or penitent ends. snd declnring guilty
f felony any person who beromes

a member or voluntarily assembles
with any society or assemblage of
persons which teaches or advocatee
such doctrine Is sullicie-tly explicit.
-Jaffee v. Siete. 134 P.2d 1027, 76
Okher. 95-Wood v. State. 134 P.2(3
1021. 76 Okl.Cr, 59-Shaw v. Stele,
134 P.24 999. 7C OkLer. 271. rehear-
ing denied 138 1-.2d 136, 76 Okl.Cr.
271.
2. Wtuth.-Stato v. Hennessy, 195 P.

211, 114 Wash. 351.
33 C.J. p 163 note 35.
"Treaeon" defined see the C.J.S. title

Tretteen 4 1. also 63 C.J. p 814 notes
2, 3.
tact that treason. is fisttnad in

federal and state constitutions does
not prevent legle)ature from enacting
tatute intended to prevent teaching
of criminal syndicalism or sabotage.
-Berg v. State, 233 P. 497. 25 Okl.
Cr. 112.
3. Cal.-People v. Weller, 204 P.

410. 155 Cal..app. 687.
Distinction disoretionaly and not an-

bitrarg
The Otiminal Syndieslisra Act doss

1090

Is

not violate constitution in penalising
those who advocate a resort to vio-
lent and unlawful ineihods as a
means of changing industrial and
politictil conditions whit.- not penalis-
ing those who may advocate a re-
sort to such methods for mnintnin-
Mg such conditions% since the di--
tinction In not arbitrary hut with-
in discretionary power of state to
direct Its legislation against what
it deems an evil without covering
whole field of pre.sible abuses.-
Jaffee v. State. 134 P.2d 1027. 76 Oki.
Cr. 9S-Wood v. State, 114 1'.2i1 11121.
76 Oki.Cr. 50-Shaw V. State, 134 P.
2.1 999. 76 Okl.Cr. 2 7! r..hearing
denied 135 P.241 130. 76 010.0r 271.

Idaho.-State v. Dingman. 219
P. 760. 37 Idaho 253.

S. Cal.-Ex parte Campbell, 221 P.
952. 64 t'al.App, It").

Conducting contantnist mooting
Stntute, as applied to ni..1$11,or of

Communist party convicted (Or als
tg in conducting moetiiig

under auspices nf party. regr.rdless
of whet was said or done at 1/1,0tit-4;
was UlICOrtatItatlOnill.-1)0 jaage V.

State of Oregon, Or.. 57 S.Ct, 255,
299 U.S. 353, 81 7...Ed. 27S.

5. Or.-State v. Laund,, NI P. DC
103 Or. 443.

7. Wash.-State v. ...npelin. 203 P.
654, 118 Wash. 331

5. Cal.-People v. Th:trnpson, 229
P. 696. 68 Cal.App. 457--Peoplo v.
'Wagner, 226 P. 454. 65 CatAlp.
704.

5. N.J.-Stats v. Gabriel. 112 A, 611,
95 N.J.Law 337.

la Minn.-State v, Workers' Secise-
ist Pub. Co.. 185 N.W. 931. 150
Minn. 406.

Liabilit5 of corporation to crlintnal
. prosecution for criminal syndtcal.

Ism see Corporations 5 1364 4.
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310 INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS, 1926-1928 SUBJECTS

FREETIDM OF SPEECHContinued
Due picwes: of law, liberty, free speech.

It;itlow t. Vw York, 45 Sup Ct Rep 4525.1 .
Law Q Rev 42:12-15 Ja '26: 3. P. Han. III
1. Rev .740/04-13 Ap Oreg I.. Rev 5:
324-9 Je

fen, historical reminders as to impor-
tance of right of free speech. F. W. G. Mass
LQ is ::5-8 Az :.,6

Injury to troic .or busineis.- threat of
pros..uition. (American Mercury, Inc. V.

ChAse Nlass.) F (M) ;'.24.] Mich L Rev
25:74-5 N

"1.1;;erty" a. inchid;ng freedom of speech.
[Whitney v. California. 47 Sup Ct 641, 646.]
C. T. L. Va L Rev 14:49-55 N '27: id 63;
C. P. U la I. Rev 76:1n8-03 D '27: E. F.
Alhertsworth. Ill I. Rev 22:541-5 ja.

Our courts ;old free speech. T. J. Norton,
A it A Jour 13 ;658-9 N '27

Present status of freedom of speech under
federal Constitution. (Fiske v. Kansas, 274
U S 3.in.1 nary I. Rev 41:525-8 F '28

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
Contempt of court. [Rex v. Editor of the

New Statesnian..i T L R 301; Rex v. Edi-
tor of the Daily Mail. 44 T L R 303.1 L T
165.138 3 IS '2N: Sol J 72:126 F 25 Ir; Ir
). JiMr .mo '; just P 92:2 Ap

Ficedom of the pre,s under our constitu-
tii.n. K. E. Michael. W Va L Q 33:29-63 D

FREEHOLD
C;;toin:;ry treehoid. L T 163:489 Je 4 '27
Freehold estates in tenement buildings.

1.. I t6578 Ja 28 '28
Freehold, involved within nwaning
1:hnois Practice Act. [Ohn v. Reinecke.

22 Ill .14o: Dime:Anson v. Lill, 322 Ill 528.]
E. M. Leesman. 1i L Rev 21:808-to Ap '27

FRENCH REVEILUTION
itari!re, champion of nationalism in thc

French Revolution. L. Gershoy. Pol Sci Q
42:09-30 S '27

FUNERALS
Funeral eNpenses. L T 165:350-I Ap 21

FUTURE INTERESTS
SA. al: Peri,etuities

Acceleration of future interests. Harv L
Rcv 4075i-62 Mr '27

Acteleration of power to sell. [Alden-
derfer v. Spangler (Ohio) 153 N E stn Ill
L Rev 22212-13 Je '27

Descent and distribution of contingent
and executory interests. [Smith v. Sweetser,

(2d) 9741 Mich L Rev 26:454-5 F '28
Executory devises, gift wer for life at-

tached to fe.e. (Abbott v. Boston Safe De-
p_osit & Trust Co. (Mass.) 154 N E 860
Harv L Rev 40:1016 My '27

Fee limitud upon a fee by deed, heir
constrad as heir of _the body. (Kidwell
v. Rogers (W.Va.) 137 S E 5.1 H. Caplan.
W Va I. Q 34:101-2 I) '27

Future interests in Indiana. B. C. Gavit.
Ind I. J 3:505-27, 627-47 Ap-My'211

"Heirs" construed. vesting of kgacies.
[Lippincott v. Purtell (N.J.) x3i Atl 2101
Mich L Rev 24:724-5 My '26

Meaning of "lawful heirs." [Beardsley v.
Johnson (Conn.) ;34 Atl 530.1 Mich L Rev
25:675-7 Ap '27

Ohio law as to ereation of future inter-
ests in land. C. C. White. U Cin I. Rev
136-53 Mr '27

Personal property, estate by entirety, fu-
ture interestso [Winchester v. Cutler, 194
N C Ork, 14o S E 622.] A. S. Kartus. N C L
Rev 6:342-5 Ap '28

Remainder to surviving children vested
whcn. (Harrison v. Harrison (Ala.) ic/5 So
T79.] W. L. H. Mich L Rev 24:399-402 F'26

Right of legir.lature to take way incho-
ate right to de st v eon tin!.ent remainder.
[Jennings v. Capen (Ill.) ist N E QM] A.
A. Bruce. 111 L Rev 2t:an8-5o2 ja '27

Right to dower in estate subject to ex-
ecutory devise. [Alexander v. Fleming
(N.C.) 130 S E 867.1 Yale L j 35885-6 My
'26

Running of Statutz of Limitation, against
contingent remaindcrman. [Callison v. Wa-
bRaesvh R4 2C2 C (FM,o26.) 275 S W 965.1 Mich L

Sonic Ohio problems As to future inter-
ests in land. C. C. White. 13 Cin L Rev
1:36-56 Ja '27

Vesting ofelegacies. [In re Roth's Will.
(Wis.) 210 N W 826.) Mich L Rev 25:916-
17 je '27

GAME
Sei Fish and Game

GAMING
al.yu

Agreement to refer to single Arbitrator,
jurisdiction of committee. [Joe Lee, Ltd. v.
Dtalmeny & Tattersall's Committee. t36 L T
R 3751 Ir L T 61:96 Ap 16 '27

Betting, (Legislation.) L T 161:52-3 Ja
'26; id 163:207 Mr 5 '27

Betting and thc totalisator. L T 165;252
Mr 2.1 '28

Betting certificates, liability of "runners."
Just P 91:840 N 5 '27

Betting duty and illegal betting. [Clark v.
Westaway, i 3 P N 622.] Just P 91:683 S
17 27

Betting duty and the totalisator. fAttor-
ney-General v. Luncheon and Sports Club
Ltd., 165 L T 259.] L T 165:348-9 Ap 21
'28

Betting on horse racing as game of
chance. [Utah State Fair Ass'n. v. Green
(Utah) 249 Pac totti.] A. S. 1.1., Jr. Va L
Rev 13:316-20, 324 F '27

Betting overseas, Sol J 71:275 Ap 2 '27
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Judicial Process Laboratory

EXERCISE #2

Assigned Readings:

Gitlow v. New York 268 US 652 (1925)

Cantwell v. Connecticut 310 US 296 (1939)

Suggested Readings:

Harold Spaeth, an Introduction to Supreme Court Decision-Making (San

Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1.965).
Karl Llewellyn, The Bramble Bush (New York: Oceana Publications, 1951).

Henry Abraham, The Judiciary: The Supreme Court in the Governmental

Process (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1965).

While in the first exercise you familiarized yourself with the
basic tools and methods for research in the law library, this exercise is

designed to help you focus on the object of that search, the substance of

the case itself. Here the fundamentals for reading and briefing a case

will be discussed. In particular, a procedure for understanding and
organizing a court's opiaion will be presented. Before examdning this
procedure, however, several distinguishing features of judicial opinions

should be emphasized and warnings issued.

A most important fact to remember in reading law is that it is
often a tedious and slow process; plan to spend a great deal of time
reading and especially re-reading a judicial decisian. While opinions are
often short and to the point, more often they are long-an6 drawn-out, at
times extending to dozens of pages. But more difficult taan sheer length

are the style and argumentation. Argumentation is often very subtle and
involved; key words, phrasest or points are not underlined ond often do
not emerge on a first reading; secondary arguments and historical develop-
ments embellish the opinion; and a myriad of facts, often introduced with

something less than clarity, are presented. Furthermore, contrary to what

one might expect from a mechanism for articulating and applying precise
and carefully drawn distinctions and rules, there is no standard format or
style for presenting judicial decisions. Often the reader discovers the
relevant facts distributed throughout the opinion rather than neatly
summarized in the first paragraphs. Nor is the main argument al4ways

readily apparent. It too may be submerged in a host of other arguments

and the judge's own rhetoric. Thus from all this, it is the reader's task

to abstract the essence of the controversy and precisely identify the

court's ruling. Generally speaking, this is what is meant by briefing a

case. More precisely, briefing is summarizing and condensing in writing the
nature of the controversy, the court's opinion, and its ruling in concise

and clear language.

.17
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With this introduction we,will now turn our attention to the
details of briefing a case. A standard and very helpful format is to

divide the brief into four sections: 1) facts, 2) question or problem,

3) opinion or reasoning, and 4) decision or ruling. It is the task of

the reader, then, to proceed to condense and reconstruct the judicial

opinion into these four parts. Thus, in the completed brief the initial
section should state only the important facts of the case leading to the
question. Then it should move into the general legal or constitutional
question posed by the controversy. Next it should summarize the core of
the court's opinion -- the justification or reasoning behind its answer
to the question. And lastly, it should present the court's decision,
the ruling made after having posed and then examined the question. This

is the suggested format,of the brief; now let us consider each of its
sections in more detail.

Section #1: The Facts

In appellate court cases the facts are rarely in question; rather
the court resolves problems surrounding the application of rules or laws

to a given controversy. As such, it deals with a "frozen record" from the

trial court. The relevant facts, for purposes of briefing a case, therefore,

are not the details surrounding au actual illegal act, but more generally

are the set of circumstances that precipitated the conflict in law or a
controversy arising in the question or problem posed to the appellate court.
What is the nature of the controversy and how has it arisen in the appellate

court? Paring the facts down to the bare essentials -- to focus on the
precise controversy before the appellate court and determining the
question are obviously highly interrelated; determining the one can often
aid in determining the other, or perhaps they are even discovered simultan-
eously.

Section #2: The Question dio

In most cases there are numerous questions to which the court

addresses itself. However, Usually (but not always) there is only one
major question for which the case is singled out. This question is not
always made explicit or even asked in the text of the court's opinion,
and it is usually the reader's task to identify and formulate it. Occasion-
ally, in fact, the court might pose as "the" question one that from
historical perspective or from a more general point of view is not actually
"the" question of significance.

While there is no clear-cut set of procedures, one can learn to
identify correctly the questions pf appellate court opinions. The capacity

to do so sharpens with experienc,é in reading judicial opinions and greater

familiarity with legal and con itutional principles and controversies.

But regardless of the exte one's experience, the most important factor
in correctly identifying and formulating the legal or constitutional
question is a careful reading and re-reading of the case. It is advisable
to delay beginning the actual briefing until at least the second reading of

the case. Two, three, or even fdur slow and deliberate readings of a case

1 s
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are not unusual, even for those with considerable training in the law,

before the question can be clearly identified and formulated and the

heart of the court's argument becomes evident.

One helpful hint is to avoid what might on first glance seem to

be a convenient way (and one the court itself might use) of formulating

the question. Such examples might bc, "Is Section of the 1964 Civil

Rights Act unconstitutional?" or "Should get a new trial?". While

these questions might certainly emanate from the case, the form in stating

them leaves much to be desired. It does not specify the nature of the
controversy; that is, it does not focus on the nature of, or reasons for,

the conflict which resulted in the ease. Nor does it specify precisely

the legal or constitutional principles in question. A well formulated

question should identify both these components.

In the first of the.two questions above, the language is too

broad. It does not specify the particular portions or provisions of the

act under question, the constitutional provision being envoked, or the

actual situation which gave rise to its being challenged in court. A more

appropriate and precise, wording of the question might he: "Does the

prohibition against racial discrimination in locally owned and operated

restaurants not on main highways exceed Congress' power to regulate

interstate commerce?" Thus stated, the question both specifies the precise
principles or rules under question and gives an idea as to the nature of

the conflict which gave rise to the case. One can now begin to see the
nature of the problem with which the court must wrestle. Furthermore, an

answer to the question -- the rule or principle of the case -- is often

easily stated by turning the question into a declarative sentence, and

perhaps adding same type of qualification.

so

The second question given above, "Should get a new trial?",

is also inadequate: it is too particularistic and narrow as well as

imprecise. While the fate of the defendant might be a matter of life and
death, the case is of legal interest for the general principle or rule

emanating from it. The question, as presently formulated, does not begin

to direct attention toward such a principle. A more appropriate formulation
of the question in such a case might be, "Does a trial court's refusal to
provide counsel for an indigent defendant charged with a criminal offense
violate his 'right to counsel' as guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment?".
This reformulation moves from the immediate and particular to the broad

and general principle which the court will deal with. As in the reformulated
question on the Civil Rights Act case, here too the new question specifies

the nature of the conflict and the precise legal rule which the court will

consider.

This discussion and these examples should now provide you lath a
basis for the questions which arise in the court cases you come across.
You might be warned again, however, that precise formulation of the question
before the court takes close and painstaking reading and re-reading of the

opinion.
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Section #3: The Opinion or Reasoning

In this section of the brief you are to reconstruct and summarize
in your awn words the core of the reasoning or argumentation the court uses
to resolvi and answer the question of the preceding section. Much of the
written opinion will not be directly germane in that it will deal with
subsidiary points, perhaps jurisdition, implementation, or directions to
the lower court. These types of points constitute a major portion of the
decision for those parties involved, but in terms of the search for the
basic principle of the case -- particularly in constitutionaljaw -- they
are primarily interesting sidelights and should not be confused with the
essentials.

Section #4: The Decision or Ruling

This is simply the court's answer to the question or problem
posed above in the second section of the brief, and can be regarded as the
rule or principle of the case. Like the question, it can usually be
summarized in a single sentence, and as noted previously, it is often
simply a reformulation of the question into a declarative sentence with
perhaps additional qualifications. In constructing it, the same cautions
holding for the question apply here as well.

These then are the four elements of the brief, though there are
some additional rules of thumb which might prove helpful in briefing cases.

.

It is a good practice to be as economical with words as possible. Try to
keep the brief within a sing (single-spaced) typewritten page. This will
discipline you to isolate and concisely summarize the key points. Also,
the shorter.the brief (to a point), the more useful as a review note it
becomes. Additionally, you might want to recokd the name of the author
of the majority or court opinion in parentheses at the beginning of the
section on the opinion or reasoning. If there are concurring or dissenting
opinions you mdght note their authors and brief their reasoning in a
paragraph or two to distinguish it from the other opinions. This is
conveniently done after the briefing of the majority opinion. With this
the brief is completed.

Functions of the Brief

The task of drawing up a written brief of a court case serves
several important functions. First, the actual process of outlining a
condensed and organized version of the court's opinion tends to force the
reader to dig out the most important elements of the case and restate them
in his own words. He will have to separate (1) the court's ruling from its
obiter dicta; (2) the possible or alleged problems brought up and perhaps
discussed at length from those the court actually uses to resolve the
dispute at hand; and (3) the relevant facts from those which are only
interesting or possible, but not actually, relevant. The discipline
involved in writing a brief enhances this discriminating confrontation

:4`.0
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between the case and the reader. Secondly, the written brief serves as

a clear record of the reader's understanding of the case, which can then
be checked and compared fot correctness and thoroughness in order to see
if in fact the case has been properly understood. Thirdly, the brief
serves as an excellent personal study and review guide for students in
law courses, since they have thereby taken cases and committed them to
an abbreviated and organized form in their own words.

Because of these several particularly important reasons, briefing
cases is a standard and indispensible practice for most students in case-

law courses. Indeed, those whose work emphasizes quantitative analysis of
judicial behavior would not take i'sue with the importance of a close
textual analysis and understanding of the judicial principles and arguments
which briefing facilitates. It would be ludicrous, in fact, to think that
an understanding of judicial behavior or judicial policy-making could be
achieved without an understanding of the textual argumentation and style of
judicial reasoning. Consequently, this exercise on briefing cases seems
quitaPappropriate, even necessary, in this manual which emphasizes quantita-
tive methods and techniques in judicial process and behavior research.
More particularly, this knowledge and ability to brief cases will prove
to be useful in subsequent exercises in this manual.

The following exercise is designed to provide you with some
practical experience in briefing cases. Below is a sample brief of the
case you researched in the first exercise on using the law library,
Gitlow v. New *ark (the text of this case is included in the Appendix
-.7;7;-----totttercise Note that the brief conforms to the style and

organization for briefs discussed above. While there is obviously room
for variation and individual differences, and no two briefs are likely

te be identical, the fundamental points of a case should be present in

all good briefs.

Sample Brief

ow v. People of New York (268 U.S. 652, 69 L.Ed. 1138, 45 S.Ct. 625), 1925
Heard before the Supreme Court on Writ of Error

I. Facts: Gitlow, the defendant, was convicted of the crtme of criminal
anarchy by the New York Supreme Court. He was convicted under New York
Penal lows, Sections 160, 161, which make it a crime to overthrow by force,
violence, or assassinationthe organized government or executive officers
therefore. Specifically, he was charged with publishing documents which
called for the violent overthrow of the government by unlawful means and
teaching the necessity and propriety of such action. The conviction was

affirmed by the Appellate Division and the Court of Appeals.

II. Question: Does the New York statute penalize mere utterances which
have no quality of incitement, without regard for the possible consequences
of such utterances, i.e., "the likelihood of substantive evil," and does
said statute abridge freedom of speech and press?
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III. Reasoning:

1) The New York law doesn't prohibit speaking or uttering "abstract"
doctrine, or academic discussions which don't incite action.

. 2) It prohibits "advocating, advising, or teaching the overthrow of
organized government by unlawful means. The words imply "urgWg to action."

3) Advocacy implies action.
4) The "Mhnifesto" is not abstract doctrine or prediction. It calls

for mass action in the language of direct incitement.
5) The means advocated for bringing aboutjthe destruction of government

are inherently unlawful in a constitutional government.
6) That the "Menifesto" advocated concrete action, not abstract action,

is clear.
7) Freedom of Speech and Freedom of the Press are among the fundamental

personal rights and liberties protected by the Fourteenth Amendment from
encroachment by the states.

8) Freedom of Speech and Press are not absolute righta free from
responsibility.

9) Justice Story z1aimed that "reasonably limited, this freedom is an
inestimable privilege in a free government; without such limitation it mdght
become the scourge of the republic."

10) States have the'right to punish abuse of this freedom.
11) A state may punish utterances which endanger its existence. Freedom

of Speech and the Press does not protect attempts to subvert the government.
States have the essential right to self-preservation.

12) It is to be presumed that the state has every right to institut6

such a statute.
13) Statutes may only be declared unconstitutional where they are

arbitrary or unreasonable attempts to exercise authority vested in the
state in the public interest.

14) Immediate danger is none the less real and subittantial because the
effect of a given utterance cannot be accurately foreseen.

15) The statute cannot be held to be arbitrary or unreasonable exercise
of state police power and is sustained in its constitutionality.

16) The statute was constitutionally created by a legislature acting
within its legal rights and constitutionally exercising its discretion.

17) The statute being constitutional, it may constitutionally be
applied to every utterance.

Holmes' dissent7

1) In virtue of the scope given the word "liberty" the principle of
free speech must he included in the Fourteenth Amendment.

2) Do the words used in certain circumstances present a clear and
present danger bringing about substantive evils that the state has a right

to prevent?
3) There is no present danger due to the small size of the group

sharing the defendant's view.
4) Every idea is an incitement.
5) If proletarian dictatorship beliefs are destined to be accepted by

the majority the only meaning of free speech is that they be given a chance

to have their way.

IV. Decision: The statute was constitutional and did not abridge the
defendant's rights as protected by the due process clause of the 14th Amendment.
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As an initial exercise to familiarize you with the art of
reading and briefing cases, read the case of Citlow V. New York in its
entirety. It should soon be evident that constructing a brief is not
quickly or casually completed.

case?
I) Does the sample brief accurately present the substance of the

2) Might you suggest some changes or alterations in any of the
sections? If so, note and explain how and why.

arnmelaimMIN

In our judgment, the sample brief we gave you is a very bad one.
If you didn't answer accordingly to the above question, we suggest you
re-read Gitlow and try to better our effort once more.

The second task in this exercise will be for you to brief another
case, Cantwell v. Connecticut (reprinted in the Appendix to this exercise).

You will use this case again in a later exercise. On the following blank
pages, brief the case following the format and principles outlined in the

discussion above.
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CITLOW v. PEOPLE OF NEW YORK.

ERROR TO THE St TPREME COURT OP THE bTATE OF NEW TORE.

MR. JI1STICE SANFORD delivered the opinion of the
Court.

Benjamin Mow was indicted in the Supreme Court of
New York, with three others, for thc statutory crime of
criminal anarchy. New York Penal Laws, §§ 160, 161.'
He was separately tried, convicted, and sentenced to im-
prisonment. The judgment was affirmed by the Appel-
late Division and by the Court of Appeals. 195 App.
Div. 773; 234 N. Y. 132 and 539. The case is here on
writ of error to the Supreme Court, to which the record
was remitted. 260 IL S. 703.

The contention here is that the statute, by its terms and
as applied in this case, is repugnant to the due process

clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Its material pro-
visions are:

" § 160. Criminal anarchy defined. Criminal anarchy
is the doctrine that organized government should be over-
thrown by force or violence, or by assassination of the
executive head or of any of the executive officials of gov-

ernment, or by any unlawful means. The advocacy of
such doctrine either by word of mouth or writing is a
felony.

" § 161. Advocacy of criminal anarchy. Any person
who:

"1. By word of mouth or writing advocates, advises or
teaches the duty, nemssity or propriety of overthrowing
or overturning organized government by force or violence,

or by assassination of the executive head or of any of
the executive officials of government, or by any unlawful
means; Or,

"2. Prints, publishes, edits, issues or knowingly cir-

culates, sells, distribetes er putAiely displays any book,
paper, doeument, or written or printed matter in any

' Law.4 of 1909, rh. SA; Consol. Lqw.4, WM, ch. 40. This statute

wn.iorigim.illy enacted in. 1902. 1,..1w14 of 1902, ch. 371.
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form, containing or advocating, advkies or freehies the
doctriee that organized gevernnwet bc i oil )1 IM
by force, violence or any unlawful means . . ,

"Is guilty of a felony and pueishable " by imprieee
ment or fine, or both.

The indictment was in two counts. The first charged
Wit the defendant had advocated, advised and teught
the duty, necessity and propriety of overthrowing and
overturning organized government by force, violence and
unlawful means, by certain writings therein set foith
entitled "The Left Wing Manifesto"; the second that
he had printed, published and knowingly circulated and
distributed a certain paper called " The Revolution:us-
Age," containing the writings set forth in the first. coma
advocating, advising and teaching the doctrine that organ-
ized government should be overthrown by force, violence
and unlawful means.

The following facts were established on the trial by un-
divuted evidence and admiesions: The defendant is a
member Of the Left Wing Section of the Socialist Party,
a dissenting branch or faction of that party formed in
opposition to its dominant policy of " moderate Socialism."
Membership in both is open to aliens as well as citizens.
The Left Wing Section was organized nation:lily at :I,
conference in New York City in June. 1910, attended by
ninety delegates from twenty different States. The con-
ference elected &National Council, of which the defendant
was a member, andieft to it the adoption of a " Matti-
festo." This was published in The Revolutionary Age.
the official organ of the Left Wing. The defendant was
on the board of managers of thy paper aed sees its busiiter.s
=wager. He arranged for the iminting of the paper and
took to the printer the nuseuseript of the first issue which
contained the Left Wing Manifesto, and also a Com.
munist Program and a Program of the Left Wing that
had been adopted by the conference. Sixteen thousand 25
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copies were printed, which were delivered at the premises
in New York City used as the office of tlw Revolutionary
Age and the headquaders of the Left Wing, and occupied
by the defendant anti other officials, These copies were
paid for by ihe defendant, as business manager of the
paper. Employees at this office wrapped aml mailed out
copies of the paper under the defendant's direction; and
copies were sold from this office. It was admitted that
the defendant signed a card subscribing to the Manifesto
and Program of the Left Wing, which all applicants were
required to sign before being admitted to membership;
that, he went to different parts of the State to speak to
branches of the Socialist Party about the principles of
the Left Wing and advocated their adoption; and that
he was responsible for the Manifesto as it appeared, that
"he kmew of the publication, in a general way and he
knew of its publication afterwards, and is responsible for
its circulation."

There was no evidence of any effect resulting from the
publicatia and circulation of the Manifesto.

No witnesses were offered in behalf of the defendant.
Extracts from the Manifesto are set forth in the mar-

gin.' Coupled with a review of the rise of Socialism, it

Italics are given as in the original, but the paragraphing is
omitted.

" The Left Wing Manifesto "
" issued on Autkority of the Conference by the National Council of

the Left Wing.

"The world is in Capitalism, the prevailing system of
society; is in process of disintegration and . .

Humanity can be ravfd from its 1.1.-1 excessei only by Ow Communist
?evolution. There can now be only the Socialism whirl] is one in

tuer imd pl!rpot-e with the proletarian revolutionary struggle.
_Tho ete,..; struggle is the heart of Socialism. Without strict

conformity to the class itrtiggle, in its revolutionary implications,
Socialism beeolurA either sheer Utopianism, or a method of reac-
tion. . . . The thanin:mt Sochtlimt united with the 1.:.pitnlist

2 6
ft
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condemned the dominant " modems.: Socialism " for its
recognition of the necessity of the democratic parliamen-
tary state; repudiated its policy of introducing Socialimby legislative measures; and advocated, in plain and un-equivocal language, the necessity of accomplishing the
"Communist Revolution " by a miliiant and " revolu-
tionary Soeialism ", based on ". the class struale " and JIM-

....
governments to prevent a revolution. The Russian Revolution was
the first act of the proletariat against the war and lmperiirn. . .[The pmlotariat, urging on the poorer peasantry, conquered power.It a . a proletarian revolution by means of tho Bolshevikpolicy of 'all power to the Soviets,'organising the new trausitional
state of proletarian dictatonhip. . . . Moderate Socialism linirlWthat the bourgeois, democratic parliamentary state is the neeetaiarybasis for tho introduction of Socialism. . . . Revolution.ay
Socialism, on the contrary, insists that the democratic parliameatary
state can never be the basis for the introduction of Socialism; thi;tit is necessary to destroy- the parliamentary state, and eonstntet anew itate of the mantled producers, which will deprive the bour-
geoisie of political power, and function as a revolutionary dictaturshill
of the proletariat. . . Revolutiouary Soci2listli alone is capableof mobilising the proletariat for Socialism, for the conquest of thcpower of the state, by means of revolutionary trnie action an;lproletarian dictatorship. . . Imperialism is domin:mt. in theUnited States, which is now a world power. . . . The war kisaggrandised Ainerican Capitalism, instead of wtsikening it as inEurope. . . . Them conditions modify our immediate task, Nitdo not alteAts general character; this id not the moment, of revolu-
tion, hut it is the moment of revolutionary struggle. . . , Strikesare developing which verge on revolutionary action, and in which the
suggestion of proletarian dktatongiip id apparent., the striker-work-
ers tlying to usurp functions of illuniCipai g4nnmint, as in Amtleand Winnipeg. The mom struggle of the lin ariat k coming int,
being. . . . These strikes will constitute determining fejt oreof proletarian action in the days 4u come. Revolutionary Srvialt,in
must tago thcae RUMS '-'111inriai revolts to I'r uIem&the strike, to makeit general and , use the strike for politic:I ohjeetivta, and,finally,- develop the maw political strike against C. liNm and thestate. nevolutionary Sotildiszn must base itself on the z.Lrnggk ,ra327--241---42

7
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bilizing the " power of the tariai in action," through
inasS indta,tritl revolts, devehying into moss polilieol
strikes and "ye\ olutionary mrs action ", for the purpose
of conquering and destroying the parliamentary state and
establishing in its place, through a " revolutionary dic-
tatorship of the proletariat ", the system of Communist
Socialism. The then rcient strikes in Seattle and Win-
nipeg' were.cited as Mstances of-a development already
verging on revolutionary action and suggestive of prole-

of the proletariat, engage directly hi these struggle-4 while emphasiz-
ing .the, revolutionary purimses of Socialism and the prokthrian
movement. The mass strikes of the American proletariat provide
the paterial basis out of whieh devdop the concepts and action
of revolutionory Socialism. . . . Our task . . . is to articu-
late and organize the mass of the unorganized industrial proletariat,
which constitutes the basis for a militant Secialism. The struggle
fa the revoliitionary industrial unionism of the proletariat becomes
an indispensable phase of revolutionary Socialism, on the basis of
which to broaden and deepen the notion of the- militant proletariat,
developing reserves for the ultimate conqueot of power. . . .

Revolutionary Socialism adheres to the class struggle because through

the Class struggle alonethe mass stnoeglecan the industrial
prolttoriat secure immediate conceosions and finally conquer power
by organizing the imlustrial government of the 'working class. The

class struggle is a political struggle . . . in the sense that its
objective is politiedthe overthrow of the political orpmization
upon which capitalistic fnloitat ion depends, and the introduction
of a new social system. The direct objective is the conquest by the
proletarint of the power of the state. Revolutionary Socialism dues

not propuse to ' copture ' the bourgeois parliamentary state, but to
(=quer and destroy it. Revolutionary Socialism, aveordjngly. repu-
diates the policy of introducing Socialism by means *f legislative
lira:ores on the laeJis of the bourgeois state. . . . It proposes to
conquer by rnt:in of politiral oetion . . . 'in the revolutionary

trbornotc .1( faluolinfe ;m(m)

'There was tr-thouny at. the trial that " tin-re was an extended
strike at Wimiipvg I-winnowing May 15, nilo, during Lueii the pro-

duction and supply of nevet-sit iu., rani sir.a,...on, postal and

tehtraphie comtimon-:ition, and tire nod ::fflitary pi-1,1(414m were

:11111-11d14 I or :Alit'', IS/eurtailed;"

28
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larian dictatorship. ill tr11.0-t s3, :"e1-
"trying to usurp the funr:tioos of roLtiivip:1 go.
mont "; anti revolutionary Sociali,to, it W:1', 1 rgt.1.
use these mass industrial revolts to broaden t h ririkv,
make it general and militant, and develop it .11.0 moss
political strikes and revolutionary mass action for the an-
nihilation of the parliamentary state.

At the outset of the trial the defendant's coun..el
objected to the introduction of any evidence under the

hlitroian sense, which does not simply mean parliameotarkm, but the
-

class action of the proletariat in any farm having a iti objective
the conquest of the power of the state. . . . Parliamentary artier)
which emphasixes the implacable character of the Cia243 struggle is oo
indispensable meaus of ugitation. . . . But. parlionicutarhon toe-
not conquer the poweiof the state for the proletatiat. . . . it is
accomplished, not by the legislative repre:entntives of the prok-tariat,
but by thc Itian power of the proletatiot in action. The supreme
power of the proletariat inheres in the political trinp stira.e in u,inv:
the industrial 'mass power of the proletariat for pitlitieal nbjertives.
Revolutionary Socialism, accordingly, recognizes /bat the supreme
form of proletarian political action is the polinral q;ax..r 4,1141-r.

. The power of the proletariat lies fundamentally in rote
trol of the industriol process. The mobilization of tlik contri-1
action against the bourgolk state and Capitalism u*ans the end of
Capitalism, the initial form of the revolutionary mass action that will
conquer the power of the state. . . . The revolution :41:irt:: with
strikes of protest, developing into mass politiraj strikes and then ND'
revolutionary mass action for the eonquest of the power of the statC-.
Maw; action becomes politieal in purpose while extra-parliame:liar
in form; it is equally a proce:s of revolution and the revolution it 1f
in operatiou. The final objeotive of ma,.s netimi the ronttur..I if
the power of the state, the annihilation of the bourt!vois p iamont :Ivy
state and the introdnction of the tran-ition proletariao,:.:Th ,

tinning Its a revolut ionary theta tor-hip oi the pi okt ariat. .

The bourgeois parliamentary state i4 the.tir4.tn of thu for
11w coercion ar tht, proletariat. The revohulonary prolot:IrLal Im;.%
acco4iingly, destrey this si ate. . . . It i thermore thit
the proletariat organize its own tante far Um. cot-IT:on ahrt
01 the buorgroixic, . . Proletarian thou:dm-ship i a recoviition
of the necessity for a revotutionary 51:,te in coep. oul.supprvos the

29
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indictment on the gmmds that, as a matter of law, the
Manifest() "is not in contravention of the statute," and
that " the statute is in contravention of " the due process
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. This objection
was denied. They also moved, at the close of the evi-'
deuce, to dismiss the indictment and direct an acquittal

on the grounds stated in the first objection to evidence ",

bourgeoisie; it is equally n recognition of the fact that, in the Com-
munist reconstruction of society, the proletariat as a class alone

counts. . The oll machinery of the state cannot be used by
the revolutioary proletariat. It must bedestroyed: The proletariat
c'reate r new state, based directly upon the industrially organized
producers,.upon the industrial unions or Soviets, or a combination of

both. It is this state alone, functioning as a dictatorship of the
proletatiat, that can realize Socialism. . . . While the dictator-
ship of the proletariat performs its negative task of crushing the old
order, it performs the positive task of constructing the new. Together
with the government of the proletarian dictatorship, there is develeped

a new 'government,' which is no longer govenunent in the old sense,
since it concerns itself with the management of production and not
with the government of persons. Out of werkers' control of industry,
introdiiced by the proletarian dictatorship, there develops the com-

plete structure of Commenist Socialismr-indastrial sel4overnment
of the communistieally organized producers. When this structure is

completed, which implies the complete expropriation of the bourgeoisie
economically and politically, the dictatorship of the proletariat ends,
in its plaee coming the full and free social and individual at onomy
of the C.ommunist order. . . . It is not a problem of ipne4iMo
revolution. It is a problem of the immediate revolutioqaz struggle.

The revolutionary epoch of the final struggle against Cap alism may
last for years nod tena of years; but the Communist. International
offers a policy and pregrarn immediate And ultimate in scope, that
provides for the immediate che,s struggle against Capitalism, in its
revolutionary implications, and for the Nal act of the eonquest of

power. The old order is in ch-ray. Civilization is in eoll:qs-e. The

proletarian revolution and the Communist reeonstruetion of society--
01c struggle for thcvig now indispensable. This is the message
of the Cortionn&lt Intermtioird to dam workers of the world. The
Communist lotrrofitional c tl the proletariat of the world to the final
stniggle!"
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and again on the grounds that " the iialictment
charge an offense " and the evidencr: " does mit all
offense." These motions were ahl) denied.

The court, among other things. charged the jury, in
substance, that they must determiue what was the intent,
purpose and fair meaning of the Manifesto; that its words
must be taken in their ordinary mbaning, as they would
be understood by people whom it might reach; that a
mere statement orrtanalysis of social and economic facts
and historical incidents, in the nature of an essay, accom-
panied by proPheey as to the future course of events, but
with no teaching, advice or advocacy of action, would not
constitute the advocacy, advice or teaching of a doctrine
for the overthrow of government within the meaning of
the statute; that a mere statement that .unlawfnl acts
might accomplish such a purpose would be insuffieieni,
unless there was a teaching, advising and advoracy ol
employing such unlawful acts for the purpose of over-
throwing government; and that if the jury had a mason-
able doubt that the Manifestà did teach, advocate or
advise the duty, necessity or propriety of using unlawful
means for the overthrowing of organized government, the
defendant was entitled to an acquittal.

The defendant's counsel submitted two requests to
charge which embodied in substance the statement that
to constitute criminal anarchy within the meaning of ihe
'statute it was necessary that the language used or pub-
lished should adVoe.ate, teach or advise the duty, necessity
or propriety of doing 'some definite or immediate act
or acts " of force, violence or unlawfulness directed toward
the overthrowing of organized government These were
denied further 'than had been ehluged. Two other re-
quests to charge embodied in substance the statement
that to constitute guilt the language used or published
must be "reisonably and ordinarily calculated to incite
certain persons" to acts of force, violence or unlawfulne:.N,

31
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with the object of overthrowMg organized goverment.
These were also denied.

The Appellate. Division, af.ter setting forth extracts
from the Manifesto and referring to the Left Wing and

Comnumist Programs published in the same issue of the

Revolutignary Age, said: "It is perfectly plain that the.

plan and purpose advocated . . . contemplate the

overthrow and destruction of the governments of the

United States and of all the States, not by the free action

of the majority of the people through the ballot box in

electing representatives to authorize a change of govern-

ment by amending or changing the Constitution, . .

Uut by immediately organizing the industrial proletariat

into militant Socialist ueions and at the earliest oppor-

tunity through mass strike and force and violence, if

necessary, compelling the government to cease to func-

tion, and then through a proletarian dictatorship, tak"ing

charge of and appropriating,all property and administer-

ing it and governing through such dictatorship until such

time as the proletariat is permitted to administer and

govern it. . . . The articles in question are not a

discussion of ideas and theories. They advocate a doc-

trine deliberately determined upon and planned for mili-

tantly disseminating a propaganda advocating that it is

the duty and necessity of the proletariat engaged in

industrial pursuits to organize to such an extent that, by

massed strike, the wheels of government may ultimately

be stopped and the government overthrown . .P

The Court of Appeals held that the Manifesto "advo-

cated the overthrow of this government by violence, or

by unlawful means." In one of the opinions represent-

1115 App. Div. 771, 7R2, 790.

&Vivo judges, conOituting the umjority of the court, agreed in thk

view, V4 N. Y. 132, 13s. And the two judges, constituting the

mintifitywho diented voidy on a que.4tion 3,1 to the eonAtruedon

of go; ,tatute which i- not hull: involved---said in rarrenre to Ow
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ing the views of a majority of the mod.' it said:
"It will be seen . . . that thi dehnilant tle
the manifesto . advocated the destruct ion cif the
state and the establishment of tliv, dictatorship of th
proletariat. . . To advoeatte . . the commif...
sion of this conspiracy or action by mass strike whereby
government is crippled, the admieistration of justice
paralyzed,,and the health,-morals and welfare of a com-
munity endangenxl, and this for tlw purpose of bringing
about a revolution in the state, is to advocate .the over-
throw of organized government by unlawful means," In
the other' it was said: "As we read this manifesto . . .

we feel entirely clear that the jery were justified in
rejecting the view that it was a mere academic and harm-
less discussion of the advititages of communism and
advanced socialism " and " in regarding it as a justifica-
tion and advocacy of action by one class which AlLould
destroy the rights of all other classea and overthrow the
state itself by use of revolutionary mass strikes. It is
true that there is no advocacy in specific terms of the
use of . . force or violence. There was no need to
be. Some things are so commonly incident to others that
they do not need to be mentioned when the underlying
purpose is described."

And both the Appellate Division and the Court of
Appeals held the statute constitutional.

The specification of the erreas relied on relates solely
to the specific rulings of the. trial court in the matters
hereinbefore set out.' The correctne3s of the verdict is not

Manifesto: " Revolution for the purpose of overthro....ing the inx-4rin
fonn and the established political syitem of the Siate:i gov-

ernment by direct sleali rather than hy eongtn in ion.d natant,

therein clearly advoeoted rind defended . ." p, 151.
°Pupa 141, 142.
*Pages 149*, 150.
I Exceptions. to all of these riding,i leni been duly taken.

0.03
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questioned, as the eve was submitted to the jury. The
sole contention here is, essentially, that as there was no
evidence of any eonerete result flowing from the publica-
tion of the NianifeAo or of circumstances showing the
likelihood of such result, the statute as construed and ap-
plied by the trial court pennlizes the mere utterance, as
such, of " doctrine " having no quality of incitement,
without regard either to the circumstances of its utter-
ance or to the likelihood of unlawful sequences; and that,
as the exercise of the right of free expression with relation
to government is only punishable " in circumstances in-
volving likelihood of substantive evil," the statute con-
travenes the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. The argument in support of this contention rests
primarily upon the following propositions: Ist, That the
" liberty " protected by the Fourteenth Amendment in-
cludes the liberty of speech and of the press; and 2nd,
That while liberty of expression " is not absolute," it may
be restrained " only in circumstances where its exercise
bears a, cauml relation with some spbstantive evil, con-
summated, attempted or likely," and as the statute " takes
no account of circumstances," it unduly restrains this
liberty and is therefore unconstitutional.

The preci.se question presented, and the only question
which we can consider under this writ of error, then is,
whether the statute, as construed and applied in this case
by the state courts, deprived the defendant of his liberty
of expression in violation of the due process clause of the
Fourteenth Aruendment.

The statute does Mt penalize the utterance or publica-
tion of abstraet " doctrine " or academic discussion having
no quality of incitement to any concrete action. It is not
aimed against mere historimil or philosophical essays. It
does not restraie tlw advocacy of changes in the form of
government by constitutional and lawful means. Whet
it prohibits is language advocating, advising or teaching

. 34
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the overthrmv of nronizeil govern I nen! by tudav.fol
means These words imply urging to netion. Advmacy
is defined in the Century Dictionary as: " 1. The v.et of
pleading for, supporting. or reconimendhig; active
espousal." It is not the abstract " doctrine " of over-
throwing organized government by unlawful means which
is denounced by the statute, but the advocacy of actien
for the accomplishment of that purpose. It was so nen-
&trued and applied by the trial judge, who specifically
charged the jury that: "A mere grouping of historical
events and a prophetic deduction frum them would neither
constitute advocacy, advice or teaching of a doctrine for
the overthrow of government by force, violence or unlaw-
ful means. [And] if it were a mere essay on the subject,
as suggested by counsel, based upon deductions from al-
leged historical events, with no teaching, advice or ad-
vocacy of action, it weuld not constitute a violet ion of the
statute. . ."

The Manifesto, plainly, is neither the statement of ab-
stract doctrine nor, as suggested by counsel, mere predic-
tion that industrial disturbances and revolutionary mass
strikes will result spontaneously in an inevitable proceFs
of evolution in the economic system. It advocates end
urges in fervent language mass action which shall pro-
gressively foment industrial disturbances and through
political mass strikes and revointionary mass action over-
throw and destroy organized parliamentary government.
It concludes with a call to action in these words: " The
proletariat revolution and the Communist reconstruction
of society---th struggle for tlwgeis now indispensable.

. . The coniniuni tertialional calls the prole-
tariat of the world to the

t
la] stni,,le!" This is not the

i
expression of philosophical alistraelhm, the mere predie-
tion of future events; it is the language of direet
incitement.

The means advocated for bringing about the destruction
of organized parliamentary gin ernmont, namely, MARS in- 35
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&Istria! revolts usurpieg the functions of municipal goy-
enmient, nuu4s strikes directed against nue parlia-
mentary state, nnd revolutionary miss action for its final
destruction, necesmrily imply the use of force and violence,
and in their msential nature are inherently unlawful in a
constitutional government of law and order. That the jury
were warranted in finding that the Manifesto advocated
not merely the abstract doctrine of overthrowing organ-
ized government by force, violence and unlawful means,
but action to that end, is clear.

For present purposes we may and do assume that
freedom of speech and of the presswhich are protected
by the First Amendment from abridgment by Congress
are aniong the fundamental personal rights and "liber-
ties" protected by the due process clausç of the Four-
teenth Amendment from impairment by the States. We
do not regard the incidental statement in Prudential Ins.
Co. v. Cheek, 259 U. S. 530, 543, that the Fourteenth
Amendment imposes no restrictions on the States concern-
ing freedom of speech, as determinative of this question.'

It is a fundamental principle;long established, that the
freedom of speedrsuld of the press which is secured by
the Constitution, does not confer an absolute right to
speak or publish, without responsibility, whatever one
may choose, or an unrestricted and unbridled license that
gives immunity for every possible use of language and
prevents the punishment of those who abuse this freedom.
2 Story on the Constitution, 5th ed., § 1580, p. 034;
Robertson v. Baldwin, 165 U. S. 275, 281; Patterson v.
Colorado, 205 U. S. 454, 462; Pox v. Washington, 236

Patfregou v. Cabouthi, 20.1 U. S. 451, 4n2; Tu4ning
Ncul Amu, 211 U. S. 7s, MS; Ciqquffie v. Kansiv, 2311 U. S. f, 17;
Fox v. mishinfigun, 236 iT. S. 273, 276; Achupler. v. United Stutex, 251
U. K. VG, 474; Gilbert v. Minurwtfi, 251 U. S. 325, Mew v.
Nehru:ix, 2fi2 U. S. MR), TVI; 2 Stury tin tho Comtitutkm, 5th M.,

193(.1, 098.
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U. S. 273, 276; Schenck v. United Statcs, 249 1... ;, :12;Frohwerk v. United States, 249 U. S. 201, 206; Dcbs v.Unitid States, 249 U. S. 211, 213; Schaefer v. United&cats, 251 U. S. 460, 474; Gilbert v. Mianeotota, 251
U. S. 325, 332; Warren v. United States, (C. C. A.) 183Fed. 718, 721. Reasonably limited, it waf's said by Story
in the Passage cited, this freedom is in inestimable privi-lege in a free government; without such limitation, it
might become the scoutv of the republic.

That a State in the exercise of its police power may
punish those who abuse this Treedom by utterances inim-
ical to the public welfare, tending to corrupt public
morals, incite to crime, ordisturb the public peace, is notopen to question. Robertson v. Baldwin, supra, p. 281;Patterson v. Colorado, supra, p. 462; Fox v. Washington,
supra, p. 277; Gilbert v. Minnesota, supra, p. 339; People
v. Most, 171 N. Y. 423, 431; State v. Holm, 130 Mine.
267, 275; Slate v. Hennessy, 114 Wash. 351, 359; Statev. Boyd, N. J. L. 75, 79; State V. McKee, 73 Conn.18, 27. Thus it was held by this Court in the Fox Case,that a State may punish publications advocating andeneoureging a breach of its primulal laws; and, in the
Gilbert Case, that a State may'punish utterances teaching
or advocating that its citizens should not'assist the United
States in prosecuting or carrying en war with its public
eumnlea

d, for yet more imperative reasons, a State mey
punish utterances endangering the foundations of oriem-
ized government and threatening its overthrow by unlae -ful means. These intern its own existence as a con-
stitutional State. Freedom of speech and press. said
Story (supra) does not protect disturbances to the public
peats3 or the attempt to subvert the govennnent. It does
not protect publications or teachings which tend to sub-
vert or huperil the gorernment or to impede or hindec itin the performance of its governenental duties. !Shah v.

'It"96t
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Holm, supra, p. 275. It. does not protect publication!:
prompting the overthrow of government by force; the
punishment of those who publish articks which tend to
destroy organized society being t,ssential to the security of
freedom and the stability of the State. People v. Most,
supra, pp. 431, 432. And a State may penalize utterances
which openly advoeMe the overthrow of the repmenta-
live and constitutimud form of government of the United
States and the several States, by violence or other unlaw-
ful meons. People v. Lloyd, 304 III. 23, 34. See also,
State v. Tachin, 92 N. J. L. 269, 274; and People v.
Steelth, 187 Cal. 301, 375. In short this freedom does
not deprive a State of the primary and essential right of
self preservation; which, so long as huma» governmen.s
endure, they cannot be denied. Turner v. Williams, 194
U. S. 279, 294. In Toledo Newspaper Co. v. United
States, 247 U. S. 402, 419, it was said: "The safeguarding
and fructification of free and constitutional institutions
is the very basis and mainstay upon which the freedom
of the press rests, and that freedom, thezefore, does not
and cannot be held to include the right virtually to
destroy such institutions."

By enacting the present statute the State has deter-
mined, through its legislative body, that utterances advo-
cating the overthrow of organized government by force.
violence and unlawful means, are so inimical to the gen-
eral welfare and involve such danger of substantive evil
that they may be penalized in the exercise of its police

power. That determination must be given great weight.
Every presumption is to be indulged in favor of the
validity of the statute. Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U. A. 623,

661. And the =se is to be considered " in the light of
the principle that the State is primarily the judge of regu-
lations required in the inteiest of public safety and wel-

fare; " and that its police " statutes may only be declared
unconstitutional where they are arbitniry or unreason-
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able attempts to exercise authority veled le the Slate
in the publie interest." Great Northro, ny. v. elv,e.
City, 246 r. S. 434, 439. That utieranee, inciting to Iv:
overthrow el* erganized governnient by xidaw ful incur,
present a sufficient danger of substantive evil to brit*
their punishment within the range of legislative dkerc-
tion, is dear. Such utterances, by their very nature,
involve danger to the public peace and to thrk security of
the State. They threaten breaches of tho peace met
ultimate revolution. And the immediale danger is none
the less real and substantial, because the effect of a given
utterance cannot be accurately foreseen. The State can-
not reasonably be required to measure the danger frnni
every such utterance in the Mee balance of a jeweler's
scale. A single revolutionary spark may kindle a fire
that, smouldering for a time, may burst into a sweepie,A
and destructive cenflagration. It cannot be said that the
State is acting arbitrarily or unreasonably when in the ex-
ercise of its judgment as to the measures necessary to pro-
tect the public peace and safety, it seeks to extiugui.h the
spark without waiting until it has enkindled the flame or
blazed into the conflagration. It cannot reasonablyl,c, re-
quired to defer the adoption of measures for its own peace
and safety until the revolutionaty ut tera nees lead t o act u.d
disturbances of the public peace or imminent and im-
mediate danger of its own destruction; but it may, in Ow
exercise of its judgment, suppress the threatened danger
in its incipiency. In People V. LIrgid, supra, p. X?, it
was aptly said: "Manifestly, the legislature has authority
to forbid the advocacy of a doctrine rksig lit Inec. am. .11.0111.1,r,
to overthrow the government without waiting ulna there
is a present and imminent danger of the success of, the
plan advocated. If the State were compelled to wait
until the apprehended danger became certain, then its
right to protect itself would come into being sininitane .

ously with the overthrow of the twvernment, when the! e
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would be iwither pro:Toiling officeis
enforement of the Env."

murk fur the

We catmorhohl that the present slat WI; is an arbitraty
or ugoisoled tic esereiwe of the plaice pen er of the State
upwamint ably infringhig'the freedom of speech or Ass;
and we must and do sustain its constitutionality,

This being sci it may be applied to every utteftnee---
not too trivial to be beneath the notke of the lawwhiCh
is of such a araraiefei% and used with such intent and pur-.pose as to bring ie within the prohibiti9n of the statnte.
This principle is illustrated in Fox v. Washinliton, supra,
p. 277; Abiaws v.. Unitedogtates, 250 U. S. 616, 624;
Schaefer v. Ihrited States, sup.ra, pp. 470, 480; Pierer v.
United States, '252 U., S. 239, 250, 251; " and Gilbert v.
Minnesota, supra, p: 333. In other words, when the jegis-
Intive body has determined generally, in the constitu-
tional exercise of its discretion, that utterances of a cer-
tain kind involve such danger of substantive evil that theyi;,
mayba punishea, the queition whether any specific utter-
antk coming withhi the prohibited class is likely, in and
ef itself, to bring about the substantive evil, is not open to*
consideration. It is sufficient that the statute itself be
constitutional and that the use of the language comes
within its prohibition.

It is clear that the questim in sunb eases is entirely
different from that involved in .those cases. where the
statute merely prohibits certain +lets involving the danger
of substantive evil, without any ieferenee to language it-
seif, and it is sought to apply its provisions to lahgitage

'" Thi,4 refem:cP it, .o much of the derision :IR whites to the con-._

ton coml. In coniderio4 thr effect. of ehe
eisiow undnv I lu Ellifortge Ac.t of 1917 awl the nuwitthnent. 191s,
the d I ui 1 In' !opt iii Mind hvitvectr iterhriments under thme

71,( poni.-11 ccrtAin IltIcriltiv4, and tho,-v
which olvoly i1 :IN- in gvilenii 1ulls104, Wilhont tiVi'dric
itlerk.occ tu 1:111;t11.1T
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USed 1)3' the (kr(I,I, f th. pttript
the prohibited reAdts. Thep., if it le coito!:,1i
stat ute cannot be applied to die ;1,. cIt

fend:int bccau,v of its. protection 1,Iy the freciltwi.i
or press, it must neresurily be found. us an m1;411111
tion,, without any previous ilekgrniination by the
tive body, whether the specific buigu;ige 11-42,1
such likelihood of bringing about the sulictantive evil a
to deprive it of the constitutional pruteetion. In such
eases it has been held that the general provizions of the.
statute may be constitutionally applied to the specific
utterance of the defendant if its natural tendency and
probable effect was to bring about the ubstanti% e evil
which the legislative body might prevent. Schenel: v.
United States, supra, p. 51; Debs v. United Statrx. Rupra,
pp. 215; 216. And the general statement in the .`Zchr/:
Case Cp. 52) that the " question in every ease is dic;her
the words are'used in such circumstances and are ui such
a nature as to create a clear and present danger that they
will bilng about the substantive evils,"--upon which great
reliance is placed in Ike defendantk; argumentwas mani-
festly iniended, as shown by the context, to apply only in
cases of,this class, and has no application to the:K.
present, where the legislative body itself has piliviolid)
determined the danger of substantive evil arising from
utteranc& of a specified character.

The defendant's brief does not separately discuss :lily
of the rulings of .the trial court. It is only tweessary to
say that, applying tin general rules altead st at I. 1%

that none of thiqn involved any invasion of tiw ieu.li:n-
tional rights of the defendant. It was MI Ile11y.
within the meaning of the statute. that the (Itlei,.1
should have advocated " ROHM definite ft. imittrdiaic
or nets " of force, violence or unlawlAncs. I wa suffi-
cient if such acts were advoccit:in gclICI';11 friri11,;; ;11111

it was not essential 9int their iminedinto .11 sh(lAld

410
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have been advocated. Nor was it neeeseetry that the
language should hove hem " reasonably and ordinarily
calculated to incite certain pers.ons" to acts of force, vio-
knee or unlawfulness. The advocacy need not be ad-
dressed to specific persons. Thus, the publication and
circulation of a newspaper article may be an encourage-
ment, or endeavor to persuade to murder, although not
addressed ter any person in particular. Queen V. Most,

' L. R., 7 Q. B. D. 244.
We need riot enter upon a consideration of the English

common law rule of seditious lihel or the Federal Sedition
Act of 170S, to which reference is made in the defe»dant's
brief. These are so unlike the present statute, that we
think the decisions under them east no helpful light upon
the questions hece.

And finding, for the reasons stated, that the statute is
not. in itself unconstitutional, and that it has not been
applied in the present case in derogation of any constitu-
tile right, the judgment of the Court of Appeals is

Affirmed.
Ma. JUSTICE HOLMES, dissenting.

Mit. JUSTICE BRANDEIS and I are of opinion that this
judgment should be reversed. The general principle of free
speech, it seems to me, must be taken to be included in
the Fourteenth Amendment, in view of the scope that has
been Oven to the word ` liberty ' as there used, although
perhaps it may be accepted with a somewhat larger lati-*
tude of interpretation than is allowed to Congress by the
sweeping language that governs or ought to govern filo
laws of the United States. If I am right, then I think
that the criterion sanctioned by the full Court in Schenck
v. United Slates, 249 17. S. 47, 52, applies. " The question.
in every rase is wlwt her the words used are used in such

, circumstances and are of slit+ a. nature as to create a clear
'awl present danger that they will bring about the stileitan-
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the evils that [the State] lee, a ri..4ht In pi-fl ent." Ii ;-
true that in my opinioe this criterion wat- dep.trtri fin
iu Abrams v. United &cars, 250 17. S. WEL but ihe con-
victions that I expressed in that ease are too dt ep for it. to
be passible for me as yet to believe that it aml &hazier v,
United Slates, 251 U.S. 466, have settled the law. If. what
I think the correct test is applied, it i numik4 that thcre%,
.was_ne.present danger of an attempt to overthrow the
govenunent by-force on the nart of the admiuedle
minority who shared the defendant's views. It is said that
this MabifeSto-y_s4seiore thtm a theory, that it was an in-
eitement. Every idea is. an incitement. .It offers itself
for belief and if believed it is acted on unless some other
belief outweighs it or some failure of energy stiffe,.; Ilw
movetnent, at its birth. Then_ool,y differeuce between the
expression of an opinion and an iucitement in the tun-
rower sense is_the _speaker's enthusiasm for the resnit.
Eloquenée: May set fire to reason. But whatever may be.
thought of the redundant discourse before us it had no
chance of starting a present conflagration. If in the
long run the beliefs expressed in proletarian dictatorship
are destined to be accepted by the dominant forces of the
community, the only meaning of free speech is that
should be given their chance and have their way.

If the publication of this document had been laid as nit
attempt to induce an uprising against government at only
and not at some indefinite time in the future it would
have presented a different question. The object would
have been one with which Ole law might deal, subject to
the doubt whether there was :lily danger that the publica-
tion could produce any result, or in nthyr words. win-Slier
it was not futile and too remote front pos-:ilile von-
sequences. But the indictment alkges the publication
and nothing more.

4582T -43
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CANTWELL ET arA. v. CONNECTICUT.

APPEAL FROIE AND CLIMIORA131 TO THE SUPREME COURT OF
=ROHS OF cohnaniconouT.

M. JUSTICE ROBERT delivered the opinion of the
Oaurt. 4

Newton Cantwell and his two sons, Jena and Russell;
members of a group known as Jehovah's Witnesses, and
claiming to be Ordained ministers, were arrested in New
Haven, Connecticut, and each was charged by information
in five counts, with statutory and common law offenses.
After.trial in the Court of Common Pleas of New Haven
County each of them was convicted on the third count,
which charged a violation of § 6294 of the General Statutes
of C,onnectieut,' and on the fifth count, which charged
commission of the common law offense of inciting a breach
of the Peace. On appeal to the Supreme Court the con-
viction of all three on the third count was affirmed. The
conviction of Jesse Cantwell, on the fifth count, was also
affirmed, but the conviction of Newton and Russell on
that count was reversed and a new trial ordered as to
them.'

By demurrers to the information, by requests for rulings
of law at the trial, and by their assignments of error in
the State Supreme Court, the appellants pressed the con-
tention that the statute under which the third count was
drawn was offensive to the due procazz clause of the
Fourtmnth Amendment because, on its face and as con-
strued and applied, it denied tlwin freMom of speech and
prohibited their free exercise of religion. In like manner

1Gener.it statutvA § 6291 amended by § 860d of the J937
trupidernent.

War. 1; S A. 2d 533.
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they made the piiint that they could not bo foutal
on the fifth count, without violation of the Amendmeot.

We have jurisdi.c...011 On appeal from filo judgment:
on the third count, as there was drown in queLtion the
validity of a state statute wader the Federal Constitution,
and the decision was in favor of validity. Since the con-
viction on the fifth count was not baked upon a s.tatute,
but presents a substantial question under the Federal
Constitution, we granted the writ of certiorari in respect
of it.

The facts adduced to sustain the convictions on the
third count follow. On the day of their arrest the appel-
lants were engaged in going singly from house to house
on Catsius Street in New Haven. They were individmilly
equipped With a bag containing books and pamphlets on
religious subjects, a portable phonograph and a set of
records, each of which, when played, introduced, and was
a description of, one of the books. Each appellant asked
the person who resPonded to his call for permission, to
play one of the records. If permission was granted he
asked the person to buy the book described and, upon
refusal, he solicited such contribution towards the pub-
lication of the pamphlets as the listener was willing to
make. If a contribution was received a pamphlet. was
delivered upon condition that it would be read.

Cassius Street is in a thickly populated neighborhood,
where about ninety per cent of the residents are Tionian
Catholics. A phonograph record, describing a book en-
titled "Enemies," included an attack on the Catholic
religion. None of the persons interviewed were. menthol.
of Jehovah's Wit nesshs.

The statute under which the appellants were charged
provides:

4

"No person shall solicit money, services, sub..eriptions
or any valunble thing for any alleged religious, charitable.

45
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or philantbeopie cause. from other than a member of the
organization for whose benefit such person is soliciting
or within the county in which such person or organization
is located unless such cause shall have been approved by
the secretary of the public welfare council. Upon appli-
cation of any person in behalf of such cause, the secretary
shall determine whether such cause is a religions one or
is a bona fide object of charity or philanthropy arid con-
forms to reasonable standards of efficiency and integrity,
and, if he shall so find, shall approve the same and issue
to the authority in charge a certificate to that effect.
Such certificate may be revoked at any time. Any per-
son violating any provision of this section shall be fined
not more than one hundred dollars or imprisoned not
more than thirty days or both."

The appellants claimed that their activities were not
within the statute but consisted only of distribution of
books, pamphlets, and periodicals. The State Supreme
Court construed the finding of the trial court to be that
"in addition to the sale of the books and the distribution
of the pamphlets the defendants were also soliciting con-
tributions or donations of money for an alleged religious
cause, and thereby came within the purview of the
statute." It overruled the contention that the Act, as
applied to the appellants, offends the due process clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment, because it abridges or
denies religious freedom and liberty of speech and press.
The court stated that it was the solicitation that brought
the appellants within the sweep of the Act and not their
other activities in the dissemination of literature. It
declared thc legislation eanstitutioeal as an effort by the
State to protect the public against fraud and imposition
in the solicitation of funds for what purported to be
religious, charitable, or philanthropic causes.

.

The facts. which were held to support the convict mn of
Jesge Cantwa on thy fifi h count were that he stopprd
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two men in the street, asked, and received, permiteioe to
play a.phonograph record, and played the record "Ene-
mies," which attacked the religion. and church of the
two men, who wexe Catholics.. Both were incensed by
the contents of the record and were tempted to strike
Cantwell-unless-he-went-away. --Orr-being totd-lo be On
his way he left their presence. There was no evidence
that he was personally offensive or entered into any argu-
ment with those he interviewed.

The court held that the charge was not assault or breach
of the peace or threats on Cantwell's part, but invoking
or inciting others to breach of the peace, and that the
facts supported the conviction of that offense.

First. We hold, that the statute, as construed and
applied to the appellants, deprives them of their liberty
without due proress of law in contravention of the Four-
teenth Amendment. The fundamental concept of liberty
embodied in that Amendment embraces the liberties
guaranteed by the First Amendment" The First. Amend-
ment declares that Congress shall make no law respecti»g
an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exer-
cise thereof. The Fourteenth Amendment has rendered
the legislatures of the states as incompetent as Congress to
enact such laws. The constitutional inhibition of legis-
lation-on the subject of religion has a double aspect. Oil
the one ham', it forestalls compulsion by law of the
acceptance of any creed or the practice of any form of
worahip. Freedom of conscience and freedom to adlwre.
to such religious organization or form of worship as the
individual may choose cannot be restricted by law. On
the other hand, it safeguards the free exercise of the
chosen form of religion. Thus the Amendment embraces
two eoneeptses-freedoin to believe and freedom to net.
The first ia absolute but, in the nature of things, the

Sehuritire v. Shari 311% T. S. 147, 1130. 47
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second cannot be. Conduct rem:ibis subject to regula-
tion for the protection of society! The freedom to act
must have appropriate definition to preserve the enforce-
ment of that protection. In every case the power to
regulate must be so exercised as not, in attaining a per-
missible end, unduly to infringe the protected freedom.
No one would contest the proposition that a State may
not, by statute, wholly deny the right to preach or to
disseminate religious views. Plainly such a previous and
absolute restraint would violate the terms of the guaran-
tee.* It is equally clear that a State may by general and
non-discriminatory legislation regillate the times, the
places, and the manner of soliciting upon its streets, and
of holding meetings thereon; and may in other respects
safeguard the peace, good order and comfort of the com-
munity, without unconstitutionally invading the liberties
protected by the Fourteenth Amendment. The appel-
lants are right in their insistence that the Act in ques-
tion is not such a regulation. If a certificate is pro-
cured, solicitation is permitted without restraint but, in
the absence of a certificate, solicitation is altogether
prohibited.

The appellants urge that to require them to obtain a
certificate as a condition of soliciting support for their
views amounts to a prior restraint on the exercise of their
.religion within the meaning of t Constitution. The
State insists that the Act, as construed by the Supreme
Oaurt of Connecticut, imposes no previous restraint upon
the diemination of religious views or teaching but merely
safeguards against the perpetration of frauds under the
cloak of religion. Conceding that this is so, the question
remains whether the method adopted by Comieetieut to

Reynolds v. United States, 93 U. 8. 145; Davis v. Reason, 133
U. S. 333.

'Coorpnre Neur v. Minnesuto, 23 U. S. 697, 713.
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that end transgrvseq the liberty sateguardPrl by tip
Constitution. A

The general regulation, in the public intereA, of F raid-
talon, which does not involve any religions test and
does not unreasonably obstruct or delay the collection of
funds, is iiot open to any constitutional objoction, even
though the collection be for a religious purpose, Such
regulation would not constitute a prohibited previous re-
straint -on the free exercise of religion or i»terpose an
inadmissible obstacle to its exercise.

It will be noted, however, that the Act requires an ap-
plication to the secretary of the public relfare council
of the State; that he is empowered to determine whether
the cause is a religious one, and that the issue of a cer-
tificate depends upon his affirmative action. If he finds
that the cause is not that of religion, to solicit for it be-
comes a crime. He is not to issue a certificate as a mat-
ter of course. His decision to issue or refuse it involves
appiaisal of facts, the exercise of judgment, and the fork
mation of an opinion. Ho is authorized to withhold his
approval if he determines that the cause is not a reli-
gious one. Such a. censorship of religion as the means
of determining its right to survive is a denial of
liberty protected by the First Amendment and in-
cluded in the liberty which is within the protection of
the Fourteenth.

The State asserts that if the licensing officer acts ar-
bitrarily, capriciously, or corruptly, his action is subject
to judicial correction. Counsel refer to the rule prevail-
ing in Connecticut that the decision 'of a commission or
an administrative official will Iv reviewed upon a claim
that. "it worts material damage to individual or corpo-
rate rights, or invades or threatens such rights, or is so
unreasonable as to justify judicial intervention, or is
not consonant with justice, or that a legal duty lista not

AIDant'--40--- '20
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been performed.' It is suggested that the statute is
to be read as requiring the officer to issue a certificate
unless the cause in question is clearly not a religious one;
and that if he violates his duty his action will be cor-
rected by a court.

-To this- suggestion.there are several- sufficient- answers..
The line between a discretionary and a ministerial act is
not always easy to mark and the statute has not been
construed by the state court to impose a mere ministerial
duty on the secretary of the welfare council. Upon his
decision as to the nature of the cause, the right to solicit
depends. Moreover, the availability of a judicial rem-
edy for abuses in the system of licensing still leaves that
system one of previous restraint which, in the field of free
speech-and press, we have held inadmissible. A statute
authorizing previous restraint, upon the exercise of the
guaranteed freedom by judicial decision after trial is as
obnoxious to the Constitution as one providing for like
restraint by administrative action.'

Nothing we have said is intended even remotely to
imply that, under the cloak of religion, persons may,
with impunity, commit frauds upon the public. Certainly
penal laws are available to punish such conduct. Even
the exercise of religion may be at some slight inconven-
ience in-Order that the State may protect its citizens from
injury. Without doubt a State may protect its citizens
from fraudulent solicitation by requiring a stranger in
the community, before permitting him publicly to solicit
funds for any purpose, to establish his identity and.his
authority to act, for the cause which he purports to repre-
sent! The State is likewise free to resulate the time

ureedawat sees v. Milford, 85 Conn. 517, 522; 84 A. 307, 310;
Are also Conneeticut Co. v. Nowa, 89 Conn. 52S, Tar; 94 A. 992.

Near v. Minntwda, 2S 3 1. S. 1197.
'Compare Lewis Thddi%Iiino Co, v. Moron, 229 U. S. Ns, 301; -310;

.5 0 New )'url ii rd. Bryant v. Zimmerman, 27S U. S. (13, 72.
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and maneer of solieitation gmerally, in the intoic-t of
public safety, peace, co rt or eolivorienee. But to con-
&ion the solicitation d for the perpetuation of re-
ligious views or systems von a license, the grunt of which
rests in the exercise of a determination by state authority
as-to-what -is a-religious cause, is-to lay-ttsferbidsless bur-
den upon the exercise of liberty protected by the Consti-
tution.

Second. We hold that, in the circumstances disclosed.
the conviction of Jesse Cantwell on the fifth count must
be set aside. Decision as to the lawfulnees of the con-
viction demands the weighing of two conflicting interests.
The fundamental law declares the interest of the United
States that the free exercise of religion bc not prohibited
and that freedom to communicate information and opin-
ion be not abridged. The State of Connecticut ha: an
obvious intmst in the preservation rand protection of
peace and good order within her borders. We must de-
termine whether the alleged protection of the State's
interest, means to which end would, in the absence of
limitation by the Federal Constitution, lie wholly within
the State's discretion, has been pressed, in this instance,
to a point. where it has come into fatal collision with the
overriding interest protected by the federal compact.

Conviction on the fifth count was not pursuant to a
statute evincing a legislative judgment that street di...
cussion of religious affairs, because of its tendency to
provoke disorder, should be regulated, or a judgment
that the playing of a phonograph on the streets should
in the interest of comfort or privacy be limited Iff pre-
vented. Violation of an Act exhibiting such n legi-lat ive
judgment and narrowly drawn to prevent the suppo,cd
evil, would pose a question differing from that we muf-t
here answer.' Such a deelarntion or the State's policy

COMMID allow v. New York, 211S U. S. ti5.2, 670 ; Thoro..11

Akbania, ante, pp. 98-105.

7""liN
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would weigh Leavily in nny challenge of the law as in-
fringing eonstituliunal h1nit8tiow. llere, however, the
judgment is based on a common law concept of the most
general and undefined nature. The court below has held
that the petitioner's conduct constituted the commission
of an offense under, the state law, and we accept its
decision as binding upon us to that extent.

The offense known as breach of the peace embraces
a great variety of conduct destroying or menacing public
order and tranquility. It includs not only violent acts
but acts and words likely to produce violence in others.
No one would have the hardihood to suggett that the
principle of freedom of speech sanctions incitement to
riot or that religious liberty connotes the privilege to
exhort others to physical attack upon those belonging to
another sect. When clear and present danger of riot,
disorder, interference with traffic upon the public streets,
or other immediate threat to public safety, peace, or
order, appeare, the power of the State to prevent or
punish is obvious. Equally obvious is it that a State
rnay not unduly suppress free communication of views,
religirlis or other, under the guise of conserving desirable
conditions. Here we have a situation analogous to a con-
viction undcr a statute sweeping in a great variety of
conduct under a general and indefinite characterization,
and leaving to the executive and judicial branches too
wide a discretion in its application.

Having these considerations in mind, we note that
Jesse Cantwell, on April 26, 1938, was upon R public
street, where he had a right to he, Lied where he had a
right peacefully to impart his views to others. There 48
no showing that his deportment Iwo. noisy, truculent,
overbearing or offensive. He requested of two pedes-
trians permission to play to them a phonograph record.
The permission was granted. It is not claimed that he

52
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intended to insult ihr affinnt the heatetN by playing tiip
record. It is plain that he wi:heEl only to hitt 1 0-1. them
in his propupeda. The $01111ti of the phonograph i. n61
shown to have disturbed residents of the street, To have
!drawn a crowd, or to have impdded tr. le: Thus far he
had invadul no right or interest of the public or of the
men wasted.

The record played by Cantwell embodki a general
;attack on all organized religious systems as instruments of
,Satan and injurious to man; it then singles out the Roman
Catholic Church for strictures couched in terms which nat-
urally would offend not only persons of that persuasion,

.but all others who respect the honestly held religious faith
, of their fellows. The hearers were in fact highly offended.
One of them said he felt like hitting Cantwell end the
other that he was tempted to throw Cantwell off the street.
The one who testified he felt like hitting Cantwell said,
in answer to the question "Did you do anything else or
have any other reaction?"' "No, sir,.betssuse he said he
would take the victrola and he werit." The other Ivitness
todified that he told Cantwell he had better get off the
street before something happened to him and that was the
end of th&matter as Cantwell picked up his books and
walked up the street.

Cantwell's conduct, in the view of the court below, cot
sidered apart from the effect of his communication upon
hie hearers, did not amount to .4 breach of the peace. One
may, however, be guilty of the offense if he commit nets or
make statements likely to provoke violence and diAurb-
ance of good order, even though no sudi event Imlay ho
intended. Decisions to this effect are many, but exami-
nation discloses that, in practically all, the provocative
language which was held to amount to a breech of the
peace consisted of profane, hutment. or nbusive renuals
directed to the person of the hearer. Resort to epithets or

11
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personal abuse is not in any proper sense communication
of information or opinion safeguarded by the Constitu-
tion, and its punishment as a criminal act would raise no
question uuder that instrument.

We find in the in,stint case no assault or threatening of
bodily harm, no truculent bearing, no :rtentional discour-
tesy, no pelsonal abuse. On fhp contrary, we find only an
effort to persuade a willing liste»er to buy a book or to
contribute money in the interest of what Cantwell, how-
ever misguided others triay think him, conceived to be true

In the realm of religious faith, and in that of political
belief, sharp differences arise. In both fields the tenets of
one man may seem the rankesterror to his neighbor. To
persuade others to his own point of view, the pleader, as
ive know, at times, resorts to exaggeration, to vilification
of men who have been, or are, prothinent in church or
state, and even to false statement. But the people of this
nation have ordained in the light of history, tliat, in spite
of the probability of excesses and abuses, these liberties
are, in the long view, essential to enlightened opinion and
right conduct on the part of the citizens of a democracy.

The essential characteristic of these liberties is, that
under their shield many types of life, character, opinion
find belief can develop unmolested and unobstructed. No-
where is this shield more necessary than in our own coun-
try for a people composed of many races and of many
creeds. There are limits to the ciercise of these liberties
The danger in these times from the coercive activities of

those who in the delusion of racial or religious conceit
would incite violence and breaches of the peace in order
to deprive others of their equal right to the exercise of thew
liberties, is emphasized by events familiar to all. These
and other transgreions of those limits the States appro-
priately may punish.

5 4
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AVough the contents of thereeord not tn,out
aroused animosity, we think .that, in tilt.: all:Alice of a
statute narrowly drawn to dfine and punish !-perifie cTh .
duct as constituting a clear and pro,ent danger to a
substantial interest of the State, the petitioner's eknnmuni-
catkin, considered in the light of the constitutional guar-
antees, raised no such clear and present menace to publk
peace and order as to render him liable to conviction of
the conunon law offe4se in question."

The judgment affirming the convictions on the third
and fifth counts is reversed and the cause is remanded for
further proceedin not inconsistent with this opinion.

Reversed.
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EXERCISE #3

One interesting area for research, which has gone virtually
unexplored in any systematic fashion, is the relation of the established
rules of law to the values and attitudes of the community or culture in
which they have developed. The problems raised by this queetion are
quite broad and their breadth has probably vontributed to the lack of
research. Furthermore, there are several'schools of thought in regard
to the functions of law and the relation of attitudes and values to the
rules Of law. The resulting' controversies have not been distinguiShed
by rigorous appeals to empirical evidence, even though many of the issues
raised clearly turn on empirical questions. One example of the sort of
claim that has been made in this area is as follows:

The life of the law has not been logic: it has been experience.
The felt necessities of the time, the prevalent moral and
political theories, intuitions of public policy, avowed or
unconscious, even the prejudices which judges share with,their
fellow-men, have had a good deal more to do than the syllogism
in determining the rules by which men should be governed.

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes-, The Common Law*----

Not only does this claim turn on empirical questions, but it is also too
broadly stated to be examined closely. In this exercise we shall focus
on selected aipects of this broad problem in an attempt to formulate

specific and testable propositions. This approach will allow us to
examine the validity of the statement above in at least some of its
aspects.

a

For example, it is often asserted that the Constitution and Bill
of Rights embody the basic political values of American democracy, values
which are presumed to be widely held in the United States. 'Since the
Constitution and Bill of Rights form the basis for much of the fundamental
rules of American law, it will Se interesting to relate individuals'
attitudes and values on part,icular issues deriving (ram the Constitution
to the actual legal interpretations and decisionsaVriving from it. The

guarantees of individual liberty found Gileihe First Amendment provide
interesting cases in point. Do Americans, in fact, believe in free speech?

Having posed the substantive question, the next question is:
how can we find out whether or not Americans believe in free speech? We

might, as Herbert Hyman has suggested, ask them. Samuel Stouffer, for his
study coTmunism, Conformity and Civil Liberties, did just that. Among the

many questions Stouffer asked of members of the American public were two
dealing with the right of free speech:

*Published by Little, Brown and Company, Inc., Boston, 1963, p. 1.
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(1) If a person wanted to make a speech in your community against

churches and religion,.should he be allovad to speak, or not?

(2) Suppose an aamitted communist wanted to make a speech in your

community. Should he be allowed to speak, or not?

In a national cross-sectional sample these questions were answered in

following way:*

Table 3.1: Attitude of General Public Toward

Selected Free Speech Issues

Yea No Undicided

In favor of allowing speeches
against churches and igion 37%- 60Z 3%

In favor-of allowing speeches
by an admitted communist 27% 68% 5%

I) What do the responses lead you to conclude about public attitudes
on at least selected aspects of free speech?

2) Do you think the responses would have been different if the
respondents were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with the following
statement:

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom

of speech...." (First Amendment)?

Explain your answer:

*
The data and tabulations utilized in Tables 3.1-3.5 were made available

by the Inter-University Consortium for Political Research (Ann Arbor, Michigan).

The data were originally collected by Samuel A. Stouffer.
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Questions regardingIree ipeech that are very similar to those
which Stouffer asked of the American public have come before American
courts. Gitlow v. New York 268 US 652 (1925) snd Cantwell v. Connecticut
310 US 296 (1940) are examples of caseb which spell out the-law on'these
issues. Re-read the decision and opinions of the court in each Of these
cases, which were included in the Appendix of Exercise 2. Also re-read the
briefs you prepared and answer the following questions.

A

3) State the question and the Couri's decision in each case:

a) Gitlow v. New York:

agwIII.IM

lb) Cantwell v. Connecticut:
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4) Compare the Court's decision with the responses of the general
public on these issues.

5) Compare Holmes' statement with the responses of the public and of
the Court.

As Krislov has noted in his book, ItLauremendl
Freedom, the relationship between law and political values in American life
is characterized by "a three tiered pattern of response": first, Americans
overwhelmingly favor civil liberties in abstract terms; second, Americans
tend to respond negatively on specific applications of these abstract
principles; third, courts tend to uphold these abstract principles in
specific applications, and the American people tend to support the courts.
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This paradoxical picture demonstrates that the problem we have posed is
more complicated than it first appeared. The question now becomes: what
are the various intervening processes that account for this discrepancy
between individual attitudes and institutionalised public policy?

An initial consideration is that the anti-libertarian attitudes
shown above do not in fact represent an unequivocal picture of anti-
libertarianism in American attitudes. A significant proportion of Stouffer's
sample did support the libertarian position on these two questions, and an
even larger proportion did so on other uestions.

6) Give the percentage figure repreienting the respondents favoring
the libertarian position ant

question 01

b) question #2

Thus it is clear that the observed discrepancy between individual attitudes
and institutionalized public policy is not clear-cut across a wide range of
issues.

A second consideration is the possibility of variations in
responses according to variations in the characteristics of the respondents.
For example, it would be interesting to break the sample down into several ab

different categories, such as region, educational background, and urban
versus rural. These breakdowns are reported in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4
below.

Table 3.2: Comparison of Attitudes by Region

Toward Selected Free Speech Issues

Yes No Undecided

In favor of allowing speeches
against churches and religion:

Northeast 41.87. 53.87. 2.47.

Midwest 36.17. 61.57. 2.47.

South 25.77. 71.51 2.87,

West 53.47. 42.87. 3.87.

In favor of allowing speeches
by an admitted communist:

Northeast 31.47, 64.3% 4.3%

Midwest 27.7% 68.6% 3.77,

South 18.6% 75.7% I 5.7%

West 36.0% 58. rz, 6.0%

6 0



Table 3.3: CoamElsoaatAtitatiLAlt,..........Salictid Free
Speech Isstms.Iiitionta Back ound

UndecidedYes

In favor of allowing speeches
against churches and religion:

None, or grammar school.... 19.97. -76.67. 3.57.

Some high school 36.27. 01.47. 2.3%

High school graduate 47.87. '50.07. 2.27.

Some college 57.47. 40.07. 2.67.

College graduate 65.77. 33.07. 1.37.

'In favor of allowing speeches
by an admitted communist:

None, or grammar school 18.17. 74.4% 7.5%

Some high school 24.3% 73.2% 2.5%

High school graduate 29.87. 67.47. 2.8%

Some colleie 41.3% 55.4% 3.3%

College graduate 50.07. 44.9% 5.1%

Table 3.4: Com arison of Attitudes Toward Selected Free

Speech Issues by Urban/Rural Setting

Yes
11M,

No Undecided

In favor of allowing speeches
against churches and religion:

Urban 41.97. 55.37. 2.87.

Rural 27.9% 69.67. 2.

In favor of allowing speeches
by an admitted communist:

Urban 29.97. 65.97. 4.2%

Rutal 21.27. 73.17. 5.77
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7) Are there any variations by region? If so, identify thaftmost
libertarian" and the "least libertarian" region on each of these questions.

8) ?row state why you think it is or is not useful for our purposes to
have this additional information.

9) Are there any variations in the breakdown according to respondents'
education? If so, identify the "most libertarian" and the "least libertarian"
educational groupings according to these questions.



10) Now state Why you think it is or is uot< ussful for our purposes
to have this additional information.

4,10.

11) Are there;any variations apparent in the urban/rural breakdown?
If so,identify the "more libertarian" and the"less libertarian"-areas on
these questions.

12) Now state why you think it is or is not useful for our purposes to
have this additional information.

"V:Crk
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Still another consideration is the possibility that institutional
patterns somehow mediate between the attitudes of the general public and

institutionalized public policy. For example, an ofivious distinction we

would want to make is between the attitudes of the general public and the
attitudes of those in leadership positions. The following table shows

such a distinction for the responses to the same Auestions considered
above.

Table 3.5; Comparison of Attitudes Toward Selected Free Syeech

Issues of Communit wan s

Yea NO Madecided

In favor of allowing speeches
against churches and religion:

Leaders 64% 34% 2%

Non-leaders 37% 60% 3%

In favor of allowing speeches
by an admitted communist:

Leaders 51% 47% 2%

Non-leaders 27% 68% 5 7.

13) Are there any variations in the breakdown between vommunity leaders
and non-leaders? If so, which is the "more libertarian" on these questions?

14) Can you speculate as to why this difference should exist?

6 4
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15) What effect do pu till* this difference has on public policy?

ffionw.mill lowmmeowawr

16) Comparing Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, which table shows the
greatest variation of responses among its several categories?

(*.an you speculate as to why this might be?

85
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4
The Stouffer study WAS conducted in 1954, a year which is

generally considered a turning-point for civil libertilikaspects of
American jurisprudence. It was in 1954 that the United States Supreme
Court, under the leadership of Chief Justice Earl Warren, handed down
its desegregation ruling in Brown v. Board of Education. And from that

point on the Court became increasingly involved in eases where fundamental
aspects of the Bill of Rights ware appealed to out of circumstances of
growing social and political conflict in American life. Hence, it could .

be anticipated that the subility of the three-tiered pattern of response
would be strained.

17) Re-state the three tiered pattern of response.

18) Where in this pattern might you expect to find overt signs of
strain under the conditions mentioned above?

Explain your answer.

66
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t
A study by Walter Murphy and joieph Tanenhaus, besed on 1966

Survey Research Center data, yill enable us to examine key aspects of the

three-tiered pattern of.response more closely.* The 1966 survey did not

ask the same questions as did Stouffer in 1954, but it did elicit responses

indicative of the American public's perceptions of the Supreme Court's role

and decisions. , The first set of responses, which are of interest for our

purposes, was to questions concerning general evaluations of the Court's

performance. The respondents were then asked ..1% there were pecific things
that the Court had done which they either liked disliked. Table 3.6,

below, reports the two sets of responses in comparitive terms.

Table 3.6: qparison of 6enera3. and S peciff.c Evaluations

of United States Supreme Court: 1966 "

Evaluation Positive Mixed Negative
No

Indication1 Total

General 37.07, 11.97. 21.77. 29.47. 1007.

Specific 9.57. 5.07. 31.77, 53.82, 1007.

1

N 1,291

The category "No Indication" embraces two different categorizations

used by Murphy and Tanenhaus: (1) the figure 29.47. represents

responses categorized as "cannot be classified" on their diffuse

support scale; (2) the figure 53,87. represents responses categorized

as "don't know, no response" on their specific support scale.

19) In Table 3.6, what is the significance of:

a) the figure 29.4%7

*Walter Murphy and Joseph Tanenhaus, "Public Opinion and the Supreme Court,"

Law and Society Review, Vol. 11, No. 3 (May, 1968).
If

**Table 3.6 is adapted from Table 5 (p. 370) and Table 7 (p. 374) of the

Murphy and Tanenhaus article cited above.

6 7
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b) the figure 53.8%2

3-1,3

c) the difference between the two figures (29.47. and 53.87.)?

20) In Table 3.6, what is the significance of:

a) the difference between the figures 37.07. and 21.7%?

b) the difference between the figures 9.5% and 31.77?

6 8
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c) the difference between the two sets of figures, 37.02/21.77
and 9.51/31.773

-,1111.111MIONIII/!

21) Is your answer to question 19 (c) related to your answer to
question 20 (c)?

Explain:

22) low do the data reported in Table 3.G bear on the three-tiered
pattern of respons6?

6 9
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Unfortunately, no such 'survey of American perceptions of the
Court was qgde in 1954 - nor, for that'matter, at any time in the 1950's.

But the SRC did ask'some of the same questions of their 1964 presidential

sample. Specifically, both the 1964 and the 1966 SRC samples were asked
the following set of. questions:

Not everyone has time to follow closely the activities of the

Supreme Court (in Washington), but I wonder if there is anything

in particular that the Supreme Court (in Washington) has done that

you have disliked? What is it?

Is there anything else the Court has dons that you have disliked?

What is it?

Is there aaything in particular that the Supreme Court in Washington
has done that you have liked? What is it?

Is there amything else that the Court has done that you have liked?

What is that?

The responses to this set of questions, for both 1964 and 1966, are

presented in Table 3.7 below.

Table 3.7: Specific Likes and Dislikes about the Work of the U.S.

Supreme Court:* A Comparison of 1964 and 1966 Responses**

Subject 1964 1966

(a) Civil Ri hts of Negroes 38.17. 75.1Z

(b) School Prayer 30.3% 23.87.

(c) Rignts of Criminal Defendants 5.8% 15.97.

(d) Reapportionment 5.4% .84

(e) Other 20.47 34.37.

100.07 99.97

1964: N = 915

1966: N = 1,063

*Refers to specific mentions, with no distinction made between likes
and dislikes.

**
- Table reprinted from Murphy and Tanenhaus, "Public Opinion and the

Supreme Court," Op. cit., p. 362.

7 0
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23) Notice that likes and dislikes are lumped together by the
authors. Can you think of reasons why this is? Justifiable? Not so
desirable? Why do you think they did it?

,

st"

24) Calculate:the differences, or amount of change, between the 1964
and the 1966 responses, and record each (as a percentage figure) in the
appropriate spaces below. Also, indicate the direction of the difference
in each case by a + or - sign.

a) Civil rights of Negroes:

b) School prayer:

c) Rights of criminal defendants:

d) Reapportionment:

e) Other:

25) What percentage of the total number of responses do the responses
to items (a) and (b) above, taken together, account for:

a) In 1964?

b) In 1966?

What might be the significance of the direction of the difference in each case?

111.a11T.....

Compare the direction of the difference in responses between 1964 and 1966
to items (a) and (b) with that to items (c) and (e).

71
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26) What might be the significeice,of the difference in responses

between 1964 and 1966 to item (c)?

' . .;

41,4

tip

ANI1I =11100111111111.

27) What might be the significance of the difference in responses
between 1964 and 1966 xo item (e)?

41k.,

28) Why is the difference between responses to items (c) and (d) in

1966 samewhat ironic?

!,1-
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29) How do the data reported in Table 3.7 bear on the three-tiered

pattern of responses?

It was suggested at the beginning of this exercise that one can
learn how the American people feel about their traditional political values
by asking them. It should now be apparent that this method has both
advantages and disadvantages. The major disadvantage is probably the fact
that there is a limit to the amount and significance of the information one
can obcain regarding.a camplex problem by asking people directly how they

feel agout it. On the other hand, one can ask a whole.series of questions
covering a range of topics which are thought to be somehow rel.aped to the
central problem at issue. One can then perform certain opeiaPions on the
resulting data to determine whether or not, and to what degree, these
variables are in fact related. For example, Miarphy and Tanenhaus examined
possible relationships between the American public's perctptions of the
Supreme Court and a variety of political and social variables.

In order to understand how this approach can contribute to our
capacity to answer some of the broad empirical questions which we have
posed, it is necessary to be completely clear about the nature of the
additional information it provides. Specifically, we must be clear
(1) about haw the variables are operationally defined, and (2) about how
the relationships between them are measurelWa-have already presented
same of the Murphy-Tanenhaus data on their variables, specific support and

general support, which we have termed specific and general evaluation.
Murphy and Tanenhaus define specific support (specific evaluation) as "the
extent to which people praise or criticize particular decisions and the
performance of individual justices." This definition of specific support
was operationalized on the basis of responses to the likes and dislikes
questions discussed above, with each respondent given a score computed as
the sum of his responses (both negative and positive) to these questions.
All respondents were then placed on a scale which ranged from a point
representing three or more positive (...0 mentims to three or more negative (-)

mentions. Table 3.8 below is a partially completed representation of the
resulting scale. Study it carefully and then complete those portions
left blank.
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Scale Score

Table 3.8

v
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Support Level llUmber of Mentions

1 Very strong positive + + +

2 + +

Moderate positive

Pro/con + +

5
OW

6 Strong negative

7
1111.

30) Referring to the scale you have just completed, describe the

responses of those having:

a) a scale score of 1: 011.11

...annPar...assrmen.V, 0=nnto00

b) a scale score of 5:

The diffuse support variable (general evaluation) was defined by
Murphy and Tanenhaus as "the degree to which people think a court carries

out its overall responsibilities in an impartial and competent fashion."
The variable was operationalized in much the same way as was the specific

support variable, using a summated scale which represented responses to a

set of questions about Supreme Court performance in general terms. A
third variable with which we shall be concerned is "awareness of the work

and constitutional role of the Supreme Court.4 The constitutional role
part of this category was operationalized as appropriate responses to the

question;

Now I'd like to ask you what you think the Supreme Court's main

job in the government is, as you understand it. I mean, what
kind of thing do you think the Supreme Court in Washington is

supposed to do?

14
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Levels of awareness of the Court's constitutional role were operationally
determined by combining the responses to the above question with the
number of specific mentions (likes and dislikes) which each respondent
was able to give in response to the earlier likes/dislikes questions.
This combination produced a scaled variable which Murphy and Tanenhaus
call: "awareness of the Court's work and constitutional role." A
summary of the characteristics of the American public on this variable
are shown in Table 3.9 below.

Table 3.9: Awareness of the Supreme Court's

Work and Constitutional Role

Specific Mentions of Court's Work'
(Likes and dislikes)

None One or Mbre

Awareness of Aware

Constitutional

Role
Unaware

Total.

12.37.

41.5%

53.8%

Total

39.7%

60.3%

31) How do the findings on awareness of the Court's work and constitu-
tional role in Table 3.9 compare with the findings in Table 3.6 on:

a) general evaluations of Court performance?

b) specific evaluations of the work of the Court?
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You have now seen how Murphy and Tanenhaus constructed three of
their variables. Part of their study was au attempt to delineate possible
relationships between these variables, representing public perceptions of
the Supreme Court, and a number of social and political variables. Among
the political variables chosen by Murphy and Tanenhaus for this purpose
were the following three: efficacy, political knowledge, and reaction to
the civil rights issue. The following discussion will demonstrate how
Murphy and Tanenhaus went about investigating possible relationships between
the three variables representing perceptions of the Court, on the one hand,
and the three political variables just mentioned, on the other hand.

The political knowledge category was operationalized as xesponses
to a set of questions asking respondents to identify political party issues
and candidates, and government officials and problems. For our purposes
here, responses to the questions asking that respondents identify government
problems will be used to indicate level of political knowledge. Reaction
to the civil rights issue was peasured by variations in responses to the
question:

Same say that the civil rights people have been trying to push
too fast. Others feel that they haven't pushed fast enough.
How about you? Do you think that civil rights leaders are
trying to push too fast, are going too slowly, or are they
moving at about the right speed?

The third of these political variables, efficacy, is considerably more
CG .plex than the two stated above. An individual's sense of political
efficacy is defined as the degree to which he feels he can influence
political processes - that is, it represents the effectiveness the
individual feels in his relation to politics. Operationally, the sense
of political efficacy is measured by responses to the following four items:

(1) People like me don't have any say about what the government does.

(2) Voting is the only way people like me can have any say about how
the government runs things.

(3) Sometimes politics and government seem so complicated that a
person like me can't really understand what's going on.

(4) I don't think that public officials care much about what people
like me think.

The efficacy variable, then, is a cumulative scale representing degrees of
str ngth of respondents' feelings of political efficacy.

The question which we want to answer now is the following: to

what extent are any, or all three, of the political variables related to
the three variables representing public perceptions of the Supreme Court?
The possible relationship, or correlatioa, may be positive or negative.
When a correlation is positive the value of one variable increases as the

76
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value of the other variable increases; or the value of one variable decreases
as the value of the other decreases. When a correlation is negative, the
value of one variable increases as the other decreases. Most correlational
measures have definite upper and lower limits, representing perfect positive
and negative correlations. A perfect positive correlation is given a value
of +1.0, and a perfect negative correlation is given a value of -1.0. A
zero correlation indicates an absence of a relatiodship. The coefficients
varying between +1.0 and -1.0 are therefore interpretable in the following
way: the closer the coefficient approximates +1.0 or -1.0, the stronger
the relationship; as the values approach zero (with either positive or
negative signs) weaker relationships are indicated.

Obviously we are verging on some complex statistical issues at this
stage in the discussion, and it is not the purpose of this exercise te
confront these issues. Rather, we are interested in seeing what sorts of
correlations are obtained between the 'variables which we are examining, and
in attempting to interpret these correlations. Without concerning ourselves
with either theoretical or technical statistical questions, then, let it
suffice that Murphy and Tanenhaus derived the following correational values.

Table 3.10: Correlations Between Public Perceptions of the United

Efficacy

Political
Knowledge

Reaction to
Civil Rights

Issue

States Supreme Court, and Political Variables: 1966

Awareness
Specific
Evaluation

General
Evaluation

Awareness s-ored high
Specific Evaluation positive scored low
General Evaluation positive scored low
Efficacy high scored low
Political Knowledge high scored high
Reaction to Civil

Rights Issue too fast scored high

7 7
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Table 3.10, it should be emphasized, does nothing but record nine
correlational values, in a manner convenient for our purposes. It should
also be noted that none of these nine values is high enough to be par-
ticularly interesting in itself. On the other hand, they do provide us
with some interesting additional information on our original substantive
problem.. For examplerFigure 3.1 below provides a graphic illustration
of the comparative effects of a political variable on the three measures
of public perceptions of the Supreme Court.

Figure 3.1: Comparative Effects of Political Efficacy on Three

Measures df Public Perceptions of the Supreme Court: 1966

+1.0

+

Efficacy

Awareness
Specific General

Evaluation Evaluation

Awareness scored high
Specific Evaluation positive scored low
General Evaluation . positive scored low
Efficacy high scored low

One must be careful in reading such a figure to interpret
correctly the information it provides. Notice, for example, that none
of the three values represented in Figure 3.1 approaches a perfect
correlation; indeed, each is closer to zero than to +1.0 or -1.0.
Notice also that one cannot simply say that efficacy is positively
correloted with awareness at the .24 level. Such a statement would .

be hopelessly ambiguous since both of these are scaled variables:
i.e., both range froth low to high. In this particular case, as a
matter of fact, high efficacy is scored low while hi h awareness is

7s
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scored high. Hence a score of 1 on the efficacy scale represents a high
level of efficacy; a score of 1 on the awareness scale represents a low

vlevel of awareness. Hypothetically, if it happened to be the case that
high efficacy was strongly correlated with high awareness, the values on
the efficacy scale would decrease while the values on the awareness scale
were increasim. The sign of the correlation coefficient in such a case
would be negative (-) rather than positive (+). Accordingly, the state-
ment interpreting the strength of the correlation between efficacy and
awareness should read: low efficacy is correlated with high awareness
at the +.24 level.

32) Frame a statement interpreting the strength of the correlation
between:

a) efficacy and specific evaluation:

b) efficacy and general evaluation:
ww.-.,mn14=1.1.1.

c) Explain your answers.

33) Of what substantive value is the information presented in
Figure 3.1?

7 9
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Figure 3.2: Comparative Effects of Political Knowledge on Three

Measures of Public Perception of the Supremm Court: 1966

Political

Knowledge

+1.0

-1.0

Awareness
Specific
Evaluation

General
Evaluation

Awareness scored high
Specific Evaluation positive scored low
General Evaluation positive scored low
Political Knowledge high scored high

34) Frame a statement interpreting the strength of the correlation
between:

a) political knowledge and awareness:

b) political knowledge and specific evaluation:

c) political knowledge and general evaluation:

80
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twImr NarlamtImml.1.1.1MNIM

11.6.

35) Of what substcntive value is the information presented in Figure 3.2?

Na,allim.... ,....0111.

Figure 3.3: Com a ative Effects of Reaction to the Civil Ri hts Issue on

Three Measures of Public Perception of the Supreme Court: 1966

Reaction

to the

Civil Rights

Issue

+ .5

0

- .5

-1.0

Awareness
Specific

Evaluation
General

Evaluation

81
Awareness scored high
Specific Evaluation positive scored low

General Evaluation positive scored low

Reaction to Civil
Rights Issue too fast scored high
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36) Frame,a statement interpreting the strength 4A the correlation

between:

a) reaction to the civil rights issue and awareness:

b) reaction to the civil rights issue and specific evaluation:

)-reaction to civil rights issue and general evaluation:

d) Explain your answers.

37) Of what substantive value is the information presented in Figurc
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There are, of course, a variety of formats one can use to
present the same data; each such preeentation can be instructive in its

own way. In this instance, it would be useful to gompare the three sets
of comparative effects: that is, to collapse Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3
in such a way that the comparative effects of each of the three political
variables can be shown in combidation. Figure 3.4, below, illustrates
this mode of presentation.

F4iure 3.4: Comparison of Awareness of Role, Specific Evaluations and

General Evaluations of the U.S. Supreme Court (1960 with

Three Political Correlates

+1.0
Awareness

Specif4s
Evaluatibus

General
Evaluations

Represents SRC Efficacy
(high scored low)

Represents Political Knowledge, as
measured by number of...government
problems identified
(high scored high)

Represents Reaction to Civil 1/4,Alts

Issue: are leaders pushing too fast?
Oigh score: too fast)
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38) Fraipe a statement (set of atatements) comparing the effects of
the three political variables on awareness, fspecific evaluation, and
general evaluation of the Supreme Court.

39) How does your answer to question 1fr38 bear on the three-tiered
pa tern of response?

4
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Now, reflecting back on the broad substantive problem with which
this exercise, formulate at-le:tit three propositions concerning
aspects of the problem which could be tested using the various
data presented in the several tables and figures of this exercise.
briefly what data would be appropriate in each case,

a)

b)



Judicial Process Laboratory

EXERCISi

Assigned Readings:

4-1

Donald Matthews; The Social Background Decision-Makers
(New York: Random House, 1954), chapters 1-3.

Samuel Krislov, The Supreme Court in the Political Process
(New York: Macmillan, 1965), chapter 1.

Joseph Schlesinger, Ambition and Politics (Chicago: Rand McNally,
1966), chapters 1 and 2.

One major area of interest for the student of the judicial
process is judicial decision-making. We assumed that judges, like
other political actors, are influenced to some degree by factors related
to their prioi experiences, as well as by strictly legalistic factors.
This is a complex problem, however, and there are several ways in which
one might approach it. The simplest of these is Eo look 'at background
characteristics such as religion and political party affiliation. This
exercise is designed to show you how to begin an analysis of the
relationship between judicial decision-making and'background characteris-
tics. The assigned readings will serve to familiarize you with some
basi.7. literature on this subject and will also be helpful to you in
Exercise #5.

Perhaps the first question is to determine whether judges have
any distimtive background characteristics in comparison to other national
political actors. In his Study, Ambition and Politics, Schlesinger
compares presidefttial and vice-presidential candidates, cabinet members,
and Supreme Court justices on the basis of their last previous office
in politics. The results of this study.appear in Table 4.1.
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-

.442441: Aelation of last PrtviOus'office to current oEfice'held
by members of the national leadership group (1900-1958)

CURRENT OFFICE

LAST OFFICE

Presidential and
Vice Presidential

Candidates
iik-Supreme

Cabinet Members
Court

Justices

Major Elective

Pres. or V.P. 675% .5% 2.8%

U.S. Senator 25.0 3.0 8.6

U.S. Representative 4.5 6.5
Governor or other

state office .32.0 4.5 5.7

Defeated candidate for
Pres. or V.P. 2.5 1.5

70.5 16.0 17.1

Administrative

Federal Cabinet 6.5 .0 19.8

Federal Sub-cabinet 15.0

Federal Admdnistration 9.0 24.0 2.8

State Administration 1.0 410 110 4.

15.5 47.0 22.6

Court System

Federal Judge 2.5 1.0 28.9

State Judge alb 1.0 14.6

Federal Lawyer 2.5 3.0 11.1

5.0 5.0 54.6

Miscellaneous

Major party administration 11M1 9.5

Defeated Gov. or Senator 2.5 1.5 .11.1

Local elective officer . 1.0

No recent public office or
nomination

6.5 19.0

9.0 31.0 J.6

TOTAL 100.0% 99.0% 99.9'

(44) (159) (35)

1) Prom wtiich category of office is each of the three types of political
actors recruiied most frequently?
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1

2) Is major elective office a characieriStic recruitment route for
all national political leaders? Why or why not?

FMIMI 11111111

In order to construct tables like the one above, data on each of
the justices must first be collected and tabulated. One convenient method
of collecting this information is to code and stare it on IBM cards. Data
recorded in this form, (that is, actually punched onto the cards), facilitates
the storage of large quantities of information which then can be processed
by high speed data proc6ssing equipment.

Codes can be quite sophisticated if necessary, though for illus-
trative purposes in this exercise, a rather simpltfied code-has been
constructed. The codebook on pages 4-7 through 4-12 coded the collected
information on only six characteristics of the justices.

3) What are the siX characteristics?

The codebook is the key to the information punched LAI the IBM card, (one
card per justice), which then contains the actual data being stored. At

the top of the following page you will find a sample IBM card.

8 8
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0000000 0000 0000000000000000001,000000000000000000000008,00000000 01300000000000 0000
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Notice that there are eighty columns across the card, with ten spaces
(0 through 9) in each row. Data are stored on these cards by punching
out certain of the spaces on the cards according to a predetermined code.
For instance, this study was given the Identification Number of 00001,
which should be punched in the first five columns on the above card (and
on each card in the deck).

Column #6 contain'S the "deck number," which, in this case, is 1;
this means that it is the first deck, or set of cards for the justices.
(There may be occasion to use more decks, if more information is collected
than can be stored on this one deck.) Columns 7-10 contain the coded name

of each justice: the justices are listed in order of appointment and
numbered accordingly, 0001 through 0098. Only columns 9 and 10 have been
used so far; when the number of justices reaches 100, column will also

be used. Thus, a card with 0098 punched in columns 7 through 10 will be
the card of Chief Justice Warren Burger.

4) In what columnsis the characteristic "Party Identification of
Justice" punched?

5) In what punc number) in those columns is "Democrat" recorded?

On the blank sample IBM card, indi ate by X marks, the correct punched-out
spaces for: a) Study Identification Number, b) Deck Number, and 0 the
Identification Number of Justice Louis Brandeis.

6) In what columns and punches (numbers) will Justice Brandeis! "Last
Previous Office" be recorded?

8 9
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On this and the following page, five blank IBM cards are
reproduced, 'and in the Appendix to this exercise are biographical sketches
for five Of the recently appointed Supreme Court Justices: Byron White,
Arthur Goldberg, Abe Fortas,.Thurgood Marshs .1, and Warren Burger. Fill

out a card for each Justice by recording an X uark in the appropriate
columns and punches; include all information required by the code.

t..
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APPENDIX A

Code Book for Judicial Behavior Laboratory Data on Supreme Court Justices

Deck 01

Column
Number Code

01-05 Study Identification NUmber (00001)

Q6 Deck Number (1)

07-10 Judge Identificati.on NUmber: JUstices are numbered consecutively
according to their order of appointment. Thus, the first
Justice appointed, John Jay, is 0001, etc.

0001 John Jay 1789-1795
0002 John Rutledge 1789-1791
0003 William Cushing 1789-1810
0004 James Wilson 1789-1798
0005 John Blair 1789-1796
0006 James Iredel 1790-1799
0007 Thomas Johnson 1791-1793
0008 William PateLson 1793-1806
0009 Samuel Chase 1796-1811
0010 Oliver Ellsworth 1796-1800
0011 Bushrod Washington 1798-1829
0012 Alfred Moore 1799-1804
0013 John Marshall 1801-1835
0014 William Johnson 1804-1834
0015 Henry Brockholst Livingston 1806-1823
0016 Thomas Todd 1807-1826
0017 Gabriel Duval 1811-1835
0018 Joseph Story 1811-1845
0019 Smith Thompson 1823-1843
0020 Robert Trimble 1826-1828
0021 John hcClean 1829-1861
0022 Henry Baldwin 1830-1844
0023 Jcimes M. Wayne 1835-1867
0024 Roger B. Taney 1836-1864
0025 Philip B. Barbour 1836-1841
0026 John Catron 1837-1865
0027 John McKinley 1837-1852
0028 Peter V. Daniel 1841-1860
0029 Samuel Nelson 1845-1872
0030 Levi' Woodbury 1845-1851
0031 Robert C. Grier 1846-1870
0032 Benjamin R. Curtis 1851-1857
0033 John A. Campbell. 1853-1861
0034 Nathan Clifford 1858-1881
0035 Noah H. Swayne 1862-1881
0036 Samuel F. Miller 1862-1890

92



Column
Number

07-10
(cont.)

4-8

Code

Judge Identification Number (cont.)

0037
0038
0039
0040

David Davis
Stephen J. Field
Salmon P. Chase .

Witliam Strong

1862-1877
1863-1897

1864-1873
1870-1880

0041 Joseph P. Bradley 1870-1892
0042 Ward Hunt 1872-1882
0043 Morrison R. Waite 1874-1888
0044 John Marshall Harlan 1877-1911
0045 William B. Woods 1880-1887
0046 Stanley Matthews 1881-1889
0047 Horace Gray 1881-1902
0048 Samuel Blatchford 1882-1893
0049 Lucius Q. C. Lamar 1888-1893
0050 Melville W. Fuller 1888-1910
0051 David J. Brewer 1889-1910
0052 Henry B. Brown . 1891)-1906

0053 George Shiras 1897-1903
0054 Howell E. Jackson 1893-1895
0055 Edward D. White 1894-1921
0056 Rufus W. Peckham 1895-1909
0057 Joseph McKenna 1898-1925

0058 Oliver W. Holmes 1902-1932
0059 William Rufus Day 1903-1922
0060 William H. Moody 1906-1910
0061 Horace H. Lurton 1909-1914
0062 Charles E. Hughes 1910-1916

0063 William Van Devanter 1910-1937
0064 Joseph R. Lamar 1910-1916
0065 Mahlon Pitney 1912-1922
0066 James C. McReynolds 1914-1941
0067 Louis D. Brandeis 1916-1939
0068 John H. Clarke 1916-1922
0069 William H. Taft 1921-1930
0070 George Sutherland 1922-1938
0071 PiLrce Butler 1922-1939
0072 Edward T. Sanford 1923-1930
003 Harlan F. Stone 1925-1946
0074 Charles E. Hughes 1930-1941
0075 Owen J. Roberts 1930-1945
0076 Benjamin Cardozo 1932-1938
0077 Hugo L. Black 1937-

0078 Stanley F. Reed 1938-1957
0079 Felix Frankfurter 1939-1962
0080 William O. Douglas 1939-

0081 Frank Murphy 1940-1949

0082 James F. Byrnes 1941-1942
0083 Robert H. Jackson 1941-1954
0084 Wiley B. Rutledge 1943-1949
0085 Harold H. Burton 1945-1958
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Column
Number

07-10
(cont.)

4-9

Code

Judge Identification Number (cont.)

0086 Fred M. Vinson 1946-1953
0087 Tom C. Clark 1549-1967
0088 Sherman Minton 1549-1956
0089 Earl Warren 1953-1969
0090 John M. Harlan 1955-
0091 William J. Brennan 1957-
0092 Charles E. Whittaker 1957-
0093 Potter C. Stewart 1958-
0094 Byron White 1962-
0095 Arthur Goldberg 1962-1965
0096 Abe Fortas 1965-1969
0097 Thurgood Marshall 1967-
°098 Warren Burger 1969-

11-13 Appointing President Identification Number. (Appointing
Presidents will be numbered consecutively according
to their order of election. All Presiden:s and
Vice-Presidents who assumed the presidency are listed.)

001 George Washington
002 John Adams
003 Thomas Jefferson
004 James Madison
005 James Monroe
006 John Quincy Adams
007 Andrew Jackson
008 Martin Van Buren
009 William Henry Harrison
010 John Tyler
011 James Knox Folk
012 Zachary Taylor
013 r"..lard Fillmore
014 Franklin Pierce
015 James Buchanan
016 Abraham Lincoln
017 Andrew Johnson
018 Ulysses Simpson Grant
019 Rutherford Birchard Hayes
020 James Abram Garfield
021 Chester Alan Arthur
022 Grover Cleveland
023 Benjamin Harrison
024 Grover Cleveland
025 William McKinley
026 Theodore Roosevelt
027 William Howard Taft
028 Woodrow Wilson
029 Warren Gamallel Harding
030 Calvin Coolidge
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Column
Number

11-13

(cont.)

Code

Appointing

031
032
033

OP 034

035
036
037

4-10

President Identification Number (cont.)

Herbert Clark Hoover
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Harry S. Truman
Dwight David Eisenhower
John F. Kennedy
Lyndon B. Johnson
Richard M. Nixon

14-15 Party Identification of Justice

01 Federalist
04 Republican-Democrat (Includes Jeffersonian

Republicans, National Republicans)
05 Whig
07 Republican
09 Democrat

16-17 Party Identification of Appointing President'

01 Federalist
;4 Republican-Democrat (Includes Jeffersonian

Republicans, National Republicans)
05 Whig
07 Republican
09 Democrat

18-19 Region and State of Justice. (First column denotes region,
second denotes state within that region.)

New England

01 Connecticut
02 Maine
03 Massachusetts
04 New Hampshire
05 Rhode Island
06 Vermont

Middle Atlantic

11 Delaware
12 New Jersey
13 New York
14 Pennsylvania
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Column
Number Code

18-19

(cont.)

Region and State of Justice (cont.)

East North Central

21 Illinois
22 Indiana
23 Michigan
24 "Ohio
25 . Wisconsin

West North Central

31 Iowa
32 Kansas
33 Minnesota
34 Missouri
35 Nebraska
36 North Dakota
37 South Dakota

Solid South

41 Alabama
42 Arkansas
43 Florida
44 Georgia
45 Louisiana
46 Mississippi
47 North Carolina
48 South Carolina
51 Texas
52 Virginia

Mountain States

61 Arizona
62 Colorado
63 Idaho
64 Montana
65 Nevada
66 New Mexico
67 Utah
68 Wyaming

Pacilic States

71 California
12 Oregon
73 Washington
74 Alaska
75 Hawaii

9 6
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Column
-Number Code

18-19 Region and State of Justice cont.)

(cont.)
'Bader States

81 Kentucky
82 Maryland
83 Oklahoma
84 Tennessee
85 Washington, D.C.
86 West Virginia

20-21 Last Previous Office of Justice Prior to Appointment to
Supreme Court. (First column denotes broad category
of offices, major elective, administrative, etc.;
second column denotes particular type of office within
that category.)

Major Elective Office

01 President or Vice-President
02 U.S. Senator
03 U.S. Representative
04 Governor or other State Office
05 Defeated Candidate for President or Vice-President

Administrative

11 Federal Cabinet
L2 Federal Sub-Cabinet
13 Federal Administration
14 Federal Lawyer

Court System

21 Federal Judge
22 Federal Lawyer
23 State Judge
24 State Lawyer

Miscellaneous

31 Major Party Administrator
32 Defeated Governor or Senator
33 Local Elective
34 No recent public office or nomination

9 7
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APPENDIX B

Biographical Sketches

Byron R. WI& was born in Fort Collins, Colorado on June 8, 1917. He

graduatea from the University of Colorado in 1938, was a Rhodes
Scholar at Oxford University, and graduated from Yale Law School.
White was appointed by President John F. Kennedy to be U.S. Deputy
Attorney General in 1961, and as Associate Justice of the U.S.
Supreme Court in 1962.

Arthur J. Goldberg was born in Chicago, Illinois on August 8, 1908. A
graduate of Northwestern in 1929, Goldberg became prominent as a
labor lawyer. He was appointed by President John F. Kennedy to be
U.S. Secretary of Labor in 1961, and as Associate Justice of the
U.S. Supreme Court in 1962.

Abe Fortas was torn in Memphis, Tennessee on June 19, 1910. He graduated
from Southwestern College in 1930 and from Yale Law School in 1933.
A prominent Washington attorney and one-time Undersecretary of the
Interior under President Roosevelt, Fortas was appointed by President
Lyndon B. Johnson as Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court in
1965. He resigned from the Court in 1969.

Thurgood Marshall was born in Baltimore, Maryland on July 2, 1908. He
graduated from Lincoln University in 1930 and received his law degree
from Harvard University in 1933. Marshall became prominent as a
special counsel to the NAACP and argued numerous civil rights cases,
including the landmark school segregation cases. He was appointed by

President John F. Kennedy as a U.S. Circuit Judge in 1961. President
Lyndon B. Johnson appointed Marshall to be U.S. Solicitor General in
1965, and an Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court in 1967.

Warren Burger was born in St. Paul, Minnesota in 1907. He graduated from
the St. Paul College of Law. He served under President Dwight 0.
Eisenhower as Assistant Attorney General from 1953-1956 and was
appointed a U.S. Circuit Judge in 1956. President Richard M. Nixon
appointed Burger as Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court in 1969.
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Judicial Process laboratory

EXERCISE #5

This exercise has two purposes: first, to introduce the student
to the techniques for presenting data in a form appropriate for the sort
of analysis he will be undertaking; second, to explore some simple techniques
for analysis of these data.

Table 5.1: Refation of last previous office to current office held
by members of the national leadership group (1900-1958)

LAST OFFICE

Presidential and
Vice Presidential

Candidates

CURRENT OFFICE

Cabinet Members
Supreme Court
Justices

Major Elective

Pres. or V.P.
U.S. Senator
U.S. Representative
Governor or other

state office
Defeated candidate for
Pres. or V.P.

Administrative

Feder-11 Cabinet
Federal Sub-cabinet
Federal Administration
State Administration

C u t System

Federal Judge
State Judge
Federal Lawyer

Miscellaneous

Major party administration
Defeated Gov. or Senator
Local elective office
No recent public office or

nomination

6.5%
25.0

4.5

32.0

2.5
70.5

6.5

9.0

15.5

2.5
.111=

2.5

5.0

2.5

6.5

9.0

TOTAL 100.0%

9 9(44)

.5%
3.0

6.5

4.5

1.5

16.0

7.0

15.0

24.0

1.0

47.0

1.0

1.0

3.0

5.0

9.5

1.5

1.0

19.0

31.0

99.0%

(159)

2.8%
8.6

5.7

17.1

19.8

2.8

22.6

28.9
14.6
11.1

54.6

MO .41

5.6

5.6

(35)
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Table 5.1 on p. 5.1 of this manual exhibits correct form for table
construction, and we will use it as an example. First, some minor points

of style)should be noticed. This table presents the relationship between

two variables: last office held by members of the national leadership
group and current office held. Each variable is broken down into several

categories. It is important that each of these categories and the variables
themselves be fully and accurately labeled. Notice that the distributions
are in percentages, with sub-.total and total percentages clearly indicated.
N denotes the actual number of cases (individuals) in each column and
appears under the total percentage so the reader can assess the relative
importance of the category.

It is important to realize what one can and cannot say on the
basis of the data presented in this table. For example, we cannot say that
more Supreme Court justices have come from major elective offices than have
cabinet Members. What we can say is that a higher percentage of Supreme
Court justices have come from major elective offices than have cabinet
members. A common error is to read percentages as if they were absolqte
numbers rather than percentages of absolute numbers. In this case, of
course, there are nearly five times as many cabinet members as Supreme

Court justices. Another common error is to extend interpretations of
data beyond the data presented in the table; one can make statements only
on the basis of information actually presented in the table.

1) On the basis of the percentages reported, could you say that more
Supreme Court justices than presidential and vice-presidential candidates
held administrative positions as their last previous political office?

Why or why not?

2) Which of the following two statements can you make on the basis of
this table?

Explain:

a) A higher percentage of Supreme Court justices than any other
political actors in America had their last previous office in
the court system.

b) A higher percentage of Supreme Court justices than cabinet members
and presidential and vice-presidential candidates had their last
previous office in the court system.

3) On the basis of this table can we make the following statement: A

higher percentage of Supreme Court justices have had prior judicial exper-
ience than have cabinet members or presidential and vice-presidential candidates?
Explain your answer.

100
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It is also tnporiant to design a table so as to include only the
information that is appropriate for a specific use. Needlessly complex
tables are a burden to read and interpret"correctly. For example, Table 5.1
was used in Exercise #4'to illustrate simple relationships between the
single variable, last previous position held, and-current political position.
It therefore was unnecessary to include other possibly interesting information.
However, if desired, this table can be expanded to include a break-down of
the individuals on the basis of political party affiliation. TOle 5.2
below is such an expanded version of this table.

Table 5.2: Relation of last previous office to current office held
by members of the national leadership group (1900-1958)

LAST OFFICE

Major Elective

Presidential
Vice Presidential

Candidates
Rep. Dem.

CURRENT OFFICE

Cabinet Members
Supreme Court

Justices

Dem.

Pres. or V.P.
U.S. Senator
U.S. Representative
Governor or other

state office
Defeated candidate

for Pres. or V.P.

Administrative

9.1%
22.7

'4.5

31.8

4.5%
27.2
4.5

31.8

4.5

2.2

3.3

4.4

1.1

1.45%
4.35
8.70

4.35

2.90

5 . 0%

10.0

OW Of 4.

20.0

IFS

68.1

9.1

4.5

72.5

4.5

13.6

11.0

8.9

11.1

25.6
ems= dm

21.75

4.35
20.30
21.70
2.90

15.0

10.0

20.0

33.3
AmP4Mm.

6.7
am, 411,1.

Federal Cabinet
Federal sub-Cabinet
Federal Administration
State Administration

Court System
13.6

4.5

18.1

4.5

45.6

!RP .1m,

1.1

2.2

49.25

2.90
1.45
5.80

10.0

35.0
25.0
15.0

40.0

20.0

6.7

Federal Judge
State ludge
Federal Lawyer

Miscellaneous
4.5

AMItippiple

1=.11RI.W.

13.6

4.5

4.5

3.3

7.8

3.3
1.1

27.8

10.15

11.60
OM, 41.1.

1.45

5.80

75.0

.4.4111.

26.7

NM WO sw.

13.3

Major party administration
Defeated Gov. or Senator
Local elective officer
No recent pu-Jlic office

or nomination
13.6 4.5 40.0 18.85 0.0 13.3

TOTAL 99.87.

(22)

99.67.

(22)

99.97.

(90)

100.07.

(69)

100.07.

(20)

100.0Y

(15)
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On the basis of Table 5.2 it is difficult to make statements
about each category of officeholders as a whole. There is 11.0 one single

percentage figure for any of the categories. However, if one is interested
in the relation of party affiliation to the variables, then the more complex
table is warranted. For example, we can now make statements about the
differences between the backgrounds of Republican and Democratic officeholders.

4) Which of the following statements can be made on the basis of the
percentages presented in Table 5.2? (If you decide that none of the
statements can be made, explain why not.)

a) The overwhelming majority of Supreme Court justices have had as
their last previous office a position in the court system.

b) A higher percentage of Supreme Court justices who are Democrats
had as their last previous office an administrative position
than have Supreme Court justices who are Republicans.

) No Supreme Court justice who is a Republican was a member of
Congress as his last previous political office.

You have seen that different statements can be made on the basis
of simpler or more complex presentations of the same data. It is important
to tailor your presentation to the type of statements you wish to make.
The data in Table 5.2 added information that was not included in Table 5.1.
On the other hand, tables should not be more complex than is warranted by
the information contained in them. Table 5.3 on the following page is
designed to show the relationship between the last previous office of
Supreme Court appointees and the party affiliation of the respective
appointing presidents. Referring to Data Table #9, calculate the indiLated
figures and record them in the appropriate cells of Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Relation Between Last Previous Office of Supreme Court
Appointees and Party Affiliationw of AppoinEing President

MajQr
Elective

Adminis-
trative

Court
System

Miscellaneous

Fed.

State

Fed.

State

Fed.

State

1789-1860 1861-1900 1901-1968

. Rep. Other Dem. Rep. Other Dem. Rep. Other

*Categories: 1) Democrats includes Republican-Democrats of the mid-1800

2) Republicans includes Whigs of the mid-1800's.

3) Other includes Federalists, and one Independent,
(Justice Frankfurter).

5) Formulate the hypothesis that would have led you to construct this
table.

6) Is your hypothesis confirmed? To what degree?

103
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Complete Table 5.4 by collapsing Table 5.3, eliminating the
historical periods.

Table

Major
Elective

Adminis-
trative

Court
System

4: Relation Between Last Previous Office of Su reme Court
Appointees and Party Affiliation of Appointing President

Miscellaneous

Fed.

State

Fed.

State

Fed.

State

Democrat Republican Other

*Categories: 1) Democrats includes Republican-Democrats of the early 1800's.

2) Republicans includes Whigs of the mid-1800's.

3) Other includes Federalists, and one Independent,
(Justice Frankfurter).

7) What information is sacrificed by collapsing the historical categories?.

8) Which of the two tables (Table 5.3 or Table 5.4) more parsimoniously
presents the data in support of your hypothesis? Explain.
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Below is a table (rable 5.5) designed to show the relationship
between the party affiliation of Supreme Court justices and ale party'
affiliation of appointing presidents. Referring again. to Data Table #9,
calculate the indicated figures and record them in the appropriate cells
of Table 5.5.

Table 5.5:
to Party of Appointing President

1789-1860 1861-1900 1901-1968

Party of Justice. Dem. Rep. Other Rep. Other Dem. Rep. Other

Dem.

Party of

Presidents
* Rep.

Other

Categories: 1) Democrats includes Republican-Democrats of early 1800's.

2) Republicans includes Whigs of the mid-I800's.

3) pther includes Federalists, and one Independent,
(Justice Frankfurter).

9) Formulate the hypothesis that would have led you to construct this
table.

10) Is your hypothesis supported? To what degree?

105
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Complete Table 5.6 below by collapsing Table 5.5, eliminating
the historical pLriods.

Table 5.6: Relation of Party of Supreme Court Justices
to Party of Appointing President (1789-1968)

Patty of Justices

Party of

Presidents

Dem.

Rep.

Other

Democrat Republican Other

1.1.) What information is sacrificed by collapsing the histopical categories?

12) Which of the two tables most parsimoniously presents the data in
support of your hypothesis? Explain.
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Judicial Process Laboratory

EXERCISE #6

Assigned.Rvadings:

Samuel Krislov, The Supreme Court in the Political Process (New York:
Macmillan, 1965), chapters 2 and 3.

Stuart S. Nagel, "The Relationship Between the Political and Ethnic
Affiliation of Judges, and Their Decision-Mhking," in Juoicial
Behavior, Glendon Schubert, editor (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1964).

This exercise is designed to provide you with a simple means for
analyzing the relationship between the background characLeristics of judges
and judicial decisions. For the purpose of this exercise we will confine
our consideration of background characteristics to party affiliation, since

it is the easiest to dichotomize across a large number of judges. The

following are some of the hypotheses that have been advanced concerning the
relation.ship between the party affiliation of judges and their decision-

making:

Hypothesis #1: Judges who are Democrats tend to decide for the
defendant in criminal cases more often than do
judges who are Republicans.

Hypothesis #2: Judges who are Democrats tend to uphold the
government in administrative regulation cases
more often than do judges who are Republicans.

Hypothesis #3: Judges who are Democrats tend to support the
claimant in workmen's compensation cases more
often than do judges who are Republicans.

1) Explain briefly the rationale for these hypotheses.
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2) If these hypothesized relationships were not confirmed, or only
weakly supported, what factors would you consider to be most responsible?

The data tables we have provided in the back of this manual will
allow you to make your own tests of these hypotheses. Notice that the
judges for each court are listed alphabetically, along with their respective
party affiliations. Each table presents decisions for only one court and
for only one issue. Your first task is to make a simple frequency count of
"yes" and "no" votes for each judge; then record these figures in the
space pr ovided below.

Punnsylvania Supreme Court Michigan Supreme Court

Hypothesis #1: Judge Yes No

LOS

Judge Yes No
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Pennsylvania Supreme Court Michigan Supreme Court

Hypothesis #2: judu Yes No

Hypothesis #3:

Id.

.s/.0Mt.e

111.

....

,JudAe

0.11s

Yes No

e..

T

3) Given these simple frequency figures, what impression do you have
about the validity of the hypothesized relationships?

109
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4) On the basis of the data as now presented, is there any particular

reason for feeling more (or less) confidence in any one of these hypothesized

relationships? Why or why not?

,111,,I11..

Your next task is to manipulate the data in such a way as to
allow you.to_make mre interesting statements. Nagel has suggested (see

your reading assignment) calculating what he calls a "decision score" for

each judge and for each court. One can then compare decision scores of
judges in terms of a bench mark determined for each court; that is, each

judge's decision score is either above or below the decision score (the

average) for his court. The decision score for a judge is simply the
proportion of times voting for thp defendant (or claimant, or whatever,

depending on the type ot issue before the court) out of the total number of

his votes on that issue. The decisio- score for the court, on the otherhand,
is an average of the.,court's decisions on the selected issue, which is

calculated by adding the decision scores of the individual judges together,

and dividing by the number of judges.

Using the data tables again, calculate the approprlate decision

scores for the judges, and for the two courts, on the defendant's rights

issue. Enter the figures in the empty tables below (Tables 6.1 and 6.2)

and label the tables correctly.

Party
Decision

ScQre

Above or Below
Court Averages

11



Table, b.2:

Judges Party
Decision

Score

Above or Below
Court Averages

4.

5) What does this procedure allow you to say that-the earlier procedure

(simple frequencies) did not?

b) How does Nagel propose to deal with the judge whose decision score

tails at the average of the court, and why?
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7) Referring to Tables 6.1 and 6.2, would the hypothesis being tested

be confirmed if the average decision score of all the Damocrats was higher

than the average decision score of all the Republicans Why or why not?

8) Explain why a statement of the following fom is an appropriate
interpretation of Tables 6.1 and 6.2: Judges of party A tend to be 42ove

the average of their respective courts in deciding cases of type X, while-,

judges of party B tend io be below che average of their respective courts

in deciding cases of type X.

9) Which of the following statements, then, would constitute a test of

the hypothesized relationships when two or more courts are involved? Why?

a) Judges of party A will be presumed to favor X more than judges of

party B, if the average score on votes for X is higher for judges

of party A than it is for judges of party B.

h) Judges of party A will be presumed to favor X more than judges of

party B, if the judges of party A tend to be above the average of

their respective courts on votes for X while the judges of party B
tend to be below the average of their respective courts on votes
for X.
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Na6,l'suggests constructing 2-by-2 tables to show the relationship
between a judge's party affiliation and his beini above or below the average

of his court on any issue. In order to do this, select one of the hypotheses
on page 6-1, calculate the decision scores for all of the judges and each of

the two courts included in thi two data tables which deal with.the issue

you have chosen. Then, using the 2-by-2 table provided below, label the
table by issue and enter the figures in the appropriate cells. Below the

table write an interpretive statement (using the proper form, as in

question #8).

Table 6.3:

,

. Republican Judges Democratic Judges

Above the average of one's
court on the decision score

AL or below the average of
one's court on the decision
score

Totals .

Statement:

10) In what way is your interpretive statement weaker than you might
want Ii to be? (See Nagel, pp. 240-41, especially footnote 13)

11) What kind of procedure might yougperform in order to make your

statement Stronger?
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12) Row adequate is this statement in terms of testing the hypothesis?

M.111==1.

13) Do you think that Nagel has adequately solved the comparability
problem?

Not all hypotheses relating background variables to judicial
decisions are as intuitively obvious as those given on page 6-1. This is

true because not all background variables are so obviously related to
particular types of issues which judges face. In fact, the "obvious"
relationships do not always hold.

For example, an interesting relationship to examine might be that
between a judge's religious affiliation (Protestant/Catholic) and his decisions
in domestic iaw controversies (e.g., divorce, separation, child custody, etc.).
On the one hand, .one might expect Catholic judges to take a broader view oil
the legal issues because of their traditional liberalism on social issues;
on the other hand, one might equally well expect that Catholic judges reflect
the more conservative position of their church on divorce. Therefore, the
relationship between religious affiliation and decision on damestic issues
might be stated in either of the two hypotheses;

) Judges who are Catholics tend to be more lenient in damestic law
cases than judges who are Protestants.

or
2) Judges who are Catholics tend to be less lenient in damestic law

cases than judges who are Protestants.

In fact, available data tends to support the second hypothesis.

Another interesting relationship to examine is between this
category of domestic law cases and judges' political party affiliation.
What do you hypothesize the relationship to be?

A
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14) Frame your hypothesis in testable form.

15) Explain brielly the rationale for your hypothesis.

To test this hypothesis, enter-th4fappropriate figures in
Table 6.4 below, using the data provided in Data Tables 5 and 6. ,

Table 6.4:

Republican Judges Democratic Judges

Above the average of one's
court on the decision score

At or below the average of one's
court on the decision score

_

Totals

16) Is your hypothesis confirmed?
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17) Briefly state a rationale for framing such hypotheses and testing
ehem in this manner.

18) Bow adequately do you think this accounts for the behavioral
differences among judges?



Judicial Process Laboratory

EXERCISE #7

Assigned Reading:

7-1

Joseph Tanenhaus, "The Cumulative Scaling of Judicial Decisions,"

Harvard Law Review, vol. 79, no. 8 (June, 1966), 1583-94.

411

This exercise is intended to show you how to "scale" judicial

decisions. Since this technique is a relatively complex form of data
analysis, some careful discussion of its implications and requirements is

in order. We have assumed, in preceding exercises, that certain character-

istics in a judge's background in same way affect his decisionmaking. In

our choice both of these characteristics and of the issues decided, we have

implicitly assumed that there is an intervening ideological dimension which

is describable in terms of a liberal-conservative continuum. In other

words, we have assumed that a "yes" vote on, for example, a workmen's
liability claim against his employer is the equivalent of a "liberal"
position, and that a judge who is a Democrat will tend to vote "yes" on

such an issue; conversely, we have assumed that a "no" vote on sucks
claim is the equivalent of a "conservative" position, and that a judge who

is a Republican will tend to vote "no" on such issues.

The technique of Guttman cumulative sealing .is designed to allow..

the researcher to make statements about this intervening ideological

dimension. For this purpose, then, it is assumed that for all judges on

a court there exists a single definable set of attitudes toward any one
issue, and that each case which bears on this issue operates as a stimulus

evoking a pro or con response. In order to do this, of course, it must be
further assumed that the set of cases chosen as stimuli is unidimensional.

The following questions are designed to test your understanding of these

assumptions as they apply to judicial decisions.

1) Why is it important to consider an intervening ideological
dimension? Does it have to be ideological to serve its purpose?



2) Is the assumption of a single definable set of attitudes (for all
judges on a court toward any one issue) a particularly stringent assumption
for judicial decision-making? Explain.

3) Is the assumption of unidimensionality across a set of cases a
particularly stringent assumption for judicial decision-making? Explain.

A scale is intended to measure intensity of response; Guttman's
cumulative scale is designed specifically to measure ordinal intensity, from
weaker to stronger responses, across a large set of stimuli. Presumably,
therefore, any such set of stimuli can be arranged in a weaker to stronger
ordering for any s.,t of responses assumed to have a single set of attitudes
toward these items. To give you some idea of how one goes about ordering
judicial decisions according to this requirement, we have listed below a
summary of the facts of five workmen's compensation cases.

case 1/1: An employee of a trash removal company is suing for disability
compensation for the period of three months during which he was
recovering from back injuries suffered when he fell off a moving
truck. The facts show that the truck was in service at the time
of the accident, and that the claimant had consumed a six-pack
of strong beer during the two hours preceding his accident.

Case #2: An employee of a house painting company is suing for two months
sick leave compensation for the period in which he was recovering
from a broken leg suffered in a fall from a ladder. The facts
show that the employee was experienced, and that the fall occurred
when the rung on which he was standing broke,

Case #3: The widow of a factory worker is suing her deceased husband's
employer for death benefits. The facts show that the deceased
was killed in an automobile accident while riding to work with
fellow employees in a car pool organized by the union local.
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Case 14: The widow of a San Francisco bank executive is suing her deceased

husband's employer for death benefits. The facts show that the
deceased was asphyxiated in a New York hotel fire, that a female
companion was found asphyxiated in the same room, and that empty

liquor bottles were also found in the hotel room; the deceased

was attending a banking convention at the time of his death.

Case #5: An employee of an automobile manufacturer is suing for full
disability compensation. The facts show that the claimant
suffered the loss of his right arm in an accident involving a
punch press machine.

4) Arrange these cases (by number) on a conservative-liberal continuum.

5) Explain your ordering.

6) Of course the order can be reversed without changing the logic of

this situation. Write your scale "backward" with the item at the extreme

right first, then the next most right, etc.

Now read your explanation of ordering in question #5. It still makes sense

because you have maintained

a:; defined by Guttman

7) Of your two possible orderings, reproduce here the one with the

most "conservative" holding (that is, the granting uf compensation would be

most likely to be acceptable to a conservative) on the left, the most "liberal"

on the right.

1 9
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8) Assuming that you are testing for intensity of "liberalism,"

would the case on the far left extreme of your ordering be a weak or a

strong stimulus? Explain.

4124

9) Assuming that you are testing for intensity of "conservatism"

would the case op the far left extreme of your ordering be a weak or strcing

stimulus?

10) Given Guttman's assumptions, would it be "harder" or "easier" for

a "liberal" judge to vote "yes" on the case on the far left extreme than to

vote "ye.s" on a case in the center? Explain.

11) Now statv brivfly what is meant by cumulative scaling.
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Judicial Process Laboratory

EXERCISE #8

This exercise is designed to introduce you to the correct use of
scale analysis in studying iudicial decision-making. You have created a

simple scale by logic from information on the items. But most of the time

we do not know and cannot trust our intuitive notions of how the cases line

up or what the unidimensional difference (or other non-scalable differences)

among the judges or other detision-makers might be. Rere`we will consider
how to take a mass of votes - yeses and noes - and try to array them into
a scale like the one you created in Exercise #7. You will then be faced
with the problem of what you might have when and if you can create such an
array. But we will consider that question later. We can best get at the
problems you might encounter by considering the simple procedural require-
ments for constructing a scale.

In constructing a scale matrix, one must first choose a set of

respondents (all judges on a court) and a set of stimuli (a set of cases
which meets intuitively the requirement of unidimensionality). The

arrangement of responses in a scale matrix (with stimulus items ordered on

a left-right, conservative-liberal continuum) should allow one to draw a
line from the upper right to the lower left of the matrix, which dichotomizes

each judge's responses as follows: all "yes" votes should e to the left
of this line, and all "no" votes/should be to the right of this line. Any

deviations in location of "yes" and "no" votes, according to this rule, are

termed "inconsistent" votes. The sample scale, showing decisions of the
New York Court of Appeals (page 8-2), should give you a good indication of

these procedures.

Unfortunately, there are no absolute rules for ordering the
stimulus items, so you.nmst proceed by trial and error. However, efforts

to guide or to be prescriptive have been made. More advanced discussions

arc to be found in:A

Glendon Schubert, Quantitative Analysis of Judicial Behavior (Glencoe:
Free Press, 1959), pp. 269-376.

S. S. Ulmer, "Scaling Judicial Cases: k Methodological Note,"
American Behavioral Scientist, 1961, pp. 31-34.

Harold J. Spaeth, "Unidimensionality and Item Invariance in Judicial
Scaling," Behavioral Science, Vol. 10, No, 3 (July, 1965), 290-304.

Two other interesting comprehensive wuks on scaling are Warren S. Torgerson's

Theory and Methods of Scaling (New Yak: Wiley, 1958), and Allen Edwards'

Techniques of Attitude Scale Construction (Ned York: Appleton-Century Crofts,

1957).
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In ordering the stimulus items you might, for example, make the
preliminary inference that, for any set of items measuring degree of
"liberalness," the judges who are Democrats will have higher scale rankings
than judges who are Republicans. You would then switch the cases and/or
judges around until you have reached an ordering that results in the fewest
"inconsistent" votes.

1) HOW in terms of the votes might you find that your preliminary
ordering of judges does not hold?

2) Can you give several explanations why your initial ordering of
judges might produce inconsistent votes? One, in terms of the judge might be

One, in terms of the particular vote in the case might be

Onv, in terms ot your selection of cases might be

3) How convincing is the assumption that the final matrix accurately
represents relative degrees of "liberalness" in the votes of the judges?
Explain.



"IF

4) How convincing is the assumption that the final ordering of cases
accurately represents relative degrees of "weak"/Or "strong" stimuli it
terms of testing the "liberalness" of respondents? Explain.

1111PW.

5) What does Tanenhaus mean (see Exercise #7) by "nominal," "ordinal"
and "interval" scales?

6) Referring to the sample scale on page 8-2, what can be said about
the "distance" between case number I and 2?

7) What can be said about the "distance" between Judges Conway and
Froessel on the one hand, and Judges Van Voorhis and Fuld on the other?



8) What limitations to cumulative scaling do your answers to Questions
6 and 7 indicate?

k

9) How is the term "inconsistency" (or error) used in referring to
votes recorded on a scale? How convincing is this use?

It is important to consider carefully the types of statements
one might legitimately make on the basis of a Guttman Scalogram. For

example, the hypothesis that one might be testing in the sample scalogram
on page 8-2 is: assuming that the items (cases) are arrayed on a liberal/
conservative dimension, the liberal judges will be more likely to vote for
t1 claimant (have higher scale scores) than will the conservative
jUdges. Obviously, such a proposition assumes that the technique used
is measuring judges' attitudes toward these cases. But notice that these
attitudes are inferred from the judges' votes, while the votes are in
turn predicted from the assumed attitudes. Our point is not that the

hypothesis is uninteresting. Rather, it is that the scalogram cannot be
used by itself to test this hypothesis, since it includes no independent
measure of attitudes. In other words, the scalogram is simply a useful
deScriptive device. What sort of device is that? It allows one to array

the judges votes in a parsimonious manner. The scale score, then, is an

index of the judges' position along the assumed continuum.

10) What is the problem with the following statement: "This scale

(p. 8-2) explains the 20 decisions dealing with workmen's compensation cases
in terms of a single attitudinal dimension"? Explain your answer.

126
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11) Does scalogram analysis provide-you with an explanation of judicial

decisions? Explain.

Referring to the sample scale on page 8-2 agair, it is seen that

the judges have a wide variety of responses to the set of workmen's compen-

sation claims. For example, Judge Dye supported the claimant 16 our of a

possible 17 times, while at the other end, Judge Van Voorhis supported the

claimant only once in 20 opportunities. We can now relate these differential

scale positions to independently measured factors,-such as party affiliation,

age, religious affiliation, etc. For example the party affiliations of the

judges on the New York Court are as follows: Burke, Democrat; Conway,

Democrat; Desmond, Democrat; Dye, Democrat; Froessel, Democrat; Fuld,

Republican; Van Voorhis, Republican.

12) Construct a hypothesis relating the judges' party affiliation to

their positions on the workmen's compensation cases. Is your hypothesis

confirmed? Disconfirmed?

13) How does this method of hypothesis testing differ from the use of

the 2 x 2 tables discussed in Exercise #6? Is it an improvement?

127
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Judicial Process Laboratory

EXERCISE #9

By now you should be familiar with the conceptual design of Guttman

scales. This exercise is intended to introduce you to soma of the more
technical aspects of scale construction.

The first task is to organize your data in a preliminary matrix to

facilitate ordering them on the scale. The form in Table 1 of the Data

Tables exemplifies this organizing procedure. Notice that this preliminary

matrix uses various codes to present the data. Each case is identified by

a code number: for example, the first ease in Table 1 iS coded 398 Pa 1984

which refers to volume 398 of the Pennsylvania Reports, page 198. The votes

of each judge are also coded irk the following way: a minus sign (-)

represents a "no" vote, a plus sign (*) represents a "yes" vote, and a

zero sign (0) represents non-participation in the case. One can invent his

awn code if he wishes, which can be as Wmple or complex as need be. The

important point to remember is that the full code should be clearly indicated

on your preliminary matrix. Notice that the plus and minus signs represent

"yes" and "no" votes on the selected issue, and not participation in the

majority or minority. Obviously, the issue or set of cases should be

clearly labeled an the matrix along with the identification of the particular

court.

As we have already stated, there are no absolute rules for deriving

the final scale matrix. Since the scaling of judicial decisions involves

such a small number of respondents (judges) compared to some uses of scaling,

a fairly simple trial and error method will be sufficient for your purposes.

There are two major rules of thumb: for a preliminary ordering of judges,

make a simple frequency count of the "yea" votes of each judge and then

place the judges in descending order. This procedure will give you a rough

ranking of judges, although there way be same changes in the final scale

form. The second, rule concerns the ordering and placing of.the cases on a

left-right continuum. First, categorize the cases according to the division

of the vote on the court in the following way: 6(yes)-1(no), 5-2, 4-3, 3-4,

etc. Then place all those cases in the 6-1 category on the extreme left of

the scale matrix, followed by the 5-2 category, and s on. Tfilke...should

provide you with a preliminary scale ordering.

Using the data in Data Table 1 as your
construct your own scale, following the procedure
the space provided on page 9-2 for work on this p
For convenience, write in the division for each case

rel
discu

ry matrix,
sed above. Use
ry scale matrix.

e ow its column on

Data Table 1 before you begin your preliminary ordering. Singe yokt will

be re-arranging your ordering several times, we suggest that you use a

pencil.

2 8
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If you have a perfect scale at this juncture, it should be the

case that all the + signs will be on the upper left side of the matrix,

and all the - signs on the lower right. In fact, this will not be the

case for the data in Data Table 1. Your goal, of course, is to approach

as closely as possible a perfect scalar pattern. (That is, a pattern

that has all the plus signs on the upper left and minus signs on the lower

right.) In an obviously imperfect scalar pattern such as you have just

produced, you must proceed on a trial and error basis by switching both

judges and cases around until you have most closely approximated the

perfect scale pattern. It should be emphasized that neither of the two
"rules of thumb" mentioned above are inviol: te; they are intended solely

for the preliminary ordering and neither it equired for the final scale.

\

Now draw a line (as shown in the sa4le scale in Exercise #8,

page 8-2) from the upper right to the lower left cif the matrix, dichotomizing

the votes as indicated. Circle all those voteis diem now appear on the

It wrong" side of the line (both + and - votes). R check your scale to be

sure that you have minimized the number of vo4s hat are circled. These

circled votes are termed "errors" or "inconsistenH.es" because they do not

follow the strictly cumulative pattern that is thieoretically required for

the Guttman scaling.

1) What is the total number of "errors" o
scale?

"inconsistencies" on your

2) In what sense should these circled votes be v ewed as "errors"

or "inconsistencies"?

3) In what scale position did you place Case # 99 Pa 160? Does

this placement conform to the preliminary rules of tlumb? Why or why not?
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4) B. Jones and C. Jones have the same number of "yes votes. Do
the two have the same scale *position? Explain why or why not.

Vom

5) If B. Jones had had a "yes" vote in Case #403 Pa 262, would his
resulting scale position have been higher than that of C. Jones? Why or
why not?

6) What is unusual about Case #399 Pa 458?

7) Why might it be ilt:eresting to investigate further those cases
with "inconsistencies"?

There are three criteria conventionally used in evaluating scales
of judicial decisions: the Scale Score (S.S.), the Coefficient of Reproduc-
ibility (C.R.), and the Coefficient of Scalability (C.S.). The S.S. is a
summary indicator, based upon the proportion of consistent "yeses" on the
scale. The computing formula is:

P is the Scale Position of each judge - that is, the point at
which the line partitioning his votes is drawn. See scale
example in Exercise #8.

N is the Number of Cases in the scale.

131
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The value of the SS can range from a -1.00 (no scalar "yes"
votes) to +1.00 (all scalar "yea" votes). The SS is the most useful device
for discussing the relative positions of the judges on the scale.

The CR and the CS represent two conventional bench marks for
determining the "scalability" of a set of cases; the generally accepted
level for the CR is .90 and for the CS, .60'.--Tte Tanenhaus article
provides a good discussion of the differences between these two coefficients,
and a critique of their usefulness. It Is important to emphasize that e,scale
that does not achieve a CR of .90 or a CS of .60 might still be interesting
simply because it raises questions as to why a scalar pattern does not
emerge.

The computing formula for the CR is:

is the number of inconsistencies, excluding those occurring
in cases with single dissents.

N is the number of votes scored, excluding those occurring
in cases with single dissents.

The computing formula for the CS is:

I*
CS = 1 -

141

I* is the total number of "inconsistent" votes on the scale.

MI is the number of potential inconsistencies in the scale.

If, for instance, we include cases with 9-0 votes no "inconsistencies" could

occur, and this would inflate the coefficients artificially. Similarly, in
8-1 votes only one incon§istency can occur and in a 7-2 vote only two

inconsistencies, etc. The highest number of errors that can Occur is
equivilent to the minority vote in that item.

To correct for this it has been traditional to exclude extreme

items - 9-0 and 8-1 - particularly from calculating the CR. The CS uses, as

the denominator, the number which constitutes the real possibility of error

in the scale. This will always be smaller than the numerator for the CR
(except in scales composed exclusively of unanimous cases, which can tell us

nothing in any event). Therefore, the CS is regarded significant at .60.
When we compute the CS we control for extremeness of items (a 9-0 item adds

nothing to the denominator). Under these circumstances we could if we
wished include extreme items in the CR, duly noting the lessened significance

of a high CR and relying on the CS to correct for these extreme items.
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Some further comment should be made about the Coefficient of
Scalability. The MI should be computed in two different ways, and the
smaller result of the two is to be used as the denominator in computing
the CS. The first of these two ways is as follows: referring to the
vote division for each case (recorded along the bottom of the scale),
sum the smaller value (number in the minority) in each case. For example,
in the sample scale, there are twenty vote divisions (one for each case);
simply total the twenty smaller numbers (ii each case) - 1+1+1+1+14-2....m.43.
The reiulting figure is the MI for the eases. The second way to compute
the MI is as follows: referring to the.vote division for each judge
(recorded along the right side of the scale), sum the smaller of each of
the two vote total Oalues fdr each judge. For example, there are seven
judges included in the twenty case scald; simply'total the ieven smaller
numbers (for each judge) - 1+1+5+7+7+9+1 31. The resulting.figure is
the MI for the Judges. In the case-of the sample scale the MI for the
judges was the smaller value, and was, therefore, selected as the denominator
for the computation of the CS.

8) What does it mean to say that there is a maximum potential error
of one in Case #399 Pa 411?

9) What does it mean to say that there is a maximum potential error
of seven for Judge- Desmond? (Refer to p. 8-2 of the previous exercise.)

10) Why choose the smaller of the two pi ,sible values of MT for the
denominator in the CS computing formula?
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r

11) According to Tanenhaus, what is the greatest weakness of the CR?

12) Is the Scale Score (SS) a useful indicator?. Why or why not/

Returning to your scale, compute and record the correct totals
as exemplified on the sample scale. Then compute and record the SS, CR,
and CS.

13) Does your scale meet the levels of acceptability conventionally
used in scaling judicial votes?

On the following page is a table showing the judges of the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, along with their respective party affiliations,
religious affiliations, and whether or not teach has had experience as a
criminal prosecutor.

3 4
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Table 9.1: Party Affiliation, Religious Affiliation, and Prosecution
Experience of the Judges on the Pennsylvania Supreme Court

\

Judges Party Religion
1

Prosecution Experience

Bell -\
\

Book

Cohen

Eagen

B. Jones

C. Jones

Musmanno

Republican

Democrat

Democrat

Democrat

Republican

Democrat

Democrat ,

Episcopalian

a
Quaker

Jewish

Roman Catholic'

Presbyterian

Ass stant District Attorney

District Attorney .

District Attorney

Assistant District Attorney
,

Raman Catholic --
Using these variables, the following propositions can be constructed:

A) Judges who are Democrats tend to decide for the defendant in

criminal cases mdre often than do judges who are Republicans

B) Judges who are non-Protestant tend to decide for the defendant

in criminal cases more often than do judges who are Protestant.

c) Judges without experience as a criminal prosecutor tend to decide

for the defendant in criminal cases more often than do judges'

with such experience,

14) Does your scale tend to support proposition A above? Comment briefly.



15) Does your scale tend to support Proposition B above? Comment briefly.

16) Does your scale tend to support Proposition C above? Comment briefly.

2 6
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EximasEf#10

t

10-1

Like scaling, bloc analysis is a technique for describing
judicial votes. The difference might be described in the following way:
while scaling rank orders respondents along a set of cumulatively arrayed
stimuli, bloc analysis orders individuals in relation to each other. The
first to use bloc analysis in the study of judicial decision-making, C.
Herman Pritchett, has commented:

of the most useful things to know about a justice
[of the United States Supreme Coura is where he is located
on the Court in relationship to his colleagues. Is he seldom
or usually in 4is reement with the decisions of the Court?
Does he dissent often by himself? This, of course, would be
an indication of a generally unorthodox state of mind. Do
his dissents in company with other justices seem to be simply
random associations, or is some pattern of alignment indicated?
That blocs of opinion exist on the Court has long been recog-
nized. Some three decades ago the phrase 'Holmes and Brandeis
dissenting' was a famous one. Persons who follow the decisions
of the Court with any care will be acquainted with the general
alignment of justices; but a more systematic method of analyzing
these associations is clearly desirable, particularly in recent
years, which have seen.such a remarkable proliferation of
dissenting opinion.*

It is important to examine the differential usuages of scale
and bloc analyses. Found on pages 10-2 and 10-3 are two matrices, each
representing a distinct type of bloc analysis. In the fallowing discussion
we will compare these two types of bloc matrices with each other and with
a scale matrix (p. 10-4) of the same data, Workmen's Compensation cases
decided by the New York Court of Appeals, (the data in the sample scale
which you encountered in Exercise #8).

Since a bloc matrix shows relationships of judges to each other,
it presents an index of the relatiouship for each possible pair. There
are a variety of indices which can be used to express these relationships,
and we will explore them in detail in the following exercise. In the
following i.ables the relationships are expressed in simple percentages.

C. Herman Pritchett, Civil Liberties and the Vinson Court (Chica
The University of Chicago Press, 1954), p. 177.
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Table 10.1: Intera reement in Non-unanimous Deci ions

New York Court of Appeals

(D) Conway

(D) Dye

(D) Froessel

(D) Desmond

(R) Fuld

(D) Burke

(R) Van Voorhis

(In Percentages) (1955-1959)

Con Dye Fro Des Ful Bur Vsn

Indices of Interagreement

Conway-Dye-Froessel = ,79

Conway-Dye-Froessel-Desmond = .74

Fuld-Burke-Van Voorhis .60

Fuld-Desmond = .75

:38
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Table 10.2: Dissentin&Blocs on the

New York Court of Appeals

(D) Conway

(D) Dye

(D) Froessel

(R) Van Voorhis

(D) Burke

(R) Fuld

(D) Desumnd

Dissents per Judge

(1955-1959)

Con Dy!e Fro Van Bur Ful Des

5 0 0 0

3 0 1 0

3 3 1 1

0 3

O 1 1.

o 0 1

O 0 0

5 4

5 2

4 2

0

0

6 5 8 12 8 4 0

Indices of Cohesion

Left

Right

.63

$4*:
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1) Referring tit Table 10.1, which pair has the highest (percentage)
rate of intéragreement? Which has the lowest?

2) What is meant by interagreement?

3) Notice that the bloc matrix does not specify the direction ("pro"
or "con" on any given issue) of the votes, as do scale matrices. In light

of this, what does the figure 75% interagreement between Judges Desmond and

Fuld represent (Table 10.1)?

4) Referring back to scale analysis, on what basis are the judges
rank oldered? Can you say the same for the positioning of the judges on a
bloc matrix? Why or why not?

'Ow

4

5) Looking at Judge Van Voorhis on the scale and on the Interagreement
Bloc Matrix, can you give the same rationale for his positioning in each of
these two matrices? Why or why not?

142
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It should now be clew that bloc analysis is a more straightforward
and simple technique than is scale. analysis. Bloc analysis does not require

any assumptions about attitudinal dimensions or tha particular array of

cases. As Pritchett's comment suggests, bloc analysis is a useful device

for isolating pairs or groups of justices who regularly vote together. There

are a fev rules for ordering the data on a bloc matrix that are conventionally

_used (discussed in the next exercie4),_ but_even thale_are_essentiallY
arbitrary. On the other hand, bloc analysis can show interesting voting
patterns that are not evident in scale analysis. For example, the rates
of interagreement_are not obvious on a scale matrix. Also, as Table 10.2
demonstrates, bloc analysis can be used to isolate pairs or groups of
dissenting justices.

6) Notice that the positioning of the judges on the two bloc matrices
is different. Can you explain why?

7) What does the Dissenting Bloc Matrix indicate about the voting
behavior of Justice Desmond?

8) What does the Dissenting Bloc Matrix indicate about the voting
behavior of Justice Van Voorhis that is not obvious from either the
interagreement bloc matrix or the scale matrix?

There are several ways in which bloc analysis can be applied to
the study of judges' Ating behavior. Interesting studies have been
constructed which have traced the voting patterns of judges through time on
a single issue. For instance John Sprague looked at the term by term voting
division of Supreme Court justices on cases dealing with federalism over a
70-year period (John Sprague, Voting Blocs on the U.S. Supreme Court: Cases

in Federalismi 1889-1960, Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1968). Anliater-
eating problem for such a study would be to discover what kinds of differences
appeared in the voting patterns as the intensity of that issue varied in the
political arena.

t"-k-7A



9) How might bloc analysii\ e use,ful
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d ling with this proklemit

10-7

^No

Bloc analysis has been tsd fruitfully to view.a court as a amall
group of individuals interacting o a variety of issues. Thus one can
isolate pairs and groups of justic s, on the basis of their voting patterns,
which adhere across a wide range if issues. It is obvious, then, that bloc
analysis is an appropriate tool for the application of small group theory
to courts. For example, Eloise Snyder in her article, "The Supreme Court
as a Small Group," (in The Courts, Robert Scigliano, Editor) examined the
voing behavior,of newly appointed Supreme Court justices.

10) How might bloc analysis be used in identifying whether or not there
is a donsistent pa ern in the voting behavior of newly appointed justices?

11) Haw might bloc analysis be used to determine whether or not the
ju4tices1 patterns of voting behavior changed as they. acquired some experience
on;the Court?

.111.11
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12) What difference would it make to one's interpretative statements
if a bloc matrix incltides data from a wide range of issues rather than from

a single issue?

4 5
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Judicial Process La ratory

EXERCISE #11

la the previous exercise you were introduced to the basic form

and uses of bloc analysis; this exercise is designed primarily to familiarize

you with some of the actual procedures and mechanics of constructing bloc

matrices, This can best be accomplished by carefully examining the form

of a correct and fully labeled bloc matrix. Such a matrix of the votes

of the United States Supreme Court Justices is presented in the table on

page 11-.2.

You will notice that this matrix contains a great deal more

information than do the two bloc matrices presented in Exercise 10. Through

out this manual we have urged thaean essential preliminary step in any

analysis be the systematic collection and recording of all data that might

possibly be used in a study. Table 11.1 is a preliminary source matrix
containing a complete record of non-unanimous votes for the 1961 term;

information for limited problems can then be drawn from this matrix, if

desired. For instance, information on interagreement in dissent only can

be drawn from this matrix and presented in a simpler form, similar to

Table 10.2.

There are several features of the matrix in Table 11.1 that

should be clarified. .Initially it should be noted that the names of the

justices are abbreviated, and run both across and down allowing one to

identify each paired combination. Notice that in a bloc matrix there are

two cells for each paired combination of justices, and in this particular

matrix each of the two cells contains different information; that is, the

upper right is not a mirror image of the lower left, as was the case in

Table 10.2. Each cell of the upper right contains four figures, indicating
the four possible voting relationships for any pair of justices. A close

examination of the Douglas (D) / Warren (Wa) cell shows the following:

Eac figure represents raw frequencies of votes rather than percentages; the

plus sign (+) represents voting with the majority, and the minus sign (-)

represents voting with the minority.
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Table 11.1: United States Supreme Court: 1961 Term

(Matrix Showing Voting Interagreement Pattern)
w

Ws 131 BW lih

I.

+ 64 01 53 00 56 01 10- 01 59 15 ,17 06 52 23 20 13 35 39

- 10 05 22 06 18 05 01 00 06. 00 05 00 06 00 05 00 05 01

t

+ 54 00 56 10 09 01 52 14 13, 06, 43 23 '15 13 24 41
.86

- 12 15 02 12 01 00 13 01 09 00 14 01 10 00 15 00

+ 46 08 07 01 40 14 08 06 31 23 09 13 15 39

.73 .85
- 12 15 04 00 26 01 14 00 .27 01 16 00 25- 02

Y
+ 09 01 44 13 Al 05 36 22 13 11 17 40

- 02 00 21 02 11 01 21 02 12 02 22 01

+ 10 01 - 09 02 00 00 03 08
.

.83 .83 .58 .69
- 01 00 -- 00 01 00 00 01 00 ;

18 04 45 12 22 09 34 31

.74 .66 .51 .58 .83
- 03 02 21 03 02 64 05. 10

+ 19 06. lb 06 16 06
.61 .46 .29 .43 .00 .74

- 03 00 04 02 02 04

+ 21 11 33 24

.64 .54 .39 .47 .83 .59 .68
-. 04 02 07 17

21 03

.53 .39 .24 .39 .00 .70 .64 .62,
- 02 11

.45 .30 .21 .23 .25 .55 .71 .62 .86
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1) Explain in your own words what each of the fourrfigures 4n the

Douglas/Warrencell represents.

a.

b.

C.

d.

2) Referring to the matrix in Table 11.
Frankfurter (F) cell, and expliin in your own

figures in this cell represents. Specify the

a.

1, identify the Black (B1)/
words what each of the four
correct figure in each case.

b.

C.

d.

148
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0
Turning your attention to the4tower left of the matrix no ice

that there is only one figure in each of the cells. These figures represent
an indeX of interagreement for each paired combination of justices. -

11-4

3) What is the "Interagreement Score" for the pair Douglas (0/
Warren (Wa)?

4) What is the "Interagreement Score" for the pair Black (BO/
Frankfurter (F)?

The "Interagreement Score" is a rather simple measure; it is the proportion
of times the two members of any pair vote together (Weither the majority
or minority) out of the total-number of votes in which both participated.
Labeling the four alternatives in each cell in the following manner:

flM

The computing formula for the "Interagreement Score" is:

I.A. =
a+b+c+d

.(
If multiplied by 100, this index is simply the percentage of times a pair
of justices votes together out of the total number of opportunities for
doing so. For example, the "Interagreement Score" for the Douglas/Warren
pair is computed as follows:

54+l 69
I.A. = = .85

54 + 0 + 12 + 15 81

When this score is multiplied by 100 ( .85 x 100 = 85%), we find that this
pair votes together 857. of the time. It should be noted that several other
indices of interagreement might legitimately be used as well.

It should be apparent that there is a pattern to the ordering of
the justices on the source matrix on page 11-2. The point of bloc analysis
is not only to discover pairs of justices with high interagreement scores,
but also to discover blocs of justices sharing high scores with each other.
A procedure is needed, therefore, which will locate and distinguish any
voting blocs which might be found to exist on a given court. John Sprague
has dealt with this problem at some length, and has suggested a set ,of rules
to accomplish a systematic ordering. One begins with a preliminary matrix
in which the recorded data are the Interagreament Scores for each pair of
justices. One then works from this preliminary matrix to arrive at the
proper ordering of these pairs for the source matrix. Sprague's rules for

accomplishing this ordering are as follows:

See John Sprague, Votills Patterns of the U.S. Supreme Court: Cases in

Federalism, 1889-1959 Clndianapolis: Hobbs Merrill), 1968.

14 9
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Rule #1:

In the case of the source matrix of Table 11.1, tor example,

there are two candidates for the largest Interagreement Score:

a) the Warren/Brennan pair, at .86
b) the Harlan/Frankfurter pair, at .86

Rules 02 and #3 below provide a criterion for deciding which

of these pairs is to be placed in the first (upper left) position.

Rule #2: Takillg each pair in turn1 place one member of the pair in the
first position and one in the second.

nIA

Rule #3: Choose that positioning of_justices which leads to the highest

Interareei_!psptScorefort.ationstILibeeentheustictwe
in position two and the justice in position three.

Below are the four possible orderings on rules #1, #2, and #3.

I(a): With Warren in position one and Brennan in position two
(rule #2), the highest Brennan/ pair (rule #3)

is the Brennan/Byron White pair at .83.

Wa Br

I(b): With Brennan in position one and Warren in position two
(rule #2), the highest Warren/ pair (rule #3)
is either the Warren/Douglas pair at .85 or the Warren/

Black pair at .85.

Br Wa

Ma): With Harlan in position one and Frankfurter in position two

(rule #2), the highest Frankfurter/ pair (rule

#3) is the Frankfurter/Stewart pair at .70.
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Mae
.86

.70

II(b): With Fiankfurter in position, one and Harlan in position
two (rule #2), the highest Harlan/ pair

(rule #3) is the Harlan/Whittaker pair at .71.

Wh

.86

.71

Oh the basis of rules #1, and #2, and #3, therefore, it is clear
that Justice Brennan should be placed in position one and Justice
Warren in position two. But position three remains open, because
the Warren/Douglas pair and the Warren/Black pair are tied* .85.
Since rule #4 is designed to specify the procedure for completing
the ordering for the entire matrix, it also provides a criterion
for determining how ties are to be broken.

Rule #4: Starting wtth the justice whose position was last established,
z.place next to him in the arrangement the justice with whom he has
the highest Interagreement Score. Repeat the last step until all
the justices have beenplaced.

On the basis of rule #4, then, the ordering should !IP extended in
the following way:

Br Wa D Bl. BW

1

Er

Wa

Bl

BW

Br Wa B1 D BW



It is clear from the above that the tie betWeen the Warren/Dougle*
pair and the Warren/Black pair cannot be broken until the ordering
ivas been extended to the fifth pos4tion.

Rule #5: 19.asEevaLzout,t19...s of lose

scores that run diagonally between the ujpr left and t e lower

sight of the matrix.

This rule should be self-evident (given the preceding rules),
but if is included to dispel any procedural colifusion that might

remain. On the basis of rules #4 and #5, then, the final.ordering
is as follows:

Br

Wa

Bl

BW

Wh

Br D 51 EW S Wh

.86

.85

.83

.74

.68

5) Can you explain why Justice Whittaker is positioned ahead of

Justice Clark?

6) Is there any rationale for positioning Justice Frankfurter ahead

of Justice Harlan? Explain.

:52
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As we have already suggested, the source matrix contains a great
deal of information. One of the more interesting uses of bloc analysis is
the identification of dissenting blocs, the information for Olich can be

drawn from the source matrix.

7) In what corner of each cell in the source matrix is this information
contained?

In the space provided below (Table 11.2), simply record the appropriate
dacs for a dissent matrix on the basis of the information contained in
Table 11.1. Using the raw frequency figures, fill in the upper right and
lower left halves as mirror images.

Table 11.2: United States Supreme Court: 1961 Term

(Matiix Showing Dissenting Pattern)

Before proceeding, be sure you have correctly answered question #7 and
are using the correct figure in calculating the dissent matrix; i.e.,
Justices Brennan and Black dissented together on 6 decisions, Douglas
and Black.on 15 decisions, and so on.

53
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4
The procedure for positioning tha justices on a dissent matrix is

identical to that prescribed by the rules above, even though the data being
used are taw frequency figures, rather than interegreemant scores. Table 11.3
provides you with space for presenting your ordered dissent matrix.

Table 11.3: United States Supreme court: 1961 Term

(Matrix Showing Ordered Dissent_Pattern)

After construction of the matrices and the ordering of the judges,
there remains the problem of identifying blocs. Since the positioning of
the justices is based upon the relative closeness of scores, you should be
able to make a tentative identification of any blocs by inspecting the
matrix.

8) Where on the matrix might these blocs be located?

There are, however, more rigorous devices for identifying blocs than simple
inspection. While there are no absolute criteria, Glendon Schubert has
proposed several indices which have been generally adopted as conventional
criteria to identify blocs.*

*See Glendon Schubert, Quantitative Analysis of Judicial Behavior
(Glencoe: Free Press, 1959).

5 4
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The first of these is the "Index of Cohesion," which is designed
to identify blocs of judges who most frequently dissent together. It is

\computed in the following way: first, taking any tentatively identified
`bloc, sum all the frequencies for each pair and divide by the number of
tiSirs; the result of this computation is the average number of agreements
between the pairs of judges included in that bloc. Second, sum the
frequencies of all the dissents of the judges included in the bloc and divide
by the number of justices; the result of this computation is the average
number of dissents cast per justice. Third, divide the first resulting
average by the second resulting average. This lftst procedure yields the
Index of Cohesion for that particular bloc. It should benoted that a bloc
can contain as few as two judges. It is conventional to accept as high en
Index of .50 or greatei; as moderate an Index of .40 to .49 and as low an
Index below .40.

9) Compute the Indices of Cohesion Tor those blocs you have
tentatively identified by inspection of Table 11.3.

Schubert has also suggested an Index of Interagreement, to be used
to objectively identify blocs an a full matrix of interagreement, such as
Table 11.1. Here the Index is based upon the Interagreement Scdres.
Tentatively identify a bloc by inspection, and then simply compute the
average Interagreement Score for all those-pairs in the bloc by summing
the scores for all the included pairs and then dividing by the number of
pairs. The last procedure yields the Index of Interagreement for that
particular bloc. It should be noted that a bloc can contain as few as
two judges. It is conventional to accept as high an Index of .70 or greater;
as moderate an Index of .60 to .69; and as low an Index below .60.

10) Compute the Indices of Interagreement for those blocs you have
tentatively identified by inspection of Table 11.1.
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11) 'Referring to Date Table #8 (The Michigan Supreme Court),-comstruct
a preliminary source matrix in the space provided below (Table 11.4).
Label the table correctly.

Table 11.4:



12) From this preliminary source matrix,,position the judges according
to the rules discussed in this exercise in the space provided'below -

Table 11.5.(Correctly label this table.) Compute the Indices of 1nteragreeo

ment for any bloc you tentatively identify, and list them below the table.

Table 11.5:

11111111111111111111



13) From the matrix you constructed in Table 114, record the appro-
priate data for a Dissent Matrix in the space provided below (Table 11.6)
and correctly label the table.

Table 11.6:



:
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14) From the matrix you constructed in Table 11.6, position the
judges according to the rules discussed in this exercise and correctly
label the table. Compute the Indices of Cohesion for any bloc or blocs
you tentatively identify, and List them below the teble.

Table 11.7:
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Judicial Process Laboratory

EXERCISE #12

The Voting Power Index

Assigned Readings:

Samuel Krislov, The Supreme Court in the Political Process
(New,York: Random House, 1954), ppi 63-72.

Kemeny, Snell, and Thompson, Introduction to Finite Mathematics
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1957), pp. 74-78, 92-9C
108-112.

A good deal of our focus in this manual and in others has been on
voting data. Simple techniques are most easily applied wherdihere is.a,
relatively precise act defined and measurable. As a matter of research
strategies this has seemed a good place to begin. We shall continue this
approach in this exercise.

Voting arrangements are sometimes durable and prescribed by means
of formal rules. At other times we have records of voting'in a definite
body - a legislatiVe c II %Olt ttee, or a plural judge court. Can we use this

information in a systematic way to speak of the voting.power relationships
suggested by the voting arrangements, or the pattern of votes? We are

here asking two questions: (1) the aprLori question: haw much power can
A have relative to B in a voting system where his vote is set in a definite
way and that of B is also known; and (2) the cmparical question; A is on

the winning side of the question x times, B prevails y times. How much
weight does each have across the entire set of votes?

A solution is found through the Shapely-Shubik method for
determining voting power in a committee situation. This is a mathematical
method for evaluating the effectiveness of the individual members of a
voting body. It was developed by a mathematician and a game theorist-
economist interested in operations research.

The power index is built on the assumption that the desire of
every committee member is to be the pivotal figure in the voting, that is,
'the individual casting the deciding vote on any question. For example, if
101 votes were cast, 50 on each side of the question, the tie-breaker would
at that moment have 1007. of the power. Voting power is defined as the
ability to cast just such a deciding vote in the maximum number of cases.

DEFINITION: The voting power
number of alignments in which
alignments for the group. We
this definition.

of a member of a group or committee is the
he is pivotal, divided by the total possible
shall explain, illustrate, and return to

60
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Where We have Vote Results

Where we do have a record of votes, we compute an individual's
share of power in a decision by assignimg to him the probability of his
having been the deciding vote. In a six-man majority.the probability is
one-sixth, in a seven-man majority, oneftseventh, and so on, mince so far
'as we know each voter has an equal probability of having been the pivot:
Those in the minority receive 0, the probability of their having been*
decisive.

1) In Data Table 1, case number 398 Fa 198, what was the vote
against defendant's rights?

2) What was Bok's share of power in Shapley-Shubik terms expressed

as a fraction? as a decimal?

I

3) What was MUsmanno's?

We can now compute the over-all power of eth judge by noting his
power in each case, adding theltotal and dividing by the number(of cases in
which he participated. We shall do so for only,cases 1 through. 5 in Data
Table #1, though the method is the same for each case or groups of cases.

Table 12.1

Cases Bell Bok Cohen Eagen B. Jones C. Jones Musmanno

I.

2.

3.

5.

4) In Shapley-Shubik terms, who is the most powerful?

the least?

5) Is it correct to say Cohen is twice as likely to be pivotal as
Musmanno?



6) If weh to check our arithmetic, we can add the scores of all'
the judges in a eingle case. These should add up to

because

7) If vq wish to check our overall calculations we can add up the
power indices of all the judges. These..should total

because

8) What we have done is calculate the empirical power index. It was
obtained by calculating

in individual voting situations, summing and dividing the result ty the
number of total instances.

9) In essence, for each judge we have the average (mean)

Ica2sLonl tt_iyISstem.

We now turn to the other problem broached on page 12-1, which
is the problewlof Ore a priori power index, or expected voting power
based upon wergsted voting schemes.

4,1

10) We return to our basic definition. Find it and reproduce it here.

DEFINITION:

. 11) Consider a voting situation where the voters are A, B, and C.
They are allocated respectively different amounts. Usim; logic and the
definition above, what is the likelihood of being pivotal in each of the
following instances?

(a) 3 votes each: in Shapley-Shubik terms, how much power would
each have?

- A

(b) A: 5, B: 4, C: 2? A

() A: 4, B: 3 C: 2? A

12), All of these above are equal, because any two form a winning
coalition and it is equally probable that any voter would be pivotal.
Each has a power index of

: 62
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1
Mew do we actually prov thisor show what we have teased out

by logic? We will Wm to one uieIjod now. Consider the following situation:

A 40; B * 30; C B 20

We can arkange all of the possibilities of voting alignments. Each is as,

likely as, the other. We assume "yeses" come in these orders:

l. 40 30 .20

2. 40 20 30

3. .30 40 20

4, 30 20 40

5. 20 40 30

6. 20 30 40

This is the universe of possible Atrangements. Satisfy yourself that this

is so. Now let us take alignment 1: 40 (IT 20. If this is the order

in which, say yeses come in, 30 is piutal. His 5ote gives us a majority.
Before he voted we did not have a ma Mity. With him we do. Similarly,

with respect to alignment 2: 40 30, 20 fs pivotal since60 is
a majority.

Special Note 1: We will indicate pivots by arlsurrounding,such a

vote in that combination.

Special Note 2: We ailc treating each voting alignment as if they were
cast in that order. This is justified 11 the fact that so far as we know,
each possible order is equally probable.

*
Some people are intuitively repelled by this potion 94,esidering the

votes. A much more complex way of doing this has been developed by John
Banzhaf. (See his "Weighted Voting Doesn't Work," Rutgers Law Review,
v. 19 (1965),
individuals.
He tabulates

A (3)

pp. 317-43.)
For example,

all possible

B (3) C

He ranks every possible
take our second problem

yes-no combinations:

(2) D (1)

order
in Table

Pivots

of votes for all
12.2 (p. 12-6).

(a) + 4-' + +

(0' + + +
(c) + + - + A, B

(d) + + - - A, B

(e)

(1)
(g)

(h)

(i)

+

+
+

+

-

+

+
+

-

+

+
-

+

A,

A,

B,

B,

B,

C

C

C

C

C

(j) + + - B, C

(k) - + +
:', C (continued)

163



13) Now determine and mark the pivots in the other four aliggments

above.

14) Now summarize:

A was pivotal in instances.

B was pivotIl in instances.

C was pivotal in instances.

Power of A (40) = Number of A pivots
A + B + C pivots

Power of B (30) =

Power of C (2b) =,

Ng

6

6

6

, 15) We are ready to go further. Consider a situation where there are

blocs of 4, 3, 1, and 1 all voting together. We now want to find the

number of pivots for each weight.

(a) Array the possible alignments and complete those left blank
below:

(b) Indicate pivots by El

A (3) B (3) C (2) I) (1) Pivots

(I) - + A, C
(m) + + A, B
(n) + - A, B
(0) - +

(p)
- +

He then asks whether a change in the vote of any voter tcgardless of
position will° change the result. In (a) no one can; (b) no one can; in

(c), A and B can (7 - 3 = 4, a minority).

8 8 8 1
- 7 each

The reader may wish to compare the results of the method used
in this exercise and Banzhaf's to satisfy himself the results are identical
(with less calculation), and no distortions arise from calculating the
number of possible minimum coalition by utilizing the advantages of
permutational conventions.

A

_ 4



(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

4,

4,

4,

4,

3,

3,

1,

1,

4,

1,

1,

3,

1,

1,

1

1

3

1

(f)
(g)

3,

1,

1,

4,

MIM11101111

.111MMIIM

(h)

(i)

,

1,

4,

3,

(J)

(k)

1, 3,

0111

16) We now want to find the number of pivots for each weight.

For 4 it is 6; for 3 it is ; and for I it is . The total number of

possible alignments is

Li) So: (a) Power of 4

(b) Power ot 3 = 12

) rower ot
12

1
or .500

or

hut there are two l's of equal weight so it is .

tor each 1.

18) The index for All possible Suprome Court blocs is given by Krislov
in Schubert, Judicial Behavior (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1964), pp. 461-64;
so you can check calculations there. Nnw complete Table 12.2, calculating
the combinations of alignments.

fi 5
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19)% Would it make any difference if we were dealing th a legislative
committee rather than a court? Why or why not?

20) What is unusual about the power of 1 in the 3, 3, 2, 1 situation?
Riker and Shapley have referred to Otis situation as that of a "dummy." Why?

21) In practice, might his influence be different, through his speaking
power and other abilities?

22) Does this apply to the others?

23) What then does the r_priori index measure exactly?

Some Lessons from the Power Index

I. The operative weight of any vote total is dependent upon the total
system ecrid ndt merely ratios. The following table will illustrate the point.

6 6
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Table 12.3

Weight of 49 Votes in a 100-vote Committee, under Differing Distributions
_

Voting Distribution Power Index

A B C ABCDn
49 51 0 100

49 50 1 .166 .667 .166

49 49 2 .333 .333 .333

49 49 1 1 .333 .333 .166 .166

49 (1 (n=51)) .942 (.00113 each (n = 51))

24) 49 out of 100 votes, therefore, can be expected to be pivotal
anywhere from to % of che time, depending upon how the other
votes are distributed.

II. Apparent ratios may have little to do with actual ratios.

25) Let us assume a city council represents 5 well-defined historic
neighborhoods. Each has had one f.:ommissioner. Population, however, has

become unequal. Under the One-man, one-vote doctrine a judge orders
weighted voting for these councilmen, proportionate to what the population
is. He thinks he is following one-man, one-vote. What is he actually
doing in each of the following four cases in Table 12.4, as you determine
the power index?

Table 12.4

10, 9,

9,

(1)

,

(3)

9,

1, 6 10, 10,

(2)

7,

(4)

6,10, 6, 6 10, 10, 6, 5

: 67
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26) What is the effect of changing to a weighted system in (1) and (3)7

27) Is the effect the same in (2) and (4)7 Can you explain why?

28) Can you explain why the New York Court of Appeals requires a
Shapley-Shubik analysis before permitting weighted voting schemes?

ADVANCED EXAMPLE: Table 12.5

For 10, 10, 6, 6, 5 we will introduce a somewhat simplified calculation
of pivot frequencies.

10

10 6

10 5

6 5 M)
6 6

6

6 5

6 10

5 6

5 6

5 10

X X X

X X

6 6

X X

X X

5 10

6 10

X X

X X

6 3 10
6 6

10

liii
10

10

10

10

10 b 6 X X

10 5 Lt.! X X

6 10 Ell X X

10 6

6 10

3 ways

2 ways

1 way

2 ways

2 ways

1 way

1 way

2 ways

2 ways

1 way

1 way
18 ways

2 ways

2 ways

2 ways
6 ways

2 ways

2 ways

4 war'

a
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III. The a priori-index can be used to predict behavior and be
compared with the achieved index for various eisposes.

The a priori index measures only the abstract power which might
be expected to accrue from the voting system alone. A person can utilize
that potential poorly - or as we know - he may care about something other
than being pivotal. We can test whether he le using his potential
effectively by comparing the expected vote and the resultant outcome..

That is, voting efficiency
achieved index
expected index

Moreover, since the vote of all participants is interdependent, we would
not be able to specify, for example, wtether Cohen-is mre efficient, or
merely looks so because Musmanno is different or any combination of these

\ reasons.

.2. 6 9
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DATA TABLE #1

JUDGES, PARTY AFFILIATION AND VOTES: PENNSYLVANIA SUPREME COURT, DEFENDANT'S RIGHTS ISSUE

Case Number:

Judges

CV
43

03
P4

8

co
4.
03
134

csi

4.

Bell (R) - - + - - + - - - - - - - - _ _ +

Bok (D) _ + - - + - - - + + - + + - + + _ +

Cohen (D) - + - - - - + - - - + + + + + - + + +

Eagen (D) 0 - - - + - 0 - - + - - - - - - + .. -

B . Jones (R) - - _ - _ - - - - + - - - - 4. .0 + +

C. Jones (D) - _ _ _ _ + . - + . - - - - .. + - -

Musmanno (D) + + - + + + + + + - + - + + + + + - +

Vote Against the Defendant:

Vote For the Defendant:

NotTarticipating:

170

OP

171



DATA TABLE #2

JUDGES, PARTY AFFILIATION AND VOTES: MICHIGAN SUPREME COURT, DEFENDANT'S RIGHTS ISSUE

Case Number:

Judges

(Ns ch co A s cc g

tN
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Case Number:

DATA TABLE #3

JUDGES, PARTY AFFILIATION AND VOTES: PENNSYLVANIA SUPREME COURT,
QUEST/ONS OF GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY
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Case Number:

DATA TABLE #4

JUDGES, PARTY AFFILIATION AND VOTES: MICHIGAN SUPREME COURT,
QUESTIONS OF GOVERNMENTAL AUTIORITY
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DATA TABLE #5

JUDGES, PARTY AFFILIATION AND VOTES: MICHIGAN SUPREME COURT, DOMESTIC LAW ISSUES*

Case Number:

C42

r.e."

4-
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Adams (D)

Black (D)

Carr (R)

Dethmers (R)

4-

Kavanagh (D) + + +
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---,
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Domestic Law Issues: divorce, will, child custody

Liberal or broad position:

Conservative or narrow position:

Not participating: 0
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4- 4 4- + +

0 0 0 0

0 0 + - . _

+ + +

+ + + +



Case Number:

Judges

Bell (R)

DATA TABLE #6

:RIDGES, PARTY AFFILIATION AND VOTES: PENNSYLVANIA SUPREME COURT, DOMESTIC LAW ISSUES*
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Bok (D) + _ - +

Cohen (D) + + _ +
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B. Jones (L + -

C. Jones (D) + +
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Domestic Law Issues: 'divorce, wills, child custody
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+ + + + + +
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+ + + + 0

+ + +

Liberal or broad position:

Conservative or narrow position:
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+ + +

+ + +
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Case Number:

DATA TABLE #7

JUDGES, PARTY AFFILIATION AND VOTES: PENNSYLVANIA SUPREME COURT,
INDIVIDUAL CLAIMS AGAINST COMPANIES
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. DATA TABLE #8

JUDGES, PARTY AFFILIATION AND VOTES: MICHIGAN SUPREME COURT,
INDIVIDUAL CLAIMb AGAINST COMPANIES

CO ON CA CV/ 14-
0 -.1" 0
C`4

X X A
CI U CJ C.)

.V V V V
V

Case Number: 0 4/
t

%0
m
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Black (D) + +

Carr (R) MO .

'Dethmers (R)
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Kelly (R) . . - +

O'Hara (R) 0 Q 0 0

Smith D) 0 0 0 0

Souris (D) + + +

-OW
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%,C, %D. va %.12 12 N N r N. T. r N h Oa CO
VO v0 ga %.0 '.0 41 sOm m m cv M ce, M en en en M
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- - - 0 - + + + + + - -

+ + + + _ + + + _ - + +

Vote For Individual's Claim:

Vote Against Individual's Claim: -

Ncit Participating: 0
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Case Number:

C'l D2
Cr) 01

U

V V V
V2

N. N.
Cr, 01

DATA TABLE #8 (Cont.)

ifs csi 0
470 ret 44 in s0

V V V
CI 41 12
N. N. N.

Mr en

- 0 + + + + +Adams (D)

Black (D) + + + . - 0

Carr (R) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Dethmers (R) AIM Me Ms

Kavanagh (D) + + + + + + +

Kelly (a) OW ... Am .e - _ +

O'Hara (R) OP - _ _ + . - +

Smith (D) _ 0 + + + + + +

Souris (D) 0 + + + + -
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Justice

Joh&Jey.(Federalist)

John Rutledge (Federalist)

William Cushing (Federalist)

James Wilson (Federalist)

John Blair (Federalist)

James Iredell (Federalist)

Thomas Johnson (Federalist)

William Paterson (Federalist)

Samuel Chase (Federalist)

Oliver Ellsworth (Federalist)

Bushrod Washington (Federalist)

Alfred Moore (Federalist)

John Marshall (Federalist)

William Johnson (Rep.-Dem.)

Henry B. Livingston (Rep.-Dem.)

Thomas Todd (Rep.-Dem.)

Gabriel Duval (Rep.-Dem.)

Joseph Story (Rep.-Dem.)

Smith Thompson (Rep-Dem.)

Robert Trimble (Rep.-Dem.)

John MtLean (Democrat)

Henry Baldwin (Democrat)

James M. Wayne

Roger B. Taney

Philip P. Barbour

4ohn Catron

DATA TABLE #9

Apt:canting President

Washington (Federalist)

It

ft

ft

ft

ft

11

ft

It

It

If

ft

ft

VI

Last Previous Office

United States, Secretary for Foreign Affairs

South Carolina Rouse of Representatives

Chief Justice, Massachusetts Superior Court

, United States Congress

Virginia, JUdge, 1st Court of Appeals

North Carolina, Member of Council of State

Maryland, Chief Judge, General Court

Governor New Jersey

Chief Judge, Maryland General Court

ignited States Senator

Adams (Federalist) Virginia House of Delegat'es

JUdgi, North Carolina Superior Court

United States, Secretary of State

Jefferson (Republican-Democrat) J4dge, S. Carolina Court of Common Pleas

lf

ft

ft

ft

ff

Judge, New York State Supreme Court

Chief Justice, Kentucky Supreme Court

Madison (Republican-Democrat) Comptroller, U.S. Treasury

Massachusetts, Rouse of Representatives

Monroe (Republican-Democrat) United Statea Secretary of the Navy

John Quincy Adams (Rep.-Dem.) United States District Judge

Jackson (Democrat) Postmaster General

Uhited States House of Representatives

United States House of Representatives

United States Secretary of the Treasury

Defeated candidate for Vice President

Tennessee Supreme Court 2U2



Justice

John McKinley (Democrtt)

Peter V. Daniel (Democrat)

Samuel Nelson (Democrat)

Levi Woodbury (Democrat)

Robert C. Grier (Democrat)

Benjamin R. Curtis (Whig)

John A. Campbell (Democrat)

Nathan Cliffoid (Democrat)

Noah H. Swayne (Republican)

Samuel F. Miller (Republican)

David Davis (Republican)

Stephen J. Field (Democrat)

Salmon P. Chase"(Republican)

Wilfiam Strong (Republican)

Joseph Bradley (Republican)

Ward Hunt (Republican)

Morrison R. Waite (Republican)

John Marshall Harlin (Republican)

William B. Woods (Republican)

Stanley Matthews (Republican)

Horace Gray (Republican)

Saiouel Blatchford (Republican)

Lucius Q.C. Lamar (Democrat)

Melville W. Fuller.(Depocrat)

David J. Brewer (Republican)

Henry B. Brown (Republican)

2U3 George Shires,. Jr. (Republica0

DATA-TABLE #9 (Cont.)

Appointiwg President

Van Buren (Democrat)

Tyler (Whig)

Polk (Democrat)

if if

Fillmore (Whig)

Pierce (Democrat)

Buchanan (Democrat)

Lincoln (Republican)

ft

Grant (Republican)

ff ft

ff

Hayes (Republican

u. II

Arthur (Republican)

Clevelnd (Democrat)
It ft

Harrison (Republican)

If Vt

II It

I

.

Last Previous Office

U.S. House of Representatives

Judge, United States District Court

Chief Justice, Ame York Supreme Court

United State? Senator
4

County Court Judge

Massachusetts Legislature

Alabama Legislature

United States AttorneiGeneral

United States Attorney

Justice of the Peace

State Judge

Chief Justice, Cilifornia Supreme Court

United States Secretary of the Treasury

Pennsylvania Supreme Court

None

New York Court of Appeals

Ohio Legislature

Kentucky Attorney General

United States Circuit Court Judge

United States Senator

Massachusetts Supreme Court

United Statr: Circuit Court Judge

United States Secretary of Interior

Illinois Legislature

United States Circuit Judge

United States District Judge

None

0

2u4



kittae
Howell E. Jackson (Democrat)

Edward D. White (Democrat)

Rufus W. Peckham (Democrat)

Joseph McKenna (Republican)

Oliver W. Holmes (Republican) ,

William Rufus Day (Republican)

William H. Moody (Republican)

Horace H. Lurton (Democrat)

Charles E. Hughes (Republican)

Willis Van Deventer (Republican)

Joseph R. Lamar (Democrat)

Mahlon Pitney (Kepublican)

James C. McReynolds (Democrat)

Louis D. Brandeis (Democrat)

John H. Clarke (Democrat)

William H. Taft (Republican)

George Sutherland (Republican)

Pierce Butler (Democrat)

Edward T. Sanford (Kepublican)

Harlan F. Stone (Republican)

Charles E. Hughes (Republican)

Owen J. Roberts (RepublIcan)

Benjamin N.. Cardozo (Democ.-at)

Hugo L. Black (Democrat)

Stanley F. Reed (Democrat)

2u5
0.

DATA TABLE #9)Cont

Appoirting,President

Harrison (Republican)

Cleveland (Democrat)

MtKinley (Republican)

Roosevelt (Republican)

Taft (Republican)

Wilson (Dmmocrat)

Harding (Republican)

Coolidge (Republican)

Hoover (Republican)

Roosevelt (Democrat)

It

Last Previous Office

United States Court of Appeals

United States Senator

New York Court of Appeals

Ulted States Attbrney General

Massachusetts Supreme Court

United States Circuit Court

United States Attorney General

United States Circuit Court

Governor of New York

United.States Circuit Judge

Georgia Supreme Court

Chancellor,'New Jersey (Judiciary)

Uhites States Attorney General

None

United Staps District Judge

United States President

United States Senator

County Attorney

United States District Judge

United States Attorney General

United States Secretary ofuState

None

New York Cosrt of Appeals

United States'Senator

United States Solicitor General 2u6



justice.

Felix Frankfurter (Independent)

William O. Douglas (Democrat)

Prank Mnrphy (Democrat)

James F. Byrnes (DemOcrat)

Robert H. Jackson (Democrat)

Wiley B. Rutledge (DeMocrat)

Harold A. Burton (Republican)

Fred M. Vinson (Democret)

Tom C. Clark (Democrat)

Sherman Minton (Democrat)

Earl Warren (Republican)

John M. Harlan (Republican)

William Brennan (Democrat)

Charles Whittaker (Republican)

Potter C. Stewart (Republican)

Byron White (Democrat)

Arthur Goldberg (Democrat)

Abe Fortes (Democrat)

Thurgood Marshall (Democrat)

Warren Burger (Republican)

207

DUA. TABLE #9 (Cont.)

Appointing President

Roosevelt (Democrat)

ft

ft

If

If

ft

.Truman (Democrat)

If

11

It

It

If

Eisenhower (Republican)

11

11

11

11

11

Kennedy (Democrat)

51 ft

Johnson (Democrat)

It

Nixon (Republican)

Last Previous Office

None

Federal S.F.C.

United States

United States

United States

United States

United States

United States

United States

Attorney General

Senator

Attorney General

Circuit Judge

Senator

Court of Appeals

Secretary of the Treasury

-United States Court of Appeals

Governor of California

United StatesTourt of Appeals

New Jersey Supreme Court

United States Court teAppeals

United States Court of Appeals

United States Deputy Attorney General

United States Secretary of Labor

United States Undersecretary of Interior

United States Solicitor General

United States Court pf Appeals

2u8


